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CHAPTER I -;~. -t~ 1!· COUNTRY LIFE 





The present investigation endeavors to 
determine the attitude of Tirso de Molina toward 
; 
country and city life. as that attitude is reflect-
ed in his plays. 
I Vlish to express my'most·eincere thanks 
to Professor Jos' M .. de Osma 1 whose kindness and 
encouragement in the preparation of this work have 
been invaluable. 
INTRODUCTION 
Gabriel 1'llez, the Mercenarian monk uni-
versally known under the pseudonym of Tirso de 
Molina, was born sometime between 1671 an~ 1583. 
The former date is believed to be closest to the 
truth by Cotarelo y Mori and is based on the des-
cription of Tirso•s portrait by D. Vicente Poler6 
y Toledo, 1n his Catalogo ~ 12.! Cuadros _2tl Marqutls 
.2! Santa Marta, Madrid, 1874. This portrait cornea 
from the _mo11astary in Soria where Tirso died, and . . . 
bears an inscription which includes the;following 
lines: 
"Mao161·~-n Madrid en 1572. F:!UriC(en Marzo de 1648 
a los·aetenta y seis atios y cinco meses de edad." 
This inscription is.one of the most important 
pieces of biographical matter we possess.1 'lhe year· 
1583 ia given by Ueririiee and Morley as the approximate 
date of Tirso•s birth.2 
l Benjamin Parsons Bourland; Don Gil de las Calzas 
Verdes, New York, l900freprlntea "I92a, 
PP• vlli-ix. 
see also James Fitzmaurice-Kelly; A New History· 
~ Spanish Literature, Oxford Press;-1926, p 3il. 
2 A HistoVf of Spanish Literature, Ernest M~rimee• 
- rev sea by s. Griswold morley, New York, lg30> 
P• 351. 
He studied atb.Aloal& de Henares, passed h1s 
novitiate .. -in Ql.ladalajara, and pro,fessed in th,e 
•• ,,- • • r • •'\_ •' "'' • , "'~ • , " ' < • , ,. ' ' 
11. 
~1!e~cenar1an .o.rder, ~a.nuaey 26. 1601~ ,· tl~: first f'ind 
notice of him as a dramatio author in .. 1610.-. He is 
"' ~ ... 
named as P,adre Fray. Gabriel T~llez1 poeta oomico, 
• ~ • ' ' ' "'' .. - ' _! ' . ·' 
in the Letan!a n:toral of. Andres de Claramonte y Cqrray ~ 
! • ... ' ' . . • ~· ' 
t~e ~pprobac16~ wIJ.ereo~ ~s. (.1\ated ~ay: 23r~., 1?19• 
In 1615 he .. was. sent . to Santo Domingo ~n a missi~n 
of the Order and received the title of .definidor 
I ,', ., , • 
general of that island. This title.he also bore in 
~ ' ·~ 
Guadalajara, where we find him in is;s •.. 
In 1620• while he was at Madrid, Lope dedicated 
to him IO.FINGIDO VERDADEROt and he-dedicated to Lope 
., ' i ' ' ' ,. ,. :~ ,. ' 
LA VILLANA DE VALLECA.s.. . In spite of this exchru;ige of 
courtes1es 2 the.two authors are not thought to have 
been on friendly terins.3 
The c~uncil of Caetil~, in .1625 1 discussed the 
scandal Fray Gabriel T~llez was causing with his . ., 
comedies, which were declared to contain "bad incentives 
and examples.n _. 
.. 
3 Fi t:zmauric~-Kelly;_ · l! ·!!:.! _ Histoq _2! .?12an1.sh 
Literature. Oxford Preas, 1926, P• 313 • 
. -
iii. 
As a result of the-.oonsidoration of the Council, 
Tirao was sent to one of the more remote monasteries 
of the Order t and enjoined f'roin \Vri ting plays or 
any profane verse.4 Thus it 1s that we f1nd him in 
1625 appointed Prior of the monastery at Trojillo, a 
post v!bich he occupied.· three years. 
after.the censure he wrote no plays. 
For some time 
He· was in Salamanca, apparently, in 1625 and ·1629, 
and in Toledo in 1631. He was appointed Definidor 
general de la provincia de Castilla and cronista 
general or the Order in 1632, approximately three 
centuries previous to our present writing. As official 
historian, T~llez wrote at Madrid between 1637 and 1639 
the Historia General .2.! ~ Ord~\.2! Nuestra senora .!2, 
h! Mercedes, thereby completing a work begun by his 
predecessor,·Fray Alonso Ramon. In 1646 he was 
appointed superior of the monastery of Soria, but no 
longer held that~office .in 1647. His death on March 12 1 
· 1646, occurred ·either at Soria or Madrid. While most 
of his 11.te was spent in tiadrid and Toledo, we know 
that he lived for two or three years in Santo Domingo. 
Judging solely by the detail or descriptive material 
4 see Bonilla•s Advertencia to his edition of' 
LA VILLANA DE VALLECAS. 
iv. 
in his trilogy.or the exploits of the Pizarros, 
it could be that he had· visited the co1'ltinent of 
south America somet1.me· between the- years 1615 and 
. . w...r . . . . , .· .. • . . -
1618 while he"definidor·general of Santo Domingo. 
He had probably visited Portugal, Galicia. and 
Catalonia. 
Tirso de Molina Is first work of importence · 1s 
his Cigarrales de Toledo~ written perhaps in 16211 
and published in 1624. · This ia a ·collection of 
. ' . 
tales. plays, and poezils, buildad upon ·a theatrical. 
framework, which ware told and ··presented during 
five days Of celebration following Upon,· a· vieddlng. 
The ·title. Cigarrales ~ Toledo, is derived from the 
aettinga for the festivities given by the wedding 
party, the country houses. and gardens along the rive:r 
around· Toledo. Tirso announced a series of verses and 
st.ories for: twenty days. but he stops· at the fifth day 
with the promise of a second part~ which \Vas <·never 
fulfilled. The influence of Bocicaccio is seen in the 
arrangement of Cigarrale£\ ~ Toledo, but Tirso ts 
plan was sufficiently original as to be favored by 
. . 
other writers.. eur interest in this collection 
lies in its three plays: 0000 HAN DE SER LOS AMIGOSi 
EL CELOSO PRUDENTE, an~.EL VERGONZOSO EN PALACIO. 
'i1 
Another collection entitled Deleitar Aprovechando, 
or 1635, includes three devout tales and some autos, 
of' which EL COI.MENEHO DIVINO is Tirso•s best. 
A co.lleotion of playa publi~hed in 1650 under 
the title Doze Cornedias ~ Lo12e ~Vega Carpio, z 
Otroa Autoree contains EL BURLADOR DE SEVILLA Y 
COMBIDADO DE PIEDRA, the play which has carried 
Tirao to great fame, in spite of doubts which have 
questioned the validity of its aacripti,on to him. 
The authorship of EL CONDENADO POR DESCONFIADO is 
also not certain, but the consensus of opinion 
through the years haa given it to Tirso. 
His plays were published in five parts: 
Primera Parte, Madrid, 1689; segunda Parte, Madrid, . 
1635; Tesrcera Parte, Tortosa, 1634; cuarta Parte, 
Madrid, 1635; and Pa.rte Quinta, tladrid • 1636. The 
sixth part promised by the author never appeared. 
In the pref ace to the Ci1;3arrales T1rso declares 
that he had composed three hundred comedies in four-
teen years. In the pretace to Parte Tercera de las. 
Comedias, 1634, a nephew. Lucas de AVila, whom some 
historians have believed to be fictitioua,5 says that 
5 See M~rim~e and Morley, History 2! Spanish 
Literature;- New York, 1930. p. 353. 
'' 
his uncle had written mo~e than four hundred 
comed1aa. ··only some eighty h~ve coma down to us. 
Three are, in the 9isarralest t\ielve ;.n the Primera 
Parte, four·1n the Segunda Perts, twelve in·Parte 
Tercera. twelve in the fourth part. and eleven in 
the·· fifth. There are three autos in .Deleitar ,ARro-
. · veohando and some twenty more. plays in other 
collection~ and in. suel t.as, vvh.ose authorship is not 
definitely:· established. -
··it is only in: compare:M.vely: recent years that 
Tlrao de Molina's merit as a dramatist.has come to 
be appreciated •. The fame ot Lope de Vega. ,and the 
· attention· giilen to Calderon de. la· Barca have served 
to obscure the worlt of T1rso. who deserves to stand 
in the first ranlt of Golden Age d'ramatists. His 
vigorous and original tarent is- t.:'1orthJt, of more 
co1i.siderate· study.: 
The 0 humilde pastorde.Manzanarean was an ob-
server and interpreter of seventeenth century life. 
He ·\yas evidently rich in personal· experience. The 
knowledge gaine'd from ·this experience he tempered 
r~ith a vitalizing sense ,-or· .. humor and a keen appreci-
·atio11 of the ridiculous •. His 1n~enu1ty and readi-
. ·ness in dialogue have been praised repeatedly. His 
v11. 
gift for charadter drawing is unquestioned. Indeed, 
it is one of his chief claina to a position along-
side Lope de Vega. He gives a quality of definite-
_nese to his characters which enables them to work 
out the solutions of their,own problems without the 
necessity of leaning upon some arranged set of 
principles or interests. we may say that he had no 
personal purpose in his plays except to amuse. He 
reserved more serious thousht to his autos, legends, 
history, and religious works. 
He fearlessly attacks the most improbable plots, 
availing himself of the saving grace of his ability 
in dialogue to carry him from scene to scene. 
Tirso treats of almost every phase of seventeenth 
century Spanish life in hie plays. Now it is countt:'y 
life that claims his attention, now city and court 
life. He describes both equally well. Freeing 
himself from the exigencies of the narrative style, 
he lets the characters reveal their customs, 
traditions, habits. and attitudes, in their conver-
sations with one another. so natural is this dialogue 
that one's confidence in the dramatist•s ability is 
immediately won. His impartiality and unbiased 
position assure faithfulness in transcribing life 
roundabout him. 
vi11•, ... 
Tirao 1 s quick perception of dramatic situation 
combined \11th his resourcefulness and, faculty· for ., 
character' analysis and sympathetic treatment of. life 
situations constitute the.,foundation for the. en• 




T1rso de Mol1na•s descr1pt1on of landscapes and 
physical aspects of theloountry are for the most .. part 
poetically convent1onal 1 and nec.essary f'or determin-
ing the setting of' the scene. 
His deeoriptions are, with.the exception of 
passages in the trilof:3 describing the exploits of 
the P1zarroa, and a ralati~ely small number of realist-
ic lines in other plays, similar to tho lyrical ex-
pressions o.f other poets who wrote of nature and its 
charms. It 1s not charactoriatic of Tirso to describe 
with as much detail as the drama permits the appear-
ance of the.mountains, the trees. ~he fields, and the 
sky. As is to be expected, he is concerned chief1y 
with the forwarding of plot and the portrayal or 
charac;ter rathe~ than with the description of scene, 
which is, after alls incidental. Thus it is also 
suf!icient·to the dramatist and poet to describe lyrit-
ally in a general and superficial way the influence 
of nature's beauty upon the human soul. 
The phraseology of the following q~otationa, 
exceedingly poetical and lyrical as it is, after all .. 
describes the .,country conventionally and prosaically. 
The play LA PEW\ DE FRANCIA contains. this song 
of the shepherds express1n·g the joy of country life 
in springtime: 
Entra Me.yo corona.do 
de ,rosas y de olavele•'• 
dando alfornbras y doaelea · 
en que duenna Amor, al prado; 
de tr~bol viena aclornado, · 
de reta.ma y torongil 
2 
1 Act III, so. 1 . 
In Eltt BURLADOR DE SEVIUA. Patricio. a farmer, 
says on his wedding day: 1 
:Sobre eota alfombra f'lorida. 
a donde en campos de escarcha 
.'el sol sin altento maroha 
con su luz reci~nnacida, 
os sentad, 'pues noa.convida 
al talamo el sitio hennoso ••• 1 
.Aot II, . So• EVIII 
Of'ten the speech of a character praising the 
aspect of nature or the beauty and majesty of a scene 
roundabout him is mer~ly a dramatic device to convey 
to the audience the setting of the scene.2 .Choosing 
two examples from among.the plays. we find a region 
of Portugal.described in LAS.QUINAS DE PORTUGAL• 
and a section of Galicia. described in LA GALLEGA 
MARI-HERNANDEZ: 
1. Other lyrical and more or less conventional lines 
of Tirsots describing the country end country 
life are to be found 1n the following plays: 
LA PE~ DE FRANCIA: Act II, sc. XIII; Aot III, so.II 
LA VI IL.ANA DE LA SAGRb.: Act I, Sc• Vt 
LA. GALLEGA MARI-HERNJ\NDEZ: Act I, Sc. VII 
EL CONDENADO POR DESCONFIADO: Act I, Sc. 1 
ta ROMERA DE SANTIAGO: Act I, so, XIII 
2. See: QUIEN DA LUEGO DA DOS VECES: Act I, sc. I 
(Andaluc{a) 
3 
Alfonso (Conde de Castilla): &Qu~ sierra es ~sta? 
Brito (Pastor): La de Braga, haoia Galicia 
Alfonso: 1Notablea riscocl . 
Brito: Se envicia 
hasta el o1.alo. 
Alfonso: JExtrafia cuestal 
Bff to: Ll8.ma.se Eepa..11ta ru1nea. 
Alfonso: No sG yo que haya en Espafta 
mas esoabroaa montafia. 
Act I, So. I 
Ea de Laroco esta empinada sierra, 
Y Limin este florido . 
Valle (que es guarnic16n de au voatido), 
Por fortil estimadQ: 
El de Laza, qua yaoe a es~otro lado, 
Amano ao avecina 
Al val da·rnonterey, con quien confina 
Cinco leguaa de Chaves 
Dista este monte. 
Act I, Sc. VII 
Tirso puts into the mouths of his gentlemen 
and ladies of the court the apprecia-t,ion of the count-
ry life as a restorative power to assu~ge the suffer-
ings of the mind and to repair the damage to dispo-
sitions wrought by the complex life of the city.3 
This is 'one of the conventionalities of lyric poetry• 
In LA FRUDENCIA EN LA LIUJER, Don Pedro Caravajal 
says: 
No hay medecina qua sea 
Mas conf orme a la salud 
mt1e la si.niple t porque dru1'a 
Nueotra vida la cornpuesta: 
LAS QUINAS DE PORTUGAL: Act III. Sc.: I .(Portugal) 
3. References to this recurring though:t. are: 
QUIEN HABLO PAGO: Act II, Sc •. III; Act II:t Sc.XIV 
Y ai en la· corte moleeta. · 
No. ae eatime qu!en ·no en.gafia 
· Y vive la compostura · 
A '.costa de ·la- lealtad; 
aqu! la e1mplic1de.q 
~ Mas la salud asegura: 
Mil afios su estado firme ,, 
: Goce, y au quiatud aencilla. • 
4 
.. Act III. Sc. VIII 
And in the same scene tlle Queen, Dofta t1Iaf!a, .. says;: 
Ya gozarg con desca.neo 
Lo que mi quietud deseat 
El·sosiego de la aldea. 
Su trato senc111o y man.so, ••• 
There is a class of deeoript1on in Tirso de 
Molina which might have been handled realistically 
to great advalltage, but ~hioh v1as presented 1n more 
or less conventional form. Thiajdescriptive treat.-
ment, however, does marlt Tirso as an observer of life 
and customs. Ona realizes this more in comparing 
the quotations included heretofor with the following 
speech by Caldetra in LA GALLEGA l\~ARI-HERN.tNDEZ: 
Vite encima de esa loma 
Docir, alzando la voz: 
0 Henc., Henc, Hane, arrangoroz;" 
Yo no sntiendo el idioma 
De gallegoa desallffos, 
Vi acercarae en esouadrones, 
Gruffendo,. suegras lechones, 
Que aqu{ llaman vacor1fios. 
No supe yo que juntaban 
Loe cochinos;-doato modo 
·Act III. Final scene 
ELPPRETENDIENTE AL REWS; Aot I, Sc. I 
EL AUOR Y EL AMISTADi : A.ct III, ~c. VI 
LA FINGIDA ARCADIA• Act Ii so. II 
AMAR POR ARTE f1MYOR; Act -I, Sc• III 
AMAR FOR RAZ(!iN DE EST.ADO;. Act ?, Sc. VI 
5 
Ei1 Galicia. 
· Act I!, Sc. I 
Another scene which might hav·s been described 
in realistic detail and whicli was endo·wed v11 th a 
. certain spirit of realistic treatmer1t by T~.rso is 
the.twelfth scene of Act III 1~ EL PRETENDIENTE. 
AL REWS. A hard rainstorm has come up and the 
shppherdn are trying to shelter.their property. 
Carmen1o: Tirao, a recoe;er las panraa; 
Que vione el abua sin t1no. 
Celauro: Deja el bieldo con que asourbas 
La paje; quo el torbellino 
Nos da con ella en las berbaa. 
Clori: Sa.ca el trigo de las heras, 
Las gavillas mete en casa. 
Celauiw: Junta la paja, &quG eeperas? 
Canneni.,2: Que ya la tempestad pasa • 
Celauro: 
P .. einad.e.: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
&Est' el trigo recogido? 
Lo mas se queda tr11lado. 
s·ee;Un el agua ha venido • 
Temo qua hogatlo hemos gogido 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mengo: IMadre .de D1os. y cual vengol 
Dame un camis6n y un sayo. 
Clori: Remojado vents, Men.go. 
~: Mat6 las mulas un rayo; 
No s' ;ct>mo vida tengo • · 
Cannenio: &Las mulae? 
Me'ii[O:Y de camino 
. · El masttn. Dadme otra ropa: 
Tirso: ahogado 
Se han diez y doce coelh.1no~. 
An example of a half' conventional, half realist-
ic treatment of rural life is contained in Sc. X, Act 
III, of the play VENTURA TE D~ D_IOS, ~!JO. Gilote, 
a countryman, is describing the __ condit,1on of the 
crops. the livestock, and the ge?eral_ state of affairs 
in the oou.ntey to. Ot6n.. He says that the whea.t has 
turned out well. that the grnpes.are·bursting with 
juice and ere in c;reat abundance, that the livestock 
including the dogs is fat, and that the meadows are 
full of frolicking colts. All this is rather con.,. 
ventional! More realistic handling of subject matter 
may be observed in the following lines, which a re a oon-
t 1nuation of Gilote•s speech: 
J'ugando el cura a la polla2 
el barbero y sacrist'1l1. " 
dames y rentoy tambi~n. 
No hay hogar sin olla, 
Ni cuna sin dos chicotes: 
a todos halle con Vida,. 
Y a mi Torilda parida. 
de un rapaz con dos cogotes. 
Other references: 
LA ROr:IERA DE SANTIAC-0: Aot 1, So•· XIII . 
EL PRE'rENDIEN'l~E, .AL ,aEWS : ... Act -III. Sc. XI 
Af/fAR POR ·sE.t1AS: Act 1.. So •. VII . 
7 
Tirso tha_ raa:J.1st'comes into being in the triloBY 
of the P1Se.rros; and the !1Jew World. The descriptions 
of the lands boyo11d tho cea are beautifully dono. and 
attest to ~the tjreet interest, in the new \?orld arouoed 
by the then recent axplorationo and conqueots of the 
courageous Spenierds. The explorationa and expeditions 
furnish excellent mat,orial. The very prolif'oroua abund-
ance of natural phenomena is reproduced in the pages 
of these plays, presenting a vivid picture of tho 
lwruriant life of the reg,.ons drai11ed by the Amazon 
river a.rid its tri butarles: TODO ES DAl\ En UNA COSA,. 
AMAZOHAS EH- I..AS IHDIAS, and LA LEALTAD CONTRA U. 
ENVIDIA. Especially is LAS AI.!/\ZONAS EN US n-IDIAS 
rich in dote.il. In no other works does Tirso da 
r!oli11a eqttal the descriptive skill of' these pictures 
of tho florat fauna,, and inhabitants of America.4 
Tho no.rration of the deeds of the cons,uistadorea ia 
marl~ed by a touch of epic grendsu~. 
For pure rooliam in description, here is an 
O}tample taken from LAS .A:iAZO!JAS EH US INDIAS: 
4. Many doscriptive lines are found in the following: 
AMAZOHAS EN LAS L\JDIAa: Act I, so. II 
~ So. III 
Sc. IV 
Act II, Sc. III 
LA LEAL'I'AD cmiTRA IA E.NVIDIA: Act It Sc. IX 
· Cayerori J.oa mils enf'ennos; 
porque las ropae podridas 
con el etorno ·nae,-;.ta va•1* 
nos dojll en las cnrnes vivas. 
Btmccmos ·temples mejores,. 
haste que la apetecida 
ce11ela en montes 1nmensos 
deso11b!erta, nos aliiria. 
Son vnos arboles estos· 
que a los laureles imitan 
en las ~iempre vcrdes hojas" 
con. ramas tan preeumidas 
qt.te oe burlvn . de las flechas 
sin qua ee o sen a Sl.1.B cimaa: 
au corpt1lencio tan grnnde 
que no es posible que la ci~an 
tres p ersonna con los brazos; 
su i'lor blancn y amarilla,, 
aii fruto cier1,os cupulloe 
que so nprieta.."1 y urracima..ri 
formando mazorcas de e1.loe y en cascaras quebrad1zaa 
conaervan menudos.granoa. 
queJ sernbr:-ados_, son sem11la • 
•••••••••••••••• ~1.~ ••••••• 
···~··~···················· En mas de dosc1entas leguas 
que CEtmina.mos. a vista 
del Briareo n~araf16n. 
no hallamoa otras delioias 
que tfames. agios. pan~as,. 
guayabos .• cocos. y pliias.: . 
' ...... •'• ....... •· .... •· .. . 
Mosquitos hay tan valientes 
que taladran, cuando pica.n,'. 
ur1a bota de baqueta, 
porq-~e aon aleznas vivas. 
Act IIt Sc. III 
Writing without prejudice against any region, 
and with sympathy for the people of the rural dis-
tricts, Tirso de Molina presents the country and coun-
try life in two distinct manners; first, the poetic-
ally conventional and superficial. second, the realist-
ic. It is in the second mariner that a more faithful 
and colorful picture of Spanish country life ia 'given. 
.9 
That Tireo waa intere~ted in the country vii th 
1 ta charaoter!st.ics, 1 ts simple end buay lif'e, and 
its problems, mo.y well be observed. 
Ho satv tha l""t1ral ree,.ono as a setting for rustic 
characters who move and have their.being amid scenes 
which are the complement of their unspoiled livesa 
\lVhile ·the residents of the city find the peace of the 
country an antidote or a cure for tho e<t;ils of the 
court. 
The thought of country peace and quiet as opposed 
to the tunnoil of tho world vms already a. convention• 
a.lity ot lyric poetry. The universality &f such a 
feeling, the desire.to.escape from.<:laily care and 
laborious endeavor. is exemplified in the words or 
the ereat mystic,; Fray luis de LGltn, \7ho said: 
0 Lo que yo doaea.ba oro. el fin dostos pleitoa y 
pretendenc:le.a de escuolas 1 con alg(u1 rnediar.Lo y repo-
sado asiento. · ·· Y · Si· al, Gcffor · le agruclare servirae en 
esto de m! su piedad lo dara.u 
Although Luis de Le5n did not at~ain the leisure 
for vn1ioh he sighed. freedom from ntodo lo que mete 
e.. saco la quiet,ud de la vido.n 1 ha mtpresoetl his long-
ing in these words: 
I Qu·e desca.""lsada vida 
la del que huye el rrmndanal ruido, 
Y siguo ladeacondida · 
~enda por onde han ido 
l.os pooos aabios qua en al ,mundo han sido\ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 ca11po, o monte. o 1 ..!01 
O secreto seguro deleytosol 
Roto casi ol nav!o 
10 
a vueotr·a alma reposo . 
huyo . de aqueste . mo.r tewpest1.1oso. · 
· -·Vide Retirada 
A diligent see.rch thro1.tgh. the plays of' Ttlllez 
fails to disclose any cloar e..nd dirsct desor1pt1on of 
a Villano. TJ:wre is, indeed. a description of Ramiro 
end Sancha., bTother and sistar brought up in the 
region of uomblanoo. but t~heoe characters are really 
children of tho <load rang DuartG 0 and therefore not 
true ·country people, although their mother \!!Jae a 
no.t1vo of the r.Jomblo.nco region. 5 Ventura, a county-_ 
being an almost perfc3ct likeness of the murdered 
lting Adolfo of Doheraia, hut is it ·proved that he 
has royal b~~od in hio veinsJ being a son of 
Sfigismundo.9 
In Tirso de I~tolina 1 ~.,s in t,ho other writers 
of his time, the circumstance of birth is highly im-
portant in the final solution of a character•s destiny. 
Although he may live in obscurity and amid humble 
sttrroundinge for a good part of his life, yet, breed- -
ing will ·triumph ov·er circumstance and the oha.ract,er 
will. in the end,- attain llia rightful place in the 
social order. 
5. AVERIGUELO VJ\RGJ\S: Act I,: Sa. I 
6 • LA VENTURA CON EL NQl';;BRE: AC t I, So • Vt%t 1 
Act III, Sc. XIII 
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In regard to villanas, the best de;s:criptions 
ocour in ANTONA SARC1A 1 one of the most notable 
appearing in Scene I of the first act. The beauty 
of Antona is described in the following conversation 
between the Conde de Penamacor and Don Baeoo: 
Conde: 
Don Basco: 
Raparad, dejando eso, en la villana, 
don Basco, que al encuentro 
nos lmspeda 
en el alma con vista 
enamorada, 
ojos las puertas, gloria la posada. 
&Viatea en Portugal m&s hennoaura? 
IQU' divina mujer1 
Act I 1 Sc. V 
In consideration of her strength of character 
and physical ability, Antona Garc!a may well lay claim 
to the title of' .one of the greatest oomen characters 
of Tirso. 
Act I, Sc. VII, shows the influence of this 
woman in her region : 
Antona: PUes Isabel y Fernando 
reinaran en Toro hoy,_ 
que a pesar de desleales 
y sebosos, sobro yo. 
The vitality and endurance of Antona are pro~ 
digious. In an argument at an. inn she attacks sever-
7 al Portuguese travelers with a bench. There ia also 
a story of how she picked up her cousin and the mule 
7. Act III. SceQe IV 
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he was riding and carried them both into a church.a 
Be~oming a mother_ was.a matter of little con-
sequeno.e to her. She gave birth to twins while 
stopping at an inn. and allowed this event to disturb 
her usual activities only momentarily, astounding 
alike the hostess of the inn and the Count ot Penamacor1 
who exclaims: 
tQu' mttjer es ~sta, cielost 
&.Ans! se paren dos niffas? 
Act III, Sc. VII 
The charming Village girl.; Angelica. of LA 
VILLANA DE LA SAGRA, on coming out or a shop 1n 
Toledo, inspires admiration in Linarao. who remarks 
iillat she is ttworth more than all the ladies of 
Tolddo's palaces.u9 
Yet we do not f 1nd here a picture of the features 
and stature of the country woman. Tirso in his person-
al descriptions does not lose the conception of his 
characters· as vehicles for the~carrying•out of the 
plot which he has to develop •. 
Traits ot'character in man of the rural regions 
vary, as Tirso wishes to describe true individuals 
of the country, or wishes· to introduce types for the 
a. Act I, Scene I 
The resourcefulness, desire for vengeance, and 
detennination of Antona are to be noted in the following: 
Act I, Scene I, line 169, ff. 
Act III, Scene XI, line 163, ff. 
Act III, Scene I, lines 4-20 
9, Act I. Scene VII 
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purpose of 'injecting ;a ridiculous note or comic 
element in hi_s plays. Of characters of the latter 
class there are many. One cannot always be sure 
whether Tirso meant to create a comic scene· with a 
rustic character or to show the simplicity of the 
count17 foUc. 
While in ANTONA BARCtA the dramatist must wish 
to provide amusement for his audience in the lament-
ations of Bartolo. a shepherd: 
IAY 1 el mi amo malogrado, 
la mi Antona mal herida, 
la mi borrica prendida 1 
y~ el solo y desmamparadol 
Jumenta de ell alma m{a, 
sin voe &qu~ ha d3 hacer Bartolo, 
pobre, sin amos 1 y solo? 
La f lor de la burrcr!a 
tquti es de vos? 
Act II, Scene v. 
in these lines of the samo scene spolten by the same 
shepherd Tirso shows the traditional naivet~ of the 
-class: 
Bartolo: Diga. elportugues, &es moro, 
o cr1st1ano? 
Antonio: Cristiano es. 
Reina: &Hay mayor aimplicidad? 
Act II, scene V 
Tho same question arises 1n this dialogue 
from ESTO SI QUE ES NEGOCIAR: 
Carl{n (pastor): Desde el primer d{a. 
Que espenz~de gorjear, 
A todoa los del lugar 
"Tai ta0 y "papa" las dec!a; 
Y como no se le escapa 
Coaa al cura, a.1· punto dijo: 
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u 6Papa sab~1s deciir • hijo? 
FUea yo espero veroa papa.n 
Clemencia (aparte): JGraciosa n1sticidadl 
· Act II, So. VIII 
It appears that the autl1or is again presenting the 
sim1)11ci ty of the shepherd in the -above quotation. 
LAS Q.UINAS DE PORTUGAL has two examples of 
rural simplicity. At the begim&ing of the play, 
Brito,- a shepherd, is helping Count Alfonso descend. 
a mountainside. Thi.s ia their conversation: 
Alfonso: Toma. - (J6ntanae: las manoe y repara 
Brito en el guante.) 
Br1 to: imay mar.ios ccn ta.l blandura? 
to sois vagamundo o pura? 
Eohad por aquesta ~oma, 
con tiento, fhaot que oaer~is. 
Alfonso:- 6He.y petlas mas enriscadas? 
Brito: - tr5anos de lana y peinados 1 
aque auedejas, thao1 Tu!~ oleia 
a poleo. f Pregue a Dioa 
que no enoarezo~is la lleftal 
Alfonso: No malicioa. 
Brito: Puea &hay duefta 
que laa traiga como voe? -
Alfonso; &Nunca vista guantes? 
Brlto: l,Qu'? 
Alfonso: Estos. (Simple es el Villano.) 
(Dsscalzase uno) _ 
Brito: IAho, -quo oa desollais la manot 
Act r. so. I 
The great ignoranoe of Brito fs a.gain observed 
1n scene V of the -first rot. Gonzalo says to another 
character: "los pies p 1do qua me des•• • Brito asks: 
niPara quG querrM los pies?" 
The naivet& that is observed in many of the 
country characters of Tirso is not due., usually, to 
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obtuseness or to simple-mindedness, of tha character. 
but rather to isolation, barriers of geographical 
. ' 
locatio11, environment, social position, and. laclt of 
communication facilities. The countryman in uiany 
instancao is ignorant of the finer things of o1v114-
zation. 
Tirso sometimes utilizes his country charac~era 
for comio ptu•poses. In LA GALLEGA MARI-mr:mlltnDEZ, 
Ote1~0 p1 .. onounces •tinquis!cion" 0 eaquinaoi~n":, and 
makes other miste.ltes. 
Antona Garcia, in soene ~C of Act I, presents a. 
group of shepherds engaging in a good-humored conver-
sa t 1 on in which they a ro trying to deo1t1a the future 
career of Pulida. 1 a unborn child., All presume thQ.t 
a male child r1111 be lJorn. Soii1e think that ha. will 
grow up to be a notary. Others think he will be a 
priest. In addition to injecting a comic element 
by means of this soene. Tirao also mildly r1dioules 
two officials of the co:unt,ry districts-, the notary 
and the priest. 
We are not to believe that all of Tirao's 
villanos are introduced as_ simpletons or as cornice. 
There are ~xamples of his treatment of them as intelli-
gent and nonnal people. In the comedy,. FL PRETENDIENTE 
AL REV~, a group of shepherds is celebrating Saint 






'Venimos tarde o ternprano? 
Buena hora plenso que. es; 
Que agora raya las ttres 
Del reloj del sol la memo, 
Y el cura hisopaba ya 
setral que :acabado ha.bla 
Las v!spera.s. 
ILindo d1'.a? 
Es San Juan: ~qu' no tendr'? 
Poca gente ha de venir 
Hoy al bai le. 
Han madrugado. 
Y estara el pueblo cansado 
S1n hartarae de donnir; 
Que las iardes de San Jt.tan 
Siempre· son tan dorn1idora.s 1 
Como son.madrugadoras 
Las· m aianas. 
Act I:t Sc. I 
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Of the olasE3 of oo~~t~en who are t~..te and 
natural product~ of' their region, Blas Serrano, en 
old. farmer of the comedy• LA.VILLANA ·DE VALLEC.IS, 
is an individual. who is made th~ subject of one of 
Tirso1a better descriptions of rural characters. 
. ' . 
He has def:i.nite· ideas <:1oncerning the ability of a 
woman to l'eep her honor ii sl1e so desires. (Act I, 
Sc. XI) Ha tells Teresa,. a servant girl in a· 
fann houoe, wha:t she should do to protect herself 
against unvielcome advances: 
. ' 
Digo, pues, que importa poco 
Que ant6n por VOS est' loco; 
Pues oon darle con un palo, 
Si voa no quertjis, Tereaa, 
Poco <la.110 os hara en caaa; -
,QUa el panadero no a.masa, 
Cuando no quiere el artesa. 
- Act I. So. XII 
The '-ideal or industry and also something of the 
force of public opinion in the rural districts is re-
vealed by him in the.ea lines: 
rues. Tereoa. 1 1!110 es ya hora 
De her algo on oasa? Ulo.ata ouando 
Los dos heia de entar·parlundo? 
La malioia habladora, 
Si muchos·veoas oa va 
aue con 61 os arrull~1a, 
ievantar6oa que rabia1s. 
Act I 1 So. XII 
And in the sa~e ecena ho shows that ha has 
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nothing of avarice and graod, a trait which may be 
deolared conventional in oountr;y~ people or all count-
·ries. These are the lines: 
Blas; Act! doja. harto, 
Pero nc se le dG nad~; 
que san1ooos y avnrientoa 
Nunoa diz que ost(u:-:. contentolh 
Blas sorrano•n npeechos hnvc the independent 
tone of the true cotm.trym€'n who thinl:s anti acto for 
himself. 
In the comedy,. EL VEROONZOSO EH PALACIO, Lauro, 
an old shophard. makes a otatement that sho7Ja clearly 
his idea of honer. which in no different from t.hat 
or the noblemen: 
En una venganza 
No os bien que oo tome medio 
'Deshonrado. 
Act III,· nc. I 
A representative of a class whfch might be des-
1gnated the "landed gonti-~" or nooUJ.1ti-3 gentlemen" 
of Spain a.t the timo is Garoj.-Harnandez, a Galician 
ft\rmer in the play LJ.\ GJiLLEGA f.1:\Ft!-HERNru"IDEZ. In 
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lo·. · . ·this ploy Dorninga:t a·mount~in girl, says of him: 
Yo sirvo al mojor sarre..no 
Que toda la L1m1a tien; · 
Es rioo. y home de bien. 
y oinco duoados geu~o. . 
Siete de. a, cada vaquero. 
Act II, Sc. I 
The shepherds, Otero. B1r.,.to 1 ~d Carraeco, 
declare that Ge.roi.;Hem~.ndez ie t:i good and just man. 
(Act It So. VI) 
T1rso•a treertment of charaotter traits in country 
'fIOmez:i 1a aympathatic. and the tone of his dexcriptiona 
leads one to beliavo that he ho.q respect for their 
clevemeoo, wit, inte113 .. gence,, and ability. These 
qualities enabled the country woman not only to defend 
herself if need be,. but also to talk.intelligently 
with h1dalgos arid people of the city. 
In .. TODO ES DAR EN UNA COSA, PUlida. a farm 
woman, cleverly defends·hersclf against Quir6s, a rough 
soldier, by mea.ris of burlesque remarks: 
&1:Jir6!H &Que hay de oena? · 
Pulida: . Tocinoe rneoho" y cecina 
------- · tien la olla. 
quil"'~E!,t &No hey gal11na? 
············~·········· a,Que princip1o y poatre espero? 
PUlida: 
J 8'«•~ 
Pr1ncip1os1 eet'lor aoldadQt: 
son ao~ el primer bocado. 
!Y los postres? 
El postrero. · 
quir6s: 
Pl!*'Ilaa: ......... .. 
Act IIIt Sc. IV 
.. 
10.- Another reference ·to the vmal·thie.r class .. of 
farmers is to be :found in LA VENTURA CON EL 
NOMBRE, Act I, so. III 
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Angelica, the 0 villa11a de la Sagre." • 1e intelli-
gel'lt enough to see that the most c1osirc~ble marriage 
for her would be with one of' her own social position: 
QttG eoy 
Lal)rodor3.,. y pttoa soy tal, 
Sol0.monta con m;t ignal 
Resuelta en casanne estoy. 
Act III, so. V 
Leonisa, a mountain girl in ESTO SI QUE ES NE-
GOCIAR, is talking to a young man i·;ho has f'nllen in 
lovo tilth llor: 
Porqua cs aober.b1a quororoc• 
Vos 111.dale;o, ~/O v:J.lli;um, 
Vos. l·djo da nuosn duaffo, 
Yo su vasalJ..a y 1;ochora., 
Yo simple. voa t~o.pncero. 
Act I, sc. I 
Such a clear a.~d straiaht-f ort'1ard etatemeut 
shows that, a uoman of the coi.mtry could moot tho 
h1dalgo on a.~ equal intellectual plane. 
Loyalty to their f .. an1ili~o. and especially to 
their husbands, is a trait of Ti.reo•s country women. 
Witness this ocene from tho play QUIEN HABLO PAGO: 
(Tirrena, a shppherdess, is speaking to her husband, 
Sancho): 
Si eotas triot,o, no r1e alosr.o; 
_lo que te cnoja. m0 enoja; 
contigo gozo tus bienos, 
conmigo tus males lloras. 
Act I,; so •. IX 
The dignity of the villana is illt~strated by 





Deja.cl que compre e.lgo pues 
a la compaftera.. 
Tengo 
para las dos• que no vengo 
con amigas de inter~s. 
Siqu1era por cortes!a. 
Aqueso a las toledanas. 
Que las dos somoa villan.aa. 
Act I 1 Sc. VIII 
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The study of traits in country characters brings 
out the fact that Tireo de mol.ina uses his countrymen 
and oountrywomen to suit the needs of his plays or 
to satisfy the taates.of the people: 
sometimes as simple foll<: who lmov1 very little of 
the ways of men and cities; other times as rustics 
,nho provol~e laughter v1ith their ignorance; still other 
times as men and women who are in accord with their 
environment and who are none -the less intelligent 
and admirable because their surroundings are rural. 
They are neither wholly good norentirely bad. 
They are human characters and, as such, some of them 
are virtuous end honorable, some are picaresque. 
T1rso did not herd them into claeses of good and bad. 
but made them vary as human nature varies. 
Actual descriptions of dress are scarce in Tirao 
de 1~1olina•s plays. Too often the introductions to 
scenes merely state "de labrador", 0 de villa.no", 
11de serrano0 , and likewise "de labradoran ,, 0 de caza-
doran, and "de v1llana0 • It is in the lines of the 
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plays that one must glean more detailed description 
ot the dres·s of the characters. 
In the dress of villanos, 11 buriel"• a. kind of' 
·coarse .cloth, is common. The almost synonymous use 
of "capoten, nsotanan, and 11 aayo" is.noted. The 
Capote is a cloak with sleeves; the sotana la a 
sort of oassoolc, and the sa.vo is any looao coat or 
dress. 
In the play, VENTURA TE Dln DIOS, HIJ0 1 Grimaldo, 
an old hidalgo who is angry because his son dooa not 
take. kindly to study and learning, says to Gilote 1 a 
Villano: 
Gilote, 
quttate aqueae capote 
y el seyo 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(and to his son): 
Quttate aquesa sotana, tu y toda, idiota. 
Act I, Sc. IX 
This capote, according to Scene VI, Act II: 
Trea varas tiene de burial. 
Gilote is also the name of a·shepherd in EL 
AMORY EL M.!ISTAD, who hits Galvan, a servant, with 
his caperuza, a pointed hood or cap. Bragas,·a kind 
of wide breeches, ,are alao mentioned 1n this play: 
Gilote (a Galvan): o las bragaa que traeis, 
PUes pareoen aguaderas. 
o~ pueden her aguador. 
Caldeira, a aomb1net1on of servant, gracioso, 
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an.d vagal)cmd, tells o:f being ·robbed \ihile goLfig from 
France to Santiago with a companion: 
41 ae quedo 
En la posada desnu.do; 
Yo de raed1o arriba Adan, 
Sobre· tll~i puro cordobt\n 
Un calz6n de· lino crado .. 11 
Hall' s1n duetio este sayo • 
. Dreae was a matter of con~em to Garc!Ca, a serv-
ant of Ruy L6pez 1n the play PRaSPERA FORTUNA DE 
DON J\LVARO DE LUNA: 
Sefior, 
Si un habito ne me daa, 
Como. a Herrera, vivir~ 
Si;empre del manosprociado. 
Act II, Sc. III 
Descriptions of tl1.e dress of v11lanas are more 
ple~tiful. The 00Un.tryv10men listed among their waar-
ing apparel such. articles· as·:'·. ·· .. , , 
sayas,-"."'outer skirts with plaits at the 
top and descending to .the feet, usually:. of' cordellate, 
which is gro.agrain, a. sort of stuif; sayuelas •. -·•walsts; 
and basquiftisa --which are upper petticoats worn by 
Spanish women. 
In EL PRETENDIEIITE' AL REvtSf: Sirena, a· lady 
ot the cou1 ... t,. says to Feniaa. a village· girl: 
. Fonisa ha de p artir 0011..rnigo agora 
11. Cordo ban is tanned goa:t-ak1n. or 1s ·sometimes 
called morocco. A calzon de lino is a pair of 
linen breeches. ·For othor roferances to the 
dress of villanos, see Los Amantes de Teruel, 
Hartzenbusoh edition, pp. 706-707 
Fenisa: 
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. $ua aldeanao ropas. 
Que me place. 
Tras sayaa traigo, doa de cordellate, 
Y una de paflo fino; quo la ga.1 a ae nueatras labradorao loa di-aantos 
Ea cargar de oayuelao y baaqui~aa. 
Venid, troce.d po.lac1oa .por oampitlaa. 
. Act III,, ·sc. x 
LA PE~ DE FRANCIA also gives a description of 
dress •. in Scene IV of. Aot III· The Count ot ,Urgel 
has. been living in exile in the mountains as a 
charcoal-maker. His daughter, Elvira, has been 





oarbonero): Elvira m!a: 
&Quieres ·1r a Sala'nonca? 
No, padre. 
Elvira. s{, s!. 
· Ea, por amor de m{, 
compraras con mano f ranca 
cuantas coaaa imagines; 
cornpraraa medias de grana, 
gala, auriquo gruesa, corrana; 
y coloradoa botines; 
cuon·tas de p lat·a, labradaD 
que a tu pena den alivio; 
cruces de Santo Toribio 
y dos patenas, quc a oaadas, 
. ·no :las ~traiga en ntteotra sierra 
otra za~ala mejoras. 
The rcferenco just quoted gives in some detail 
the articles, dress, and adornme~t woxn by country-
.women upon special occasions. "Ma,dias de grana11 • 
or scarlet stodkings, are mentioned first, then 
ncolorados botinesn • red busl{ins or leggings. ncuentas 
de plata" ar~ silver beads. The "patena0 is a large 
medal worn by country women. 
The dress of a serrana is described in Aot III 
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scsne X of the same play·~ Don. Enri.qtul is trying to 
persuade his servant,{ :Padilla~i to put on the sarp 
ot a eerrentM; 
Pu.es Padilla., no te vayas:. 
llevaril.s botineet. sayas. . 
cuentaa ,, coral.es,_ patencis., 
y un tooa.do a lo · aerrano · 
de los que eonsigo trajo 
la pastors que te digo ~ · 
Something of a contrast.between the clothes worn 
in the country., Bnd: those worn .. 111 the- city is found 
in this passage from ESTO SI QUE ES:NEGOCIAR• in 
which Carltn, a mountaineer •. seya~ to Leonisa~ a 
mou11tain girl;. 
No ha media hora. qua te vi 
Reoibiendo para.bienes 
Del oura" alcalde 1 y. vecinos 
Y de todos loa par1entes 
De ... Feli:?o, sin·qu~rer 
Trocar la palmilla verde, 
El cordalla.te y la ft""isa.; 
Por las telas y joyeles · 
Que tu mar1do te trajo. 
Act III~ Sc. V% 
"Palmilla'' and nfriaa.t1 are"names designating 
coarse woolen cJ.oth.. "Talas« may mean cloth \7oven 
on a loom, or they ~a:Y" be gold ~r silver lace~ 
It is worthy of. note that in regard to dress,, 
eillt is conventiona.!~~x ... ~:~~:.s~~!~~ad the sympol of the 
court,, while coarse. woolen sturr is the symbol of 
village and country dress.:. 
SU conversa.ci6n recrea., 
Desde la seda al sayai.12 
In approa6hing a..~ investiGation of the manners 
and cu.stoma of' cou11try people in the plnyo of Tiroo 
·de molh1a, it is porhe.pn most nat.urnl to conoider f 1rst 
the center of' family life -- the boa.rd. · Cuctomc. and 
manners of eating, however scanty may bo the not.ices 
concerning ~homt cannot hslp but tell, in a general 
way, Domething of the lives of these peoplo. As one. 
might ,expect, tho references to this phase of daily . 
country life are extremely incohoront and casual, but 
they aro well worth conoidoring. It must be kept in 
mind that tha three main component elements whioh malte 
up the composite picture of rural background, namely, 
the shepherd, tho mountaineer, and the farmer, will 
differ in regard ·to quantity and l~inds of food that 
they cons~a. 
The shepherds• fare, as one might expect.- is in 
accord with the simple life. Payo, a shepherd in LA 
PEr!A DE FRANCIA. aeya: 
Dosayunaos. queao y pan 
vos daremos. 
Aot III, Sc. XIV 
·And in the ·same play the Count of Urgel and 
Elvira, a.·aerrana., say to another-mountain girl: 
12. Other referencea to th.e clothing of villanas: 
LA HUERTA DE JUAN·FE~EZ, Aot III, Sc. VI 
HABIADME EN ENTRANDO, Act Ii Sc. XI 
POR EL S~TA?\TQ Y EL TORNO, Act II, So. VI 
VENTURA TE DE DIOS, HIJO, Act II 1 Sc. XII 
Conde: ....__ 
Elvira·• ---..=..t. 
Mire s! esta ... 
puesta la olla. 
Vey deja. 
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ajos. pan, vino 1 y cebolla. 
Aot III, Sc. " 
we observe hare, in contrasting the shepherds• 
fare with that of _the mountain folk• that the latter 
have bread, \.?ine, garlic, end onions, while ·the shep-
herds have only bread and cheese. 
An awlhvard problev1 faces the al:1epberde in TODO 
ES DAR EN UNA COSA 'r11hen a distingui.shed company comes 
unexpectedly in the night to lodge with them. One or 
the shepherds remarks that it is no time for company 
to come, because they. have given them no notice. He 
says ~that they have no time even to catch rabbits for 
the guests' supper.13 Rabbit meat is evidently a staple 
article in the shephercl diet. 
It seems to have been a custom e.mong country folk 
to hold a repast in celebration of a friemi 1 s return 
or a bit of good fortune. This repast was called 
ncolacion11 • and usually included light foods, confect-
ions, and other dain·~ies. A scene from LA VENTURA 
CON EL NOtiDRE shows a group of shepherds and t a.nuers 
extending a welcome to Ventura, one of their number 
who has just returned fromvarious adventures at the 
court: 
Ventura: &t-Jo se suele en estos d!as 






Ya· lo ve~t.s. 
Tostonoa y oario.monea, 
Y vino hasta revontnr. 
Yo convites he de·dar1 
Dat1loo ~r caneloneo. 





"Tostonea" may refer to roasted chicle peas, 
sometimes called Span1nh J.Poas. Ce.tiomon ia herap seed; 
and canel611. mea.~a·, in general, awoetmeat, and more 
specifically cim1amon. 
One of tho most Vivid pictures 1n all Tirso is 
f'oun.d in the oomedy EL PRETENDIENTE AL REV~. Fran 
Scene XII of Act III to tho end of the play- 1 tho 
setting is.in the houoa of Corboto, an old shepherd. 
A hard rainsto1in rorcos all of tho principal charac-
ters to talce refuge there, and tho countrymen give 
their distinguiohed guosta dry clothing and supper. 
Carlos, a man of br~eding, on seeing lhat the 
Duke and Duchess of Bretai"ia are to sup there, says t 
to Corbato: 
Pues cma11do a la mesa eaten, 
Dejadme. Corbato, voa 
Trazar loa platos. 
Corbato: .sr harcmos : 
De buena gana. par Dio~; 
Que en e 1 cam po no sabernoa 
Cual es el principio o poa. 
scene xv 
On sitting dot'Jn to table, Corbato says to the Dt~te: 




Que porque estimt;ia major 
vueso.estado. daroo quiero 
La cona a lo labrador, 
Pues falta a·lo caballero. 
Yo. Co:rbato, os pa.gar~. 
La ooota. 
Poca ec i.a heoha; 
Ningtln cuit1ado eso os t\i'!; 
aue todo en de ,,la oosecha 
Con lo que oa hemos mercG •• etc. 
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To carry ou·t. the pman wh, .. oh he has '·n mind., 
T1rso has tho ehapherds and carlofl serva cvoz-.}fthlng 
be.ckrmrde to the :Ouke: the towel is given to him 
be tore the uater • h1.s .ohair ia tuni.ad backwards, a 
roe.st c:hicken i.s served on a cup and the sauce in 
the plate. his tmilfla '·s given to him edge up end point 
toward him. tho napkin is folded v1rong side .m1t, aud 
f,he bread is given to him face down. Thua Tireo gives 
us some indj .. oat,~on of the food encl menner of aerving 
it. 
In addition to the re.bbi~t &""ld ohickeii. v.;'h1ch have 
been mentioned in this study of country food. the 
play TOOO ES DAR EN u'11A COSA mentions three other 
kinds of meat •. used principally in making stew. 
Auiros~ (soldado): ~Que hay de cena.?· 
"itiilida.: Tocino, macl'lo, Y .. 4cec1na "'l l. ti~n la olla. 
.Set III, Sc. IV 
The peace and beauty of the coimtry setting is 
14. jpc1no.U.s bacon or salt porlt. Macho is goat 
meat. ceoiria ia hung beer. 
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1cteal for love on.d ocfurtehip.. ...tunid. auoh sun.""ot111d-
·1ngs tho city raon of T1rso de nolina often becazne 
enamoured of ·country, g1.rlo,. v.~on1sa, a mountain maid 
in tn tho belle of her rogio11 
lean'lcd Rogerio ancl ·lihe l"ich Filipo. noe;erio is 
~d.dod 111 his wooing by h1s eloquer160: 
&Que importa quo sierras vives,, 
S1 muestra tu entencUmiento,. 
Aunque en aencillas pa1a.brasl, 
La nltema de sue oonceptos? 
r:ras r!co es que yo Fi H.po·; 
Mos no~ mi bien, en deseon, 
Que durarun hast.a ·tcmto 
Qtte .sens el gozo dellos .• 
Act I,, So,. l 
F111po has asltecl Pinardo to intercede for him, 
" 
a.a we see in thene linos or Pinerdo.: 
Fil:i.po nuestro ttecino 
A Leonisa tieno amor; 
H!zome su interceeor 
Y a hablo.rme para osto v!.no·; 
Que puesto que eo des!tgual 
El casaoionto que intonta. 
Dellezas Leoni.sa av.monta 
Que aon su dote y caudal .• 
Act I. So,. I 
Some i'ragment.ary -a11d unr01e.:Lec1 comments were 
noted in the srJoech of people of the lower olasses, 
not neoesaar3. ly rustics,. tvhioh reveal their general 
attitudes tovmrc1 love! 
From LA PRUDENCIA EN u~ L1UJER comes this comment 
by Carrillo. o servant: 
Que la costumbre de !'.mor 
Agora, si tienes cuenta, 
Es de postil16n en vonta: 
Bebcr un traco y picar. Act I Sc. ·VE 
AVERIGUELO VA!i.GASa Act L, So. II, presents &an.cha saying: 
Verdc.d es: 
ciue no hay amante de veras 
Que sea cuerdo y quiera bien. 
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he:10 fc .. llE;iin in J.ovo v11ith Ancolico, the .YiP-~~:.: He 
makeo rna.n5.f.eH·t, h.:ts love in .a lot·tor. 
trn.e courrtr--r:1 ci r:Ls ~1orc . often ncd. ve and. irrnocent 
in their love affeJ.1 ... a,. The same Leonisa of. ESTO SI 
QUE EG NgGOC!AR t,ells of tryir1g to .fight off love 
with prayer anc.1. holy wa·t.er, but to no avail because·: 
toraandome a acostar 
Hal.le.ba J.os o jos lle11os 
Del agua. el no bandita, 
~ .. ' ' f:Jaa salad.a que ella a.1 menoa. 
Act !,, so. I 
Al though IDa.11Y of hia plays contain' marrlatgeo 
01 .. end in marriages. iriveatige:tion faile to diacloaa 
an actual presentation of a i-i,1ral r.1a.rr1e.ge ceremony 
in ·&he plays of Tirao.- However. there are indirect 
descr1pt1ona of ooi:mtry marriases and allusions to 
these ceremonies by oharaotera in the plays. 
The comedy LA VILLAMA DE VALLECASt in Scene VIII 
of Act III. more nearly approe.ohes a direct description 
in the announcement of Dotia Violente. a lady who is 
living the life of a villana: 
. t ~ ~-~~ 
Dofia Violante (de labato,dora): -- - ...... --- . -
•••••. De· que ma quieral'l casar. 
Dan Juen: &Cass.roe? t.Cutm.do o col1. qt11en? 
Dorta Violante: icu~do? Mafiana temprano; 
Qua ans!l el cura lo diJol 
&Con qui,n? Con Ant6n 1 el hijo 
De mi viejo Blaa Serrano; 
tC6mo? Con juntar las palmas 
Al t,icmpo que el a! prc{;.'1.lntcn; 
liao ~que importa que las junten 
Si no ae junte.n las almas? 
&D5nde? En oas del eacrib~n 
Que nos hace la escretura. 
&Por quien? Por mano del cura, 
Delante dal sacrist~n. 
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-Thus will be the marriage coremony. The c&le-
bration following the ceremony will be in this manner: 
Blas Serrano (viejo labrador): 
Voy, pues, a poner de gala 
A Ant6n, y a pedirle albrioiae. 
Dof'Ia Violante: V!stale, padre, de pascua: 
Llama al cura y eacrist~, 
Y los al6aldes, a Olalla, 
Y en fin, llame a todo el puebro; 
Que la casa ti~n bien anoha. 
Blas: &Y ha de haber baile? 
Do3a Violante: 6PUes no? 
Pero Alonso, el de Barajas, 
Nos tocara el tamboril, 
Gil Carrasco las sonajaa, 
Y Mari Crespa el pandaro. 
Blas: &Y ha de haber colac16n? 
Do~a Violante: ·Traiga 
Nuegados, tostonea, peros, 
Vino, nueces, y castafl:os. 
In the dance, the tamboril, sonajaL and Jlandero 
are mentioned. The "tamboril" is a tabour or kind of 
drwn beaten in villages on speaial occasions. "Sonaja" 
refers to a timbrel. A 0 pandero" is a rustic instru-
ment much used in village celebrations. Both the 
sonaja and pandero are instruments of percussion, and, 
ltilte the tambourine, may be held in the hand and struck 
with the· movements of the dance. Dot'Ia Violante says 
that nu~gadoe, tostones, peros 1 and castaf'Ias are to 
be featured of the colaci6n. MuGgadoa are a kind of 
paste of flour, honey, and nuts. Peros are a certain 
kind of apple. Castaftas are chestnuts. 
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Although DoffaV1olante is not a· true villana, 
yet the marriage ceremoey and celebration of \'7hich we 
read in this play may be regarded as typical of the 
marriages in the rural regions of Spain. 
The rustic characters or Tirso are fond. of having 
members of the nobility act as patrons or. their wed-
.. 
dings. several passages attest. to that.conclusion.15 
; 
The custom or tradition of the dowrtJ was in force 
·' among the country people~ as la evidenced by the 
following quotation from.the comedy. ESTO st QUEES 
NEGOCIAR, Act I, sc. I. Leonisa, a. mountain girl, 
is relating v1hat her. father had told her .. about her 
opportunit1es·for marriages 
" No tE} amilant?s por var 
Q,ue es un pobre ganadero 
~ paQ.re. y tu dote humllda --
Tres bueyes y cien borregos. '' 
These notices. however few they may be, give a 
fairly clear conception of the nature of country wed~~­
dings, and although Tirso does not .Present a marriage 
ceremony in his plays, he gives us a representative 
~picture of one in the foregoing quotations and oita-
tions. 
15. v. ANTONA GARCtA, ; Act I,= Sc. I 
ESTO st QUE ES NEG09IAR,. Act III, Sc. XIII, XVII 
LA VILLANA DE VAILECAS, Act III, So. XVII 
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Religion, it la generally 0011ceded, is deeply 
rooted in the' country districts, in which religious 
· manif estat1o!lf of the p_eople appear not only in mass 
on Sunday but in celebrations on saints• deye and 
other occasions of religious observance. 
The importan.ce of religion in the lives of people 
of the lo\l'fJer classes, not necessarily country people, 
is not to be underestimated, however. The following 
scattered quotations reveal something of the part 
religion plays in the people's daily existence: 
PeyPado (jardinero Viejo): 
Uti res~onso y media m!sa 
s1 andals, Margarita, en pena, 
os har~ decir. 
QUIEN DA LUEGO DA DOS VECES 
, Act III 1 Sc. IX 
LA CELOSA DE SI t!!SMA . contains these lines: 
Don Melchor: 6No has o!do misa tu? 
Venture., (lac e,yo) : tSoy yo turco?. Siendo hoy fiesta. 
&Sin m1sa hab!a de quedarme? 
From COMO HAN DE SER LOS A!UGOS: 
Tama:._,o: Y mand4 decir por tl 
un real de misas. 
Act I, Sc~ III 
Act II, So. III 
But to return to religion in the country dist-
riots. the play LA VILLANA DE LA SAGRA (Act I, Sc. 
IX' to the end of the act), tells ua of an evening 
celebration in the sagra region. in honor of the patron 
saint, San Roque. 
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Linardo is.· discueaing this v:1ith Don Pedro. 1n. 
Scana IX: 
r..,inarclo: y ea.bes la devoci6n 
Que tiena al santo francfis 
·Lacastellananacion. 
Y que hoy la v!spera as 
· De Roque,. nuestro patrtSn. 
Esta noche va con gritas 
Y fiestas· a aquella enn1 ta, 
CUyo pared Tajo bafia 
De · ·t.ode. aquoota oompafia 
A vela gente infinita. 
Yo pienso,· y attn) claro esta1 
Que all' la aldeana 1r4 
Que te trata oon dosden. 
Tho villagers gather on this evenins at the 
hermitage of San Roque and sing. amid rejoicing: 
JComo alegra los campos 
La dulce noche . ,, 
Co11 la fiesta divina 
De nuestro Roquei 
The astuteness of the countryma.V). eJttended also 
to things and people connected with his religious 
life, as is shown.in EL VERGONZOSO EN PAIACIO; 
Tirso (pastor): Aunque el cura sabe tanto 
Que canta un parce mihi por do quiere ~ 
No me supo vest1r el d{a. de Corpus 
Para haoer a David. 
Act I, Sc. _VII 
No references are found·deal1ng,w1th baptisms 
or christenings in the rural districts. The country 
»eople of Spain followed the ordinances of the:Church, 
we are to suppose, in these ceremonies as well as in 
the general forms and practices pertainina to their 
religious life. In LA VENTURA CON EL NOMBRE, Act 
III, Scene III, we ~ind a reference to the custom of 
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giving noolaoi5nn on suoh· oocastons.16 
supers ti tio11a a.re ro1;md in many of Tirso' s ohar-
aoters •. but it is worthy of note that tho greater part of 
ot the references to superet1t1<;>ns are in the mot\the 
of servants, laclteya, and graoiosos, and not in the 
speeches or the cov..ntry cbaraoters to any great extent. 
The most commo11J.y roourr~.ne raferancs 1a to witoh-
es, and it is perhapo best to set, down .. f1ret the slean-
ings 011 the eubjoot. The firet i~cforence is the only 
one found in which farmers allow belief in the power of 
a person to bewitch. It is taken from the play EL 
HON ROSO A TREVn~1!ENTO: 





Labrador I : 
Echadle con ei peoado. 
Despuee que esta en el luear 
todos hemoa desmedrado, 
hasta venirse a qua~ar 
la oasa qua le ha hospodado. 
JValgate la mald1cion. 
por hombre orpor desventural 
:La desdicha es contagion. 
Por verdad nos d1jo el cura 
El otro d!a en el senn6n. 
qua se ahoga.ben en el mer 
todos los qua iban con ~l. 
Act III, Sc. XI 
The servants and graciosos speak often or witches •. 
17 . 
Caldeira in LA GALLEGA MARI•HEP.N.J\NDEZ says that 
Galicia. is full or them. Tamayo, a lacltey in the 
16. Vide supra; P• 2.f 
17. Act III, Scene xv 
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play COMO HAN DE SER LOS AMioos:e says ·that Navarra 
and Aragon abound in w1tchea. The common belief that 
witches euclt the bmood o:r ohildren.is set forth by 
Corra.1• e;racioso, in LOS. BAI.CONES DE IJIADRIDt9 
Pbblillo, a criado-graoioso inthe play PROSPERA 
FORTUNA DE DON JtLVARO DE LUNA, aaya: 
Alguna vieja bellaca 
de mal ojo le mir6: 
Act III. So·. III 
Tha dramatiat•e choice of speeches for his 
characters is not always the result of intention 
but often of chance. Judging solely on the basis of 
references to witches and the influence of the "evil 
eye" found in the plays of Tirso, one is led to be-
lieve that this superstition was common among the 
serving class and less common among country people 
of the t1Q)e. 
Superstitions are often closely allied, and nat-
urally enough, to religious beliefs. In the play LA 
PEmA DE FBANCIA, which dramatizes a legend well lmown 
at the time, Melisa, a ·mountain maid~ says in Scene III 
of act III: 
iHae visto alguna fantasma 
del alma. que Dioa perdone, 
que se apareee en la Igreja 
18. Act II, Sc. III 
19. Act III, Sc. V 
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a los que paean de .noclle? 
Tirso, a shepherd in th1.e .same play, describes 
the finding ot the holy !mage.20 
An interesting scene in which the supers,tition 
ot count17tnen.is revealed occurs in tho play LA 
VENTURA CON EL NOMBRE. Ventura has been at1ay at 
court. eo long that h1a former companions, the shep-
herds of his region, believe that he hao died there. 
Ventura retumo home and the shapherds aro overcome 








• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tirso, id por agua bendita 
Y aviaad al oura presto 
Que conjure este nubrado eto. 
Act II, So XIX 
Among the servants there is a recurring belief 
in wandering souls who can find no. rest. A typical 
example is found in EL BURLAOOR DE SEVILLA, Act III. 
Scene XIII, in which Catalinon, a servant, says: 
A mi aguela hallaron muerta 
como racimo colgada, 
y desde entonces se suena 21 que anda siempre su alma en pena. 
A reference to the Devil we would expect to find. 
Here is one from LA VENTURA CON EL NOrJBRE. Balon, a 
21.see also BELLACO SOIS G6r.raz: Act II, sex, Act III, Sc.II 
20. Act III, Scene· XXVI 
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graoioso, says: 
El aura una vez nos d13o 
Que el dimufio tree las patas 
De gallo; porqu.e no quijo 
D1os_que de hombre los trojese. 
· Act III, Soo:ie II 
The superstition that Tuesday ie en unlucky day 
was evidently common among the servm:1t class of the 
time. In EL BURLAOOR DE SEVILLA. Catal1oon tells 
his master, Don Juan,. that he should not be married 
on that day because it is TUeaday. In ELCASTIGO 
DEL PENS~-QUE• Chinchilla, a la.cltey, says~ 
Mi hay lugar 
Donde no aepa llegar 
Con eus egt!eros un martee. 
"· , , · .. · · · · · · · · ·· Act I, Sc. I 
Queer beliefs that arose in the minds of the 
' . 
common people are found. Majuelo, a gracioso in the 
comedy EN MADRio•y EN UNA CASA, says: 
Bien dicen q ue el Tajo hechiza 
A quien beberle apeteoe, 
Que a los l1omres entontece, 
Y. a las hembraa a.i:ttiliza: 
Act I, Sc. I 
The general characteristics of Tirao•s country 
life are simplicity and sincerity. These qualities 
have been set forth p reviouely in this chapter in the 
. 22 section dealing with the restorative pcwera of nature, 
but not as a simple suggestion or sketch of country-
lite. 
22. Vide supra: P• 
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Th.a play . LA HUERTA DE JUAN FEID~I1IDEZ af'f orda 
an excellent picture of a fa111ily soene in a Spanish 
village, a soene in .whioh T1rao. if by no other pas-
sage, proves 111.moelf a master artist. Y:rm1.silla. is 
the.character who speaks: 
Pas~ por >rpes y Ocana. 
D&s villas de donda el vino 
Ha.oa pardsr el camino, 
Bodegas nobles do Espatra. 
Hice noche an tma ttldea, 
Donde unmeaGn labrador 
(Que pud1era aor major) 
Me alojd a la ohimenea 
En mi. eaosfto del Cid 
Sobre oena me pregunta 
L~ frun1lia qu~ all! junta 
Estaba. ai j.ba a Madrid. 
Dije que a!y que de Italia 
Soldado v,.ejo ven!a 
A la oorte y pretond!a 
Una oonduta. La Algalia 
Que daba olor al veetido 
(Porque esto ea le peg6 
Del ser tuyo) me abono, 
Y yo en el desvanecido, 
Hazai'ias cuanto sin cuento 
Que esoudhabanfabobadoa 
Act II., Sc. IV 
Tirao seems fond of presenting 1n·a few lines a 
picture of a rural scene, and of putting into that 
scene just enough detail to mal~e it complete and vivid. 
The country characters in their adaptability to the 
effect of unconscious artistry of ten convey just the 
impression which the poet sought. 
These lines occur in QUIEN HABLO PAGO: 
itirrena, (Labrador): 
En estos campos desiertos 
Habito una pobre choza, 
. Cubierta de hiwildes pajas •. 
Entre cuatro pefias solas. 
Act 1. Sc. IX 
In ;- LA GALLEGA MARI-IIERNJ\I®¥!Z there is a ~1alog11e 
batwo~n Domin.ea. a ootm'try woman. of. G~lioia, ~ a."ld. 
Caldeira. a oint:>r · ohatactel:' 1 . that is. well worth noting. 
Dominga· is to111;;1g of the property:. and goods v1hich a 
.-
far-oeei11g couple should have_ befo.re getting. married: 
. Junta.remos el dinero; 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
Compraremos ve .. corit'ioe .. · 
(Que los· sallegos son 'bravos). 
Un prad.o en que sembra.r nabos; 
Diez co.bras y dos rocifios; 
Cogeremos ya el oenteno .• 
Y la bo.roa. ya el mil lo 1 
S-uen pan ~ste • au.nqua aniarillo, 
Sano el otro,. aimque moreno; 
Gallinas, que con su ·gallo 
Mos aaquen cada atro pollos, 
ll1anteoa. de vaca en rollos. 
Seis castaflos 1 un carv~lo ·. 
Una becerra. y un bu.ey: .. 0 · 
Act II, Scene I 
Tirao•s plays show that family ~uth9rity is no 
differently placec.1 in the country dis.triots than it 
is in the c1 ty-. Author1 ty is vested !11 t.he father, 










son of the family. Leonisa, a serrana In ESTO s:t 
QUE ES NEGOCIAR. speaks of her father~s desire that 
she get married: 
No hace s1no predicanne 
Que acaba de darle un yarno, 
Y esooja entre todoa uno, 
Qua·a1 a.ilo le dG dos nietoa. 
Act I, Sc. I 
A little later in this same scene she says: 
Vueao padre ma p1diG 
Al mto para Gl, y el Viejo. 
Como le sirve, no supo 
Sino dar su coneentimiento. 
It ia evident that the material which the plays 
afford on this subject is vary scarce, but there are 
no departures from the usual family hierarchy of the 
time in Spain. 
T61lez describes fiestas very well. He pictures 
them with a finesse that makes them come to life. 
One of the most interesting and lovely of all 
country fiestas is that which is celebrated with the 
coming of' May. The advont of Spring with its flowers 
and climatic delights brings joy to the country folk, 
wgo honor it with a celebration, "el mayo". 
LA PE~ DE FRANCIA tells something of this occa-
sion. At the beginning of AOt III, the shepherds 
come out carrying the May pole and singing: 
Entra Mayo y sale Abril: 
tcuan garridioo la vi venir\ 
Elvira, a mountain girl, wishes very much to 
see the fiesta· and says to her rather: -' 
En:habiendo visto .. el Mayo· 
no m6s1': padre, de una. vez, 
que pullen los carboneros 
de la villa, junta al r!o 
~ate qua es de cristal trio. 
volver~ al momento a veros , 
de rosas y f lores llen.a, ~ 
porqua oa p!enso 9oronar 
la frente, aunque llegue a hurta.r 
la juncia al valle, y verbena; 
traerll rosas y retamas : 
que ci.tiendo vuestras sienes, 
voe remocen. · · · 
Act II. so. XIII 
The drawing of ribbons to see·whioh maiden of 
the region is to be queen of the May is de~oribed in 
Scene XI of Act II· one ·or the shepherds ia to draw 
a ribbon from a cap to decide the oontest: 
Dor1nao: Cada cual meta un 11ston 
en mi caperuza luego. 
Tirso: Si el mayo ea.co, un borrego 
le presento a San AntGn. · 
gardenoho; Esta encarnado me dUS 
Bel1lla. 
Pa.vo: A mi eete pajizo• 
Gila. 
Tirao:· Buen rega.lo os .hizo; 
del regalo se quit6. 
este azul, Melisa hormoea~ 
(Van echando cada cual su listSn en la caperuza.) 
Dorin.so: · Todoa eetan ·dentro ya; 
Quiero revolverlos bien. 
Tirso: iQui~n ha. de sacarlos? 
Doringo: &Qui,n? 
Cardencho loa aaoara, 
Que as simpre. 
cardenoho: ·No os de fatiga. 
Dorinso: El primer que sa.liere 
la lleve. 
A fiesta in celebration of Mari-Hern&ndez•s 
twenty-first birthday anniversary is found in LA 
GALLEGA MARI-HE~NDEZ: 
Carrasco: Hoy cumple afios .. 
Gilote: Y hoy f'eateja 
De SU padre el ategrS:a 
A toda la aerran!a. 
Act· I.• 1 So. Vt 
In scene eleven of this same aot it ie revealed 
that the men of the region have gone on a wolf hunt 
to bring back spoils and trophies for the fiesta. 
Saint John•a day ~as a day of rejoicing in the 
country. EL PRETENDIENTE AL REV~S 'opens with the 
shepherds singing_ and dancing. These shepherds and 







iHemos'de jugar un rato? 
Ajedrez no, drunaa s!. 
Juguemos los cuatro, pues. 
&Que juego? 
Flor o rentoy. . · 
Va al rentoy: tended la onpa.24 
Act I 1 So •. V 
The clllebration 1n honor of' San Roque has al-
ready been discua~ed in the section on re1_1g1on in 
country life.25 
Fiestas were an inlportant part or life in the 
country districts inasmuch as they ~forded praotioal-
ly the only opportunity for group diversion. 
In these doacr1pt1ona.of fiestas Tirso makes 
use of f'olk songs, many of vihioh were popular among 
24. - Damas -- game of draughts 
Flor and rentoy -- card games 
25. Vida supra; P• 
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the country peoplo, but which were not brought to 
the general public 'Until .Lopo de Vega,. and hia follow-
ers in the drama. 1ntroc1uoed them irl ·their pl£\YS• 
some of the folltsongs v1111011 Tirso intreduoas have 
been quoted in this ohap~er.26 
The attitude of the oountrJ people toward their 
lting and queen offers op1,ortunit1es for :interesting 
study. Unfortunately, the refer~naas in T1rso•s plays 
are not all tht:1t could be desired. 
The moot characterf.stic feature of the country 
characteria attitude toward royalty ie his simplicity, 
v1hioh showa lit·ftle differemoe from that of Juan del 
.Ericina•s shepherds. PRIVAR CONTRA SU GUSTO 11lus-




JAqu.iS dol- pt1ebro i que al reye 
Diz · qtte matan •. 
G·il Bennejo 
La oampana. del ooncejo 
Toquen. .· . 
iAl Rey, qui'n lo craye? 
Pues el Rey 4,puede morir? 
.. i\ot I, Sc. VI 
The indapen~ence or the rustic character and the 
ohilc.llil~e notion. uhicb he had of the ldng !s revealed 
in AmONA GAEefA: 
El. Rey Fernando: -· 
No temes. tQu~ quierea? 
Llega. 
Bartolo, pastor: 
&Que me lleguo? Llegaos voe, 






••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ya-estamos solos; 
J,Qu~ dices? 
~Es ol el r~bede? 
s!. 
L~l no me.a? 
Aoaba, d!. 
~Con suo ojos y naricoe? 
iQue no m~s aquesto es ray? 
Por volvenne al hato ost6; 
·Imoginabale yo 
Del teme!Io de un el"'an bltey. 
Act III 1 So. X 
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Nalvenesa in the;spaeoheo of the ruotioa does 
not imply lack of respect for tho Jcing Md queen. 
While the hidalc;os could express their loyalty and 
reapeot in words 1 the peopJ.e of the lower classes 
could show their roapect only by humility and rever-
ence ·in the presence of royalty. It is only in caoea 
of dire neoess1 ty that the people failed to hold a 
feeling of aacred·awe touard the persont.and property 
of the l~ing. 27 
The majeoty of the king as ha approaches his 
subJeote inspires a~e in them: 
Linterna, criado: 
Suya oe aquella carroza; 
Ya llega cerca. y a para, 
Ya levantan el estribo, 
Ya-aale fttara, ya aguarda 
Que a sus pies ll.egues. 
ADVERSA FORTUNA DE DON J\LVARO 
DE LUNA ; AOt II-. Scene III 
27 • See LA REINA DE ·LOS REYES: Act, I, Scene I 
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Countcy people in T1rso•a lJlays are not so blind 
in their reverence for royalty that they cannot see 
the foibles of court life. Tabaco, a lackey 1n AV!ltt• 
Gt.TELO VARGAS, comments on a practice of the court in 
this manner: 
Mas tantos los donas son. 
Que aun las campanaa los dan, 
PUes ei tatre el sacr1stan, 
Pronuncia "dan. dan, don, don.n 
Y s1 dan don. desde hoy quiero 
Un don,. aunque sea trabajo; 
Que un don dado de un bade.Jo, . 
Bien esta en un majadero. 
Act II. Scene II 
Likewise, the countrymen could estimate the true 
wort}?. of' a king to his country. Two shepherds in EL 
VERGONZO.SO EN PALACIO are discussing the monarch of 
Portugal: 
Mireno: Don Dion~s en Portugal 
Ea nombre elustre y de f ama. 
·······················~·~·· Tirso: Que los reyea que ha tenido 
De ese nombre eata naoi6n · 
Eterna venerac16n 
Ganaron a su apellido.28 
Aot I, Sc. XII 
Any attitude, either conscious or unconaoioua, 
which villanos have toward hidalgos in the plays of 
Fray Gabriel Tellez is reflected in the speeches of' 
28. Ollll\er references concerning villanos and royalty: 
. I.A LEALTAD CONTRA I.A ENVIDIA: Act II, Sc • VIII 
LA REINA DE LOS REYES: Act I, Scenes I & II 
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the country people as they come in contact with people 
of higher ranl~~ It is to be expected that a strong 
character, auch as Antona Garo!a, would not be cowed 
by any infer~ority oomplexr we see her in scene III 
ot Act II: 
Maria, dama: 
Antona: 
Puee &td te atraves, groaera, 
a contradecir letradoa 1 
tan dootos? 
Tari sobornadoa 
dirl;;is m1~1or, caballera. .. 
Bajad, aalid aoa huera. 
veamos quG esfuerzo cr!a 
la nobreza y h1dalgu!a. : 
y quede eata duda llQila1~ 
There . is one line from this scene that expresses 
Antona Garc!a•s confidence in people of her own cl~ss 
and her trust in their future: 
Voz del puebro as voz de Dioa~ 
., 
such a statement seems to be a forerunner of the 
democratic spirit which has swept the common people 
to. a i;iew dignity -the. worid. ove~-~ .. ~ ' ., 
The women of 'the oount,ry districts sneer at. the 
court ladies• habit of using_ co~etics_, and at any 
affectation of manner. Mar-!a. a mountain girl, 1n 
: t' 
LA GALLEGA MARI-HERNltNDEZ.1 spealts of a 
\; 
•••••• cierta Doi'Ia Beatriz p'intada como perdiz.. · 
. · Act III, Sc. II 
Melisa. another mounta1n·ma1d·in LA PE~ DE .. 
FRANCii\, asks a lady of the court:: 
&Comes carbon, yeso, o tierra 
Como las dam'as de Corte, 
que diz que adrede se opilan 
por andar las estaciones1 Act III, Sc.III 
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sanoha in AVERIOOELO VARGAS ls referring to 
the Infanta Dofia Felipa 1n these- 11nen:s:-
c\Ella a mf: llabta de )honrar, 
Porque trae u.na botica 
En la cara que a.lqu1lar, 
Y ee remilga y acllioa 
La boca cuando ha de babrar? 
The countr'J follt did not approve entirely of 
certain modes of city dress. A farm woman and her 
husband are talking :about ·the areas of a lady from 
the ei ty in ESTO st QUE ES NEC-OCIA11.t. 
,.,_ 
Carlin: Porque ave da muoha pluma. 
Tiena pooo que oomer. 
F'irala: Ya pa.race qu.e despuntas. 
Carlin; El que la llegue a abrazar, 
Por fuerza se ha de p1car, 
segtin la: guarnecen puntas. 
Aat I •. s~. v 
The country folk often could not understand the 
norms or good breeding recognized by the city people •. 
In ESTO s:t- Q~ ES .NEGOCIAR, Lapnisa, a country girl, 
has offended a lady of the city by the orudenessof' 
her manners : 
Clemencia (dama): 
Leonisa: 
1Vive el oielo, mal cr!Mal 
&Mal cridda? Por au vida, 
mas gorda soy y cumprida 
que olla. 1vera la empringadal· 
Act I. Sc. VIII 
Other references to attitude of villanos ioward hidalgos: 
AtlAR POR R.A.ZCJM DE EST.ADO:, Act II• So. IX 
Act III, So. VIII 
EL:'BURIADOR DE SEVILI.A: Act III. Sc. IV. 
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The people ot.the·country distrioto resented the 
intruaion of the city people on the lands that they 
were oultivatin3. Their resentment againot hunters 
is expressed in QUIEN HABLO PAGO: 
Tirrena (la.'brado~: Hal heyan loa cazadores 1 
y vayan s1ompre en mal hora 
a espentarnos cl ganado. 
Sancho: I Qua haota. en una pobre choza 
Uo viva el cuidedo ociosol 
Vera qua confusa tropa 
do corteaanos deciende 
al valle; la fuente agotan. 
Act I, So. IX 
Frt\Y' Gabriel Tellez was a man rich in.personal 
experience. His travels in the intereate of the' 
Church took him to many parts.of Spain, ~s w~11· aa 
to other lands. In these travels he doubtless ob-
served cloaely end well. The Spanj.sh peasants must ,, 
have interested him gree.tly. He lmev!. their character~ 
1stics1 beliefs, and peculiarities. His observations 
gave to him: the ab~lity to compare not only individ-
uals but also classes· and types, ~d furnished him 
with a storehouse of recollections upon w hioh he 
- .. 
drew.to give to his plays the brilliant detail which 
distinguished so many of hie descriptive passages. 
To Fray Gabriel T~llez there waa no one ntype" 
of Spanish peasant. Neither did he,. Tirao de t!olina. 
the dramatist, create a 1ttype" of Villano. r~'hile ha 
did use his rustic characters to provide amusement 
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for the theater-goer~~,. he did. not, oarr.1 tha tendency 
to th.e OJttreme. The dominant cha.raotaristic of Tirso•s 
v1llanoa ia not clownishness but rather aimpl!city. 
And once again we must remember that ~imp11c1ty does· 
not. in thie caae*:sie.;nify laok of' normal 1nt.,ell1gence. 
~,he speech of shephe1"'d e.n.d monntaineer .. and villager 
wao fe.miliax- to 'rirso·' a eare. U:e 111as quiclt to see the 
sagacity and comn1on aenao in the olJaeinvatione ancl reason• 
ings of the country people. T.hese ha balanced against 
the cultivated sophistry·of the city rea1dcnta, not 
alv1aya- to the villano's disadvantage. 
In personal appearance and charm t-he villana is 
often more favored then the dama. Mot". does th0 villana. 
e;rand odo.a to the oit~y vmman in a battle of wits, inas-
nuch e.e the country \"Joma11. is often confronted with th.a 
more primitive tr£1to of human n~tt.-:rc and with th<:f. 
exigencies of t'latural forces end laws_. ·and., hence~ 
poosassea ·more wiedom than is generally credited to-
hor. Amid the artificial a1tuatlons of the court 
the peasant woman nas. of course. at a great disad-
vantage. 
The tn.te traits of the Villano and villana are 
admirable• we_ believe.that Tirao de Molina fully 
realized this and had a. profound appr&o.iation of the 
worth or· the country people.. We ba11eve· .... alao. that 
his adherence to the exposition of the truth ea1d 
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sincerity of the count,ry folk llea deeper then the 
conventionality, .of ·lyric poetry, and that it ia. 




Tirso de Molina's descriptions of cities are 
marlted by much the same conventional! ties that dis• 
tinguieh h1s deacr1pt1ons ot country. conventional-
ities that had become traditional in lyric poetry 
of the time. Thia poetically conventional handling 
of' descriptive material resolves itself into an 
enumeration or a naming of the marvels of' the city, 
an appreciation of the grandeur and power there 
manifest. and a conclusion that in the midst of 
wonders and ostentation an individual is, besides 
being isolated and deprived of the spontaneous good-
will and companionship .found in simple country life, 
exposed to the frivolity and malignant deceit: of the 
city. 
EL AMOR raru>1co gives us a typical conventional 
description in the speech of Don Gonzalo as he de• 
scribes Seville: 
sus algibes aiempre ·helados~ 
Sus damas siempre·discretaa, 
sus ingenios laureadoe, 
Ya de Apolo por paetas, 
Ya de Marte por soldadoe; 
Alcazar y iglesia santa, 
PUentes, t{tulo imperial, 
Concilioa, virtud que espanta, 
Tanta sangre pr1no1pal, 
T.anta mitra y gante tanta; 
Todo eso, que es marav1lla 
Con que blasona Castilla, 
Y ae ilustra mi nao16n, 
ES la grandaza en borr~n 
De nuestra M~nfis Savilla. 
Act I, scene II 
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The entusiasm of Tirao•s characters at the· 
contemplation of one of Spain's great c1t1es is well 
exemplified in these lines of Don LUis, who, 1n LA 
VILLANA DE LA SAGRA, is travelling a.long the road 
toward Toledo, talki~g to a companion: 
All! veraa la riquesa, 
Letras,.armas, bizarr!a, 
Diacrecion, aabic.lur!a, 
.Trato apacible y nobleza • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Veras en Toledo, en fin, 
Cuanto el deleite desea.29 
Aot I, Sc. VI 
The city as a hurly-burly centering of popula-
tion in which the te·elinga and interests of an indi-
vidual are not regarded with any conoeni is another 
recu~r1ng phase of' T1rso de Molina's city deacr1pt1ons. 
This is,. of course, a common observation among people 
who have not been born and reared in the 01 ty. The 
thought probably seldom occurs to residents of the city 
themselves. 
Don Jer6nimo sets forth this idea in: the follov1ing 
29. Similar descriptions,_ done in the conventional 
manner. and with~a touch of grandeur, are: 
COTu10 HAN .DE SER IDS AMIGOS: Act III, Sc. XVI 
LA FINGIDA ARCADIA: Act I, Sc~' I 
QUIEN DA LUEGO DA DOS VECES: Act I I Sc. I 
EL AMOR M~ICOi Act II, so. I 
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lines taken from Act I. scene II,, ·~r LA CELOSA DE 
St MISTuIA: 
" ••••••••• / ••• que. aqu! (Madrid) 
En -una caea tal vez 
suelen v!vir ocho y diez 
Vecinos" comoyo vi, · 
Y pasaree todo un afio 
Sin ·hablarse ni saber 
Unos de otros. 
In this same scene Don sebast4~ tells of .going 
in search of a men 1n Madrid and of finally finding 
him in a house, after having encountered a wedding 
on the first floor, a fvneral on the second, and the 
birth of a child ·on ·the .. third ·floor.· ·· 
The distance separating the inhabitants of the 
same city from each other ia suggested by Don Juan of 
EN tL~DRID Y EN UNA CASA: 
Toda Castilla ee pasa. 
A la corte. En esta moran 
Dos hu~spedes pr!ncipales; 
Y"en un st10:1 con aer tales, 
Los unos y otros se ignoran, 
Sin :mtfo· comunicaciGn,, 
Que Noruega con la China. 
Act I, So• VIII 
The dramatic device notod in the.diecuea1on 
of country ,.descript1on30or putting into the mouth of 
a character.desoriptlvecomments on a scene or place· 
is again observed in descriptions of.towns and cities. 
Such comments are important., first because they in• 
30. Vide supr~: P• 3 
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form the audience of the set ting of the scene; second 
because they throw valuable a1del1e;hts on the relative 
importance and interest vested at that time in tho 
.. ;~ t • '" •· •p ,. .o I. •• ~ t• 
places mentioned. In E'L CABAUaERO DE GRACIA, the 
protagonist says in Ao~ II, so. V:; 
tlata es la PUerta. del Sol, 
B1er1. eatuviara, oa oonf,.eao, 
Aqui el s1t1o desta casa, 
Que el ooncurso de la geit\te 
Que por aqui1 al Prado paaa Es notable." 
·T1rso goe~ even.farther anopurposely brings 
points of intoreat:to attention, seemingly with tho 
de~ire to aoqt1eint the people v11th mi.mioipal histor-
ies and contemporary feature$. F~l\Y' Gabriel T~llez 
was fem111ar with the important church sanctuaries 
throughdJut Spain, and mentions them fran time to 











Es la noblaza de Oviedo 
esa que bailaba. , ~ 
Puedo deoir qua no me ha alegrado 
te.nto como hoy ninglin d!a. 
La Iglesia Mayor es coaa 
exoelenta. 
Milagroaa. 
M1entras qua so proseeu!a 
El recibimiento,. a m{ 
las reliqi1fas me enoeft6 
el seflor Obispo. 
······················~ Ea esto antiguo sagrario 
Uli div1no relioario 
31. See DON GIL DE tAS CALZAS VERDES: . Act It Sc. I 
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de Europa, a qu!en han llamado 
Roma de Eopaffa·.32. . . . . 
Act III. Sc. IV 
The oi ty of, Coimbra, in Portugal co.~ea in for 
some interesting descriptive treatment.by Tirso. 
In Sil!I!PRE AYUDA LA VERDAD.. Don Vaaco and Prince 
Roberto are talking: 
Roberto: Como grandee edif1o1oa, 
adornan a las ciudades 
riquezaa y. cantidacles 
de mercaderes y ofic1os. 
di1'1o hay. aqul Un.1vera1dad? 
vasco: En Coimbra. esta fundada 
donde SG. aiunenta. ad11rnada. 
de una. y_ otra :facultad, 
haet,a mi1s,.ca y poeata·. 
Act I, So. XI 
Coimbra is further described :tn FL AMOR M~DICO, 
Act II, so. I, in wh1oh Don Gaspar says that it is 
a heatthful and agreeable city) set in Q fertile 
' .. 
region, rich in history• end prop~ tioua to the 11uses. 
NO HAY PEOR SOBDO speaks of the church buildings 
in Toledo (Act !., Sc• I•) and of. the dishes man'!lfact• 
urad at Talavera. (Aot II. so. !X) 
LA VILL..AlTA DE LA· SAGPJ\ men~ions · 1n several plaoea 
the rich.Castros and sotornayorea of Toledo. 
32. see also 'NO I-IAY l'EOn SOBDO: Aot I' So I (Toledo) 
is the soene"of the play) 
• • l ' • .. " ~ t 
LA CELOSA DE st· MISMA: Act .I. so. It 
which describes the Iglesia. de la 
Victoria in t!adrid. 
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T1rso 11I~oo to give .. accurate and apecif'io direot-
iona in his plays. In POR EL s:jTANO y EL .TORJ."\TO he 
tells something of the streets .or ri::adrid. 
Sant 1 l.laru.u La callo de len oarretas 
Ea ombligo do la corte; 
La Puerta del Sol ·aquella: 
La Vitoria al cabo della; 
Y a la otra aoera eo au norte 
El Buen Suceso; all! en frente 
El Cllrman; . a man derecha, 
La Ct\lla Me-.yor t cosaoha 
De toda buaoona gente; 
San.Felipe a la mi tad; 
Pttcrto. · de Guadalajara. 
Arriba, de quien contara 33 Lo quo puode una. l~olda.oo; 
·The Callm }l[e-ycr 1s also mc~ticned in LA CELOSA 
DE st tl!SUA, in which Ventl.1ra oaya: 
Es la Ueyor 
Donde se venda ol arnor 34 A varas, medide y peao. 
Act I, Sc. I 
Don Baltaser, in.spoekine or the streets of 
Toledo in DESDE . TOLEDO A MADRID, says: 
,EntrG en tn1a . 
Eatrecha (las mas lo son). 
Act It Sc. III 
One of ~1e atroets of Sevilla comes to tha 
ss. Seo also: POR EL SdTAHO y EL TOntlO: Act I, so.XI 
MARTA LA. PIADOSA: Act III, Sc. I 
34. See: QU!EN CALLA OTORGA: Act I, Sc. Vll 
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poet' a_ attent,1on 1n : EL DUfi.l.ADOR DE SEVILLA: 
~Q_n_!J.l!~ · Tentlt!.2J ti1'0ta:,_. an&nde v:tven? Eh-. 'la calle 
·de la· 63.erpe •. donde .. ves · 
anda enin1alto en portugu,s; 
que en· aqt.iesta amergo valle. 
con·bocados solic1tan 
mil Evas que:r aunqi1e on bocados 
en ef'eto,. son ducadoe 
con que el d1nero nos quitan. 
·Act II., so. XIII 
The exposition of the citY'_as the center of 
vice and moral corri1ption !a oornm&n 1n the plays. 
Don Sobaeti&n in LA CElOSA DE st lUStm says: 
T1one on at.ls. callea 
Todos los v:tc!os Madrid. 
Ha.z cuenta qtte ea una tienda. 
De toda meroader~a. 
Act II, Sc. VI 
The Caballero de Gracia is shocked on lea.ming 






Pero. dec1clma: _&qt-1~ ea_aa 
ea aqi1ella donde tantos 
sale11 y entran? 
Donde pa.ea ·· 
~n trato no para oant.os. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
La caaa ptlblica~ en fin• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~to a. la Calle !~layor, 
por dondo la eonto paaa .• 
de mli.s caudal y valor, 
&La torpoza. tiene oasa. 
y a todos no oausa horror? 
··············~~········ aD6nde el honor eapaflol 
vive, ladasllonra puebla0 
siendo de virtud crlsol 
la obscuridad y tiniebla 
junto a la Pl.1erta del Sol? 
Aot- II. so. V 
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The most ·common cho.ro.ctor1.otico of tha oity 
36 emphasized in Tirso•n plays are falsehood end deceit. 
6 
35. · Refcrencco to tho c.1occ1 t, flnttorjr, and ainb1 tion 
ot the court are found ,.n the following plays: 
LA PRUDENCIA EN LA t1UJE11: Act.III. sa. VI, 11. 65-66 
. Sc. VIH //. /9730 
PR6SPEBA FORTUNA DE DON li.LVARO DE Ltn-JA: J\"ot I!., Sc.VII 
.ll. 21-31 
J,DVERSA FORTUNA DE DOH /.LVARO DE 1.-TJ1~A: Ao t II I, 
so. IV, 11. 2~·23 
so. xv. ll. 21-24 
EL CADALIJIDO DE GHACIA: Act I, So. XIV, 11. 100-103 
Aot III., So• VIII, 11. 1-4 
AVERIGUELO VARGAS: Act III, So. VII, 11. 3~8 & 22-30 
QUIEN H'ABLO PAG-0: Act Ii So. III, 11. 7-12 
Act II. Sc. III~ 11. 19-30 
Act III, Fj.n.al scene 1 ll. 40•41 
EL CONDENADO POR DESCONFIADO: Ao.t I, Sc. XII, 11. 249-252 
At10R Y, CELOS: Act I, So. VII, 11. 73-75. 
Et . .AHOR Y EL At:!ISTAD: Aot I, so. II, 11. 195•201 
Act/// ;1 Sc. V 
EL AraOR f'..1~ICO: Act It Sc. II 
.Act II, Sc. Ii ll. 74-76 
LOS BAI.CONES DE rt.l\DRID: .. Aot III·,· Sc. VIII, ll. 24-26 
Q.UIEN CALLA OTORGA:, ~Act. I.I: So •. VtI •. 11 .• 38-42 
Aot II, So. X, ll. 80-82 
BELLA.CO SOIS,_ G(}nEZ: Aot I, So. VII!, 11. 12•13 
CAUTELA CONTRA CAUTELA: Act, I, So. It 11. 39-76 
LA CELOSA. DE st !?!!SIJIA: .. Act, I,. So. ~-. 11. 93-94 
Act II, sc. x.. 11. 35-35 
EL CELOSO PRUD~~TL!: Act I, sa. I, ll. 233-234' 
L.tLGALLEGA MAIU-HERT:Jfu~EZ: Act I, Sc. XI 11. 57-60 
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This.is the conventionality which is correlated with 
the conception of the country ao the a bode of truth, 
and both concepts.were commonplaces ·Of l:y-r1o poetcy 
in T1rso's time ai.'1d earlier. Don Marttnts bitter 
condemnation of Madrid ll1. OON Gil~ DE L.,\S CALZAS VER~ 
DES is put in the U07;tal lyrio manner:· 
Calles de aqu.aata corto, imi~tndoras 
DC:ll. confuso Babel. siem1n~ pisadas 
Da ment:l.ras,: al rioo aduladoras · 
Como al rJobrt3 aevoras, tleabocadas: · 
Caaaa a las malioias., a· todaa horas 
De malioias y v1cios h.abitadas: 
J"'ot IIIo-. So. XVIII 
The deceit of tho city lies in the vanity:and 
avarice of its people. Ventura• DonMelchor1 s lackey 
in LA CELOSA DE st MISM.\, gives a brief roviow of 
NO HAY PEOR SOBDO: Act !I• Sc. XX, 11. 55-5$ 
PALABF:AS Y PLYJI:.'IAS; Ji.ct IXa Sc. V~ ll. 9~12 
POR EL s<1TAHO y EL TORtJO; :,Act II, Sc. II~ 11. l-4 
EL PffiTEND!ENTE AL !~~St· Act !, sa ... Xi ll. 97~101 
Act II. so.- XI!j ll. 17-18 
Act III• cc .• Xj· 11. s-22 
so. xr.· 11·. GB-69 . 
LA VIlL.ANA DE V.t\UJ:Ct.S-: Act II, Sc. I 
COMO HAN DE SER LOS lJJIGOS: · Aot I~ So. I, 11. 216-221 
the city•s false fron,t: 
Que en Madrid, sin .ser Jordan~ 
Las mas viejao se remozan. 
Casa hay aqul, ai so alifia 
Y ·e1 'dinero la tt""abuca. 1 . 
Que anooheoiando oaduoa; 
Sale a la mafiana niffa. 
P~oaro entra aquf ritt\s roto 
Que toatador .de castafias, 
Qua f iado an las hazaftaa 
Del dinero 1 au piloto, 
Le muda la ronar~a · 
Donde hijo pr~di30 vino, 
F.n un conde palattno •. 
Tan presto que e~t¥ropel!a. 
Da111aa hay aquS:. s:i. reparas 
En graoias de soliman, 
A quien en m.1a hora don sua ao.laerillas d:l.ez caras. 
Como ae viva de prisa. 1 No ta has de espantar si vierea 
Mctarndrf.ooe3r mujoreo, 
Casas y ropaa. 
Gl 
strangers from the samll torma end rural reaions 
of Spa,.n were very liable to be triclted by thG more 
sophisticated end crafty rcsid:nte of t~e city. 
Vent.urn.= the ·1aokey 1n .LA CELODA DE st MISrlA, re-
veala his laci~ of faith in Dofia l!agda.~ena.~ the , object 
of his master•s devotion: 
otra ganga dabe ser; 
Que hay en Madrid 'i.nf1~itas. 
-----·· , Act II_, Sc. III 
ZG. Aclv1ca. on how to escape tho pitfalls of T!fa.dr~.d 
is given by Do1'ia r:I3huela to D6n Gabriel in Act I .. 
Scene IV of EH !·~Al)HID ·r Er.J UNA C~SA. Especially 
does she warn h:lm a.gain.at tlle:women of the.city. 
v.. Tho Short Sto:;>r in Spe.5~n li1 tho So~~enteenth 
Centura,: Nort,hhampton,, nass.a 192'"/,. Caroline 
B• Bourland• PP• 23-24 · 
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Just as there was a class of description in the 
treatment of country life 'IJ!Jhich was moreor less con-
ventional 1n form but real1st1c to a certain degree 
in manner, spirit. or viewpoint, so there is a simil-
ar class of description in Tirso•s treatment of city 
and to\m life. Cert.ain material offered to the poet 
an opportun1 ty for excellent realistic work. He chose, 
however, thnly to suggest the vividness and reality 
of a place•s or objeot•a compoa1t1on and detail. 
such description, although noi sharp enough for a 
clear-cut and complete picture, yet gives by its very 
force of suggestion a well observed, albeit hazy, 
concept. LOS BALCONES DE r~ADRID gives some insight 
into the furnishings and construction of houses in 
Madrid at the time. To break up Eliatt.•s love affair; 
her father, with the aid o:f others, has planned to 
put her into a coach without pennitting her even to 
see where they are go1ng 1 and to cause her to believe 
that they are taking her to the village of Illescas, 
outside of Madrid. The astuteness or Elisa, Leonor1 
and Corral defeats these ends or Eliaa•s father, and 
allows her to visit her lover by means of a draw-bridge 
between two balconies. 
The following quotations ehoVI us something of 
the arrangement of Elisa•s room: 
Corral: Retirada en ella Elisa,. 
y las puertaa del balcon 
Cerradaa, dando la luz 
La vidriera superior 
Ni crera que est~ en la corte 
· Act II, So. X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Si quierea ver1f 1car 
Todas estaa saratusas, 
Abra el balc6n, las ventanaa 
Repara el modo y f iBUra 
De la sola en qua te prendan. 
Mira esa alcoba o eatuf a; 
Las b&vadillaa del techo, 
Que en Illescas poco se uaan 
ESas puertaa y parades, · 
Que como los trajas mudan• 
cual danzantas ea disfrazan 
Con agenas compoaturas. 
Act III, Sc. VI 
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We are more fortunate in the descriptions of 
hid~lgoa than we were in deeor1pt1ons of country 
characters ae regards portraiture. But only ono· 
good example of description of phyeioanomy and gen-
eral ·personal appearance appears. In AMAR POR 
SErnAS, Montoya is telling Annesinda about Don Gabrial•s 
love affair with Gerarda, a noblewoman of Toledo, and 
in the course of the conversation describes her: 
Va de pintura en estampa. 
Semirubia de cabellos, 
Frente deaembarazada 1 
Cejas buenas. ojinegra . 
(Ya no se usan ojizarcas), · 
PUesto que eran mas ojetes 
Que ojales las luminarias 
Por lo pequ6~o y redondo. 
Que en ~ag f ennosas se rasgan. 
Las mejillas, por extremo, 
Ni bi en marmol 1 ni bi en grana. 
Mezcla s~ de las dos sierras. 
La Bermeja y la Nevada. 
En proporoi6n las narices, 
Ni judaizantes, ni chatas, 
Ni nabo por corpu~entas 1 . 
Ni a..lezna. por afilada.s. 
Buenos, labioe, malos dientea, 
Porqua au.nqua Gra su tez. 'blanoa. 
A caballo unos sobre otroa1 
., Tanti··ouanto, moriaoo.ba.n. · ·· 
La garganta,·cuelli•erguida, 
Candida, gn1esa1 tomeada, 
Y tal que hic1era yo un Judas. 
A be.bar sauaos gargantas. 
Las manos, no hay que pedir" 
En ellas porque no da1Jan, 
FUesto qua ambas receb!an, 
Y eran muy hermosas ambas. 
Privilegid.do de cua.rtos 
El tallazo .t mas . a.va.ra 
En laa obras que en el cuerpo ••• 
Lo demaa, el argonauta 
De tal golfo, que le,,pinte, 
Si hay quien tenga dicha tanta 
Que m1da con la experiencia 
Los gradoe del d1cho mapa. 
. Aot II 1 so. 1t 
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For realism approaching naturalism we are 
fortunate to find an example in EL CELOSO PRUDENTE. 
Gascon, a lackey, ia engaged in disillusioning his 
master, the marquis Enrique, who is enamored of 
Lisena. a noblewoman: 
Dicen que mas faltas tiene 
Que seia juegos de pelota. 
Yo, como, ladr6n de oaaa.. · 
Y que hablo con J.as doncellas, 
Tal vez qua as1eten con ellas, 
s~ lo que ~n,aquesto pasa. 
Si adorais madejas rizaa , 
De sue espurios cbbellos, 
Ajenos son loa mas de ellos; 
Trae pantorr1llas postizas; 
Tiena muchos exorementos. 
Muohos hoyos ;.de viruelas, . 
Hase eaoado tres muelas 
De aohaqua de corr1m1entos. 
Tiena jiba. bien que es poca., 
Calza diez puntns de pie, ; 
Y lo peor que clella a' 
Es que la olioca la booa, 
Y col'l todo.eso 1 mil locos 
Andan muertos por su amor. 
Aot II, so. IV 
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This sort of desor1pt1~e treatment is very 
rare in Tirso and seems 'to l)e all the more effective 
coming as it does in the midst or much conventionalism. 
Of descriptions of hidalgoa we havo yety little. 
Enrico• the wicl:ed man who is f iually saved t 
through trust in God, in EL CONDENAOO POR DESCONFIA-
DO, speaks to Celia in Act ~' Scene x, of two noble-
men: 
&No te he dicho qua no gusto 
Que entren estos marquesotes 
Todos guedeja y bigotes, 
Adonde me dan disgusto? 
&Qu~ provecho tienesdellos? 
&Qut§ ta ofrecen. qu& te dan? 
Estos qua contino estt1n 
Rizandose loa cabelloe? 
Don i\lvaro in the course of his making love to 
LA GALLEGA MARI-HERNANDEZ mentions the 
Cortesanoa art1fic1os, 
cuyas ma.nos blanoas son 
0 martires del jab6n, 
O dal sebo sacr1f 1oios. 
Act I. Sc. X 
Character traits of nobility were t~ocret1cally 
based on the esaantial ideals of ohivalrJ:· love of 
God. defense of' th.a monarchy, exaltation· of honor, 
and def'ensa of the weak. Birth,, or course, made 
all the difference in the v;orld. While nobility was 
always ndminally subordinate to the lcing and queen, 
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the nobles imitated royalty not only in appearance 
37 ' .. ' . 
and manners, but 1n .vlrt11es as wali.38 And it is 
for tha~) reason that we shall treat .the.two classes 
together· in our dieousoion of them. 
Personal courage, refinement of thought, .speeoh,. 
and actionii. gentility of' manner, an.d al~kaan sense of 
honor., were some·of the oharacterietice.or 'f;,ha Spani~h 
hidalgo aa Vfell as oi' tho noblema.'fl of all Europe. 
The noble was aligiblo for certain exemptions 
an~ privileges, many of which came in time to worlt 
social injustices1 
t1After the monarchy came .. .,he· nobility,. an 
institution which could also claim to be a result 
of divine forlbthought. for Godd only can make an 
heir. In most European oountr1~es nobility was re-
garded as a status r)osseosing privileges ·without 
duties, and) especially in France_, there was the 
assumption that even the most ·turbulent members of 
the noblo casto must be patiently boma. because 
their ex3istence ~as inevitable as tlooda or earth-quakes." 9 . - · . _ 
A new nobility., the nobility of bought ti tlea, 
........ I 
37. nque del oolor de loo reyes 
se visten lon oortesano~i" 
QUIEI1 H.J\DltS PAG9 i Act II, Sc• IX 
38. nne ord!nario los vasallos 
suelen im1tar su rey 
En laa coatum1lres y lay.0 
EL AMOR Ml!:DICO: Act I, Sc. I 
39. Ogg. DaVid: EL1rope 1n the 17th Centurz, London, 
1925, A.c. Black. ltid. pp •. ll & 12. 
was increasing in numbers in EUropa e.t this time. 
Ogg goes on to say: 
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0 EVsn in apain whoro nobility by birth was 
accorded.more respect t~an anywhere el~e ln Europe 
except in Ireland. t110 neecls of the Spanish monarchy 
compelled tho adoption of ·tho nru"r.1e expedient fol"' 
ra1s1ng money, and it is recorded that t\ Portuguese: 
Je\7 purchased the rig~ t of woarinc; hio hat in tlle 
presence of the ltine;. O This had ori~!11ally been 
the special pr&rogative of the twenty-five grand~!! 
de Es~1a 1 but by this time their numbar waa con-ttletGhFly increased. Tho Spanish. hida.le;o class was 
filled ui th nouveaux riches, and evel"'\J\"!hore in the 
peninsula there waa n. craze for heraldry and ped1.grae!li 
the whole province of Gu1puzcoa olaimed to be hidalgo 
Sancho Panza complained that there t'Jere4more Dons than·stones on his island of Barataria. m Spanish 
rule in hot-tempered Italy was mads poss1blo oniy 
by periodical showera or high-aoundine t1tles,4~and 
in the course of the sevontoenth century a new nobili-
ty of plutocrat.a end officials4 !eradually displaced the ola nobility of the swordv--
Yet, Tirs-o de liiol1na' a hide.lgos are in general 
"nobility of the swordn. --
True noblemen were unsurpassed in courtesy and 
honorable conduct. Don Alonso and Don Diego are 
two h~dalgoe in HABLAmlE EN ENTP~NOO who have met, 
unaccompanied,. to fight a dual in a lonely spot. 
Each promises the other thst the survivor of the 






Le__at~1!!: - L~ D1Rlomatie fra&caise el la sue-
. cession d • Espaep.e, 11. 42 
Altam:tra y Crevea.: H1stor1a de ESE,a..~a i de la 
civilizaci6n espfil1oin. (1913 ed.), 
iii. 192-194 . 
Don guir1ote: ~ II, Chapter XLV 
La vita italiana nel seice11to, lect,ul ... ea 1-3 
Burke: (of Spain5 "It does not possess the use, 
it only suffers the abuse, of a nobility.u 
Thou5hts on French Affair~. 1791 
ent. Ea.oh bldalgo also tuJnt1raa tl'la otbar of hie 
forg1venosa. rzt~~ tb.eoa gentlemanly prou11aea the two 
anbrace and tho f!ght.t bo31ns. Eionovar. at the onset 
Don Alonso tlropo his et1ord ar:ii non. Diego tttlaes .tt. 
Al·oneo su1'}1,oaaa. or oa11reo,0 that Diego will !till him• 
rut tho lat·ter. after porauad1l18 .Alonso t,.o nds!t. that 
hs S.a the ea.mo cs doad, reminds bim of' tbo1rmutual 
prooiee of' forglvonoeo and surrenders botll sworda 
to him. The two hidalgoa emtnraoe and swear otemal 
45 fr1endoh1p. 
Roopingfa1tll n1th one1 a friends was a dominant 
trait of tho h1dalgo. a AE!Cu:t ~ EI./ Af~ISTAD exoellent• 
ly prooonte the ldoel of true tr1ondol11p. Don Guillen 
baa dsViaed a plan roerotly lle may teat h!ls friends. 
'Ibe touebstono l1e uson ts llie supposed great neod 
and tlo.ngor ofter tlle Count of Barcelona0 who ta co• 
oporoting 1n the planfi bas pretended to be very- ongey 
'l'11tll 11~. Don Graq~~-Q~~~1ve up his llfa to 
save Don Gu1ll&i4Gana Estela offers to give up ller 
estate and enter a convont to help hlm.47 
45. Act IIIo sc. XVII 
4G. Aot. Ill-o sc. IX 
4?. Act IIIoc so. XII 
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Tlrao devotes many lines to extolling the ben• 
ef'its and consolation to be derived from loyal friend-
48 ship. 
One of the first requisi tea of a nobleman was 
courage and a. deep respect for the exercise of arms.~ 
The latter f~eling is wall illustrated in thia apaaoh 
of Don Rodrigo in EL CASTIGO DEL PENS~QUE: 
Ya que he ven1do . 
A Flandes desda mi tierra, 
servir~ al ray en la guerra; 
Que al noble que es bien naoido, 
Solo por sus hechos medra, 
Y con fama oelebrada 
Saoa fruto de au espada 
Como MoisGa de la piedra. 
Act ! 1 Sc. III 
Don Juan in LOS BALCONES DE L1/,DRID had a point 
or honor to settle with Don Carlos: 
Don Juan: Ag-aard,le en esa. calla, 
Ciego me saliG a buscar, 
La raz6n me pudo dar 
Aceros para sobralle. 
. Act II, So. IX 
There were fops among the f aahionable people of 
the city, but they are not to be confused with the 
real noblemen. The true hidalgo•s virtues always 
48. The (allowing references are found: 
EL T-TONROSO ATREVIMIENTO: Act I, Sc. VII 
Act III, Sc. IV 
CELOS CON CELOS . SE CUBAN: Act I, Sc. II 
c·oino lIAH DE SER LOS AL1IGOS: Act III. Sc. t 
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came to t,he fore in time of danger,. while the de.ndyts 
cowardice was at once apparent. LA LEALTAD CONTRA IA 
ENVIDIA desoribes a tire ·at a bull ring. Many of 
the people, especially the beautiful-women,, are in 
danger of losing their lives. Quintanilla and Fer-






Confuso con la congoja 
Toda la gente se arroja 
Sin sentido a los tablados 
Desde los balconea. 
I Llama.a 
Terrlbles, incendio extratio\ 
El sobresalto·haoe el dafio 
I.~ayor. f QU' de hermosa~ damas 
Sin reparar en recatoe 
Se arrojan y precipitans 
Y aqi1G pooo aolicitan · 
Su remedio los ingratos 
P1 ... etendientes de su amort 
Act I, Sc. II 
Daring was one of tl1e attribute~ of noble 
courage, and many hidalgos oarriec;l it to the point 
or rashness. Yet this fault was overshadowed by the 
public• s admiration tor that quality of courage which 
laughed at danger and death. What better example of 
Gold-blooded courage can be found than the famous 
Don Juan Tenorio, so well presented in EL BURLADOR 
DE SEVILLA? Don Juan defied every:one, even the king. 
In Act I, sc. VI, or the play, Don ~edro Tenorio·, 
Don Juan• s father, is tallting to the king: 
Atln no lo mandaste 1 apenas, 
cuando. sin dar mas disculpa, 
La. eapada eri la meno aprieta, 
Revuelve la capa al brazo, 
Y con aallarda preeteza, 
Of endiendo a los soldados 
Y buscando su def ensa, 
Viendo vec1na la muerte, 
Por el balc5n de la huerta 
Se arroja deeeaperado. 
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see also Afli.AR POR RAzdN DE ESTAOO, Act I, scenes III, rv 
Wirao mentions many attributes of tlte noble-
man 111. his pla.ys, among them: generoai ty toward 
a dlellow man, 49 sympathy 111 the ovent of an enemy• s 
misfortune., 50 the ability to keep a secret, 511ova 
or·1earn1ne~2 preservation of honor, even at the cost 
of a lif'e,53 deairo .. to maintain a high standing in 
public estimation. 54 and a fierce derlienn1nat1on to 
accomplish what.he eats out to do in spite of diffi-
culties.55 
The Spanish hidalgo sometimes went to Italy, 
France. and other countries where he presented him-
self at the court, vied for prizes in the court tourn-
eys. and made love to the ladies.· AMAR POR S~AS 
49. EL CASTIGO DEL PENS~QUE: Act I, Sc. L. 126-127 
50. AL1AR FOR SErJAS: Act II, sc. IV, A•44 
51. MmR POR SErlAS: Aot II 1 Sc. V, 65-GG 
52. Ar.JOR Y.CELOS: Act I, So. VIII, 45-59 
53. EL CELOSO PRUDENTE: Act I. Sc. IV, 72-83 
54. LA ROMEliA DE SANTIAGO: Act III, So. IX, 4•9 
LA VILLAMA DE LA SAGllA: Act I, So• III, 73-75 
55. NO HAY PEOR SORDO: Act I, Sc. I 
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relate s the triumphs of Don Gabriel at the palace 
and in the noble houses o:f France. (Act I, Sc. I) 
Courage is as much an attribute of Tirao•s 
noblewomen a.a it is o:r his noblemen. Antona. Gar&!a!a, 
the countrywoman who gave birth to twins while stop-
ping at an inn without more ado than if the happen-
ing had been an ordinary, every-day oocurence, has 
a rival in the person of Beatriz in TODO ES DAR 
EN UNA COSA, who concealed the birth of her child 
so cleverly while sojourning with her family in th' 
country that no one found it out. When the child 
was brought to her fa. ther,, after having been f'ound 
by one of the residents of the region, he entrusted 
it to the care of :Beatriz, unaware that he was pre-











:Marga.r i ta: 
Beatriz: 
~ . . . . 
~ ~ •••••••••• fiaros este angel quiero. 
Seldo vos suyo de guarda, 
Como a madre os le encomiendo. 
· · · · · ( ~omale ella~) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yo lo acepto. 
1Ay, hermana de mis ojost 
IP··· Este ninGQ •••••••• 




Es gruto m!o. 
lEst4s loca? · 
De contento ••• • 6Como o cua.ndo? 
No ha dos hara.a. 
<,Donde? 
En el campo. 
Act I, Sc. XVII 
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In times of stress the noble women were capable 
. , 
of displaying the fearlessness and aggressive energy 
of men. The queen of Spain, who is made immortal in 
LA PRUDENCIA :mr:r LA N.UJE.:R, and who is perhaps the 
greatest woman character of Tirso, became one of the 
most admired women of her time through her cour@ge 
and sympathy displayed when her coµntr§' was ravaged 
by war. 
The Countess in LA REINA DE LOS Rn:YES, on seeing 
that the Moors ~re about to overwhelm the Christians 
.. 
in an attack, exhorts her ladies-in-waiting in this 
wise: 
Los pechos afeminados 
trocad, pues rnorir es fuerza, 
y defendamos la fuerza 
como valientea aoldados. 
Act I, ~. XVII 
The great Leonor of Portugal in LAS Q,UINAS 
DE PORTUGAL defies Ismael: 
No es digna auya esa empresa: 
yo te quitare arrogante, · 
con la torpe. vida, . el guante, 
que soy Leonor portuguesa. 
. Act I, Sc. VIII 
If a noblewoman's anger or desire for vengeance 
were once aroused, nothing short of the blood of her 
antagonist was sufficient to avenge her injury. 
Sirena. in m.. PRETEiIDIEMTE AL ~S says that she 
wou1d cut out the tongue of Carlos if they were not 
in the presence of the Duke. 76 Q,ueen Isabel in 
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DOllA llEATRIZ DE SILVA condem.nsBea.triz to burial .. 
alive.57 
DoBaa Sol or LA ROll1mA DE SAUTIAGO says to 
the Count Don Lisuardo that· only the drinking ot . . .. ,a 
his bloocl \dll satisfy her thirst for vengeance. · 
The. characteristics of Tirsots noblewomen are, 
generally speaking, the characteristics of all the 
women o:r his plays. "One muet:a.dd," as lterimee 
said, 0 tha.t in Tirso•s theater women are the real. 
protagonists, and that they a.re shown a.s very passion-
ate, very artful, very coquettish; in short, very 
womanly. n 5'9 
While simplicity marked the dress of villanos., 
the dress of the hidaJ.gos was distinguished by e-
laborate~ess and ostentation varying with the nature 
and importance of the occasion. 
Either it was a common observation of the time, 
or 1 t was a :ravori te co1mnent of Tirso, to say that 
the dress of the nobles ·tended t,o make the whole 
'57~ Act II, Sc. XIII 
5'8. Act· III, Sc. VIII 
$9 • Merimee and Morley: History of Spanish Li tera-
ture, · New York, 1930: 
p. 35'6 , 
age effeminate. Q, ui teria, a servant in EL Al.TOR 
U~ICO, in describing a young courtier, says: 
_En'lo curioso un armin~t 
Mas.· no afeotando el alin.o 
~ue afemina nueatra eda.d 
Act I, Sc. I 
Don Garc!a, a.n old·hidaigo in UO lIAY PEOR 
SORDO, passes this comment: 
Atinque ya loo caballeros 
La hacen tan ma.la en Castilla,· 
· Q,ue en eato como en loe trajes, 
Pa.race que se afeminan. 
Act II, Sc. XVII 
7'5 
The use of perfumes a.nd scents was not uncommon 
among the dandies of" the time. Enrique, a marquis 
in EL CELOSO PRUDENTE, says to Gascon, a lackey: 
Gascon: 
No debeia de conocerme. 
Si os saco por el olor, 
Me vais oliendo a. senor~ 
Act I, Sc. IV 
The introd·uctions to scenes do not shed much 
light on hidalgo dress. They are something like 
this· one, taken from EL CABALLERO DE GRACIA, in 
informational content: 
(Sa.le Rioote con una fuente, 
capa y gorra con plum.as, 
y aderezo de espada dorada.)· 
Act I, Sc. II, Intro. 
In the lines of this scene Ricote says to his 
master: 
El novio·recoleto 
a. vistas, amor te llama;·: 
gorra con plumas, la fama 
te ofrece calza y coleto. 
7S 
Capa and· ,.g~rra.are·.'_ ~f course, cloak and hat, 
o~ .mor,e specif~ca~ly <':la),?• The aderez~. de espada. 
includes· the hilt, hook, and othe:t: ~ppendages ·~~ 
the sword. Calza re:fers to stockings and the co-
leto is a. buff coublet or jacket. 
The .use of plumes on gentlemen's hats was 
~a.shion~~l~, a.a is testi~fed by the ·two following 
quotations, the first from TODO ES DAR "F.ThT UNA CO.IA 
(Act I, Sc. VIII), and the other from the intro• 
duction to. Scene VII, Act III of ~UIEN lJ.ABtc1 PAGd: 
Gonzalo Pizarro: Pltimas gastan el sabio y el soldado;· 
uno· en· pa.pel~ · el otro en el sombrero. 
~ . . ~ · . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (Ricardo y M~o: con pluma.s y ban~as.) 
The banda mentioned in the las~ quoted line is 
a sash formerly worn by" mili ta.ry o ff~cers when on 
duty, and:.lt also may refer to the ribbon worn by 
knights of the military orders. 
In EL CELOSO PRUDEMTE, Gascon, a servant, says: 
Y que de loa cielos hellos, 
Donde es:bien que te rotules, 
PUdieras~ a sufrirlo ellos,, 
Por 10 que. tienen de azules~ 
Cortar cambray para cue:,._los. 
Segismundo: Anda necio. 
Gascon: A1 uso es: est o. · 
Act I, Sc. II 
In addition to the ordinary meaning or collar, 
e cuello is also a large pleated neck cloth formerly 
worn. Cambray is cambric. 
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The plays yield in~ormation o~ the dress of 
~~raoters. _in a_ __ very hap~azard manner, as v1e have 
already_ a een f~om , th~ r ~fer enc es a·nd quota. ti one 
included ~P till now. However brief roay be the 
comment on dress, it is often capable of offering 
valuable detail. As a man is known by the company 
he keeps, so also was he known by the clothes he wore 
'. ... - . 
in Tirso'a time, and the aaroe observation applies, 
' . 
with certai.n limitations, to our own times. Th~re is 
a nobleman in LA P1n1rA D~ FRAMCIA who went to the 
country and aaa~ed rural garb. The reasons :ror his 
so doing are not particularly, .1:n.t_eresting to us now, 
but the clothes of' the hidalgo, l'tireno, which he 
abandoned, do matter to us here. Elvira, the girl 
of noble birth brought up in the mountains, has found 
the clothing and is telling h~r father about it in 
Saene XVII of act III: 
Si noble, padre, ha nRciclo 
tambien lo debe oer 
Hirano. EQ,uereislo ver? 
Pues yo os mostrarepel vestido 
Q,ue bajo el sayo cncu~io 
y agora de jerga tapa; 
guardada tengo la capa 
que aqui cerca se qui to, 
y vos tal no i~·teneis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . ~ . . . 
De la. cabeza 
se quito una caperuza 
redonda coma un mortero, 
y un.aaador dentro un cuero 
qua con mil hierros so aruza.. 
The_caperuza, or cap, 'is deacribed as being 
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ttas rlund as a mortar". The last two lines of' the 
above quotation·give opportunity fo~ ·conjecture. 
. -
They are the efforts of a person reared in the 
country to describe a part of oi ty dress with which 
she is unfamiliar. .An asador is a spit and it is 
described here as being within leather or a skin 
. . ' 
crosaed with many irons. 
Whan the nobles went to the palace they put 
\ " 
on their richest :f"inery and made as impressive a dis-
play aa possible. '!'he appearance of Count Federico, 
. ' 
in J,,A 1lUJE.R POR FfJJ!!RZA, when he went to intervtew 
the king of Naples at the royal pa1ase is described 




La.a galas fueron nota.1>1Jes, 
pero juntas todas ellas 
no iguala.ron ·la·de1 Conde 
sobre tants gentilaza. 
lQ.ue color? · ;. 
Azul celeate; 
bordadas de oro y de perla.s 
cifra.s de tu nombre, y nores 
que tleo!an 'Fe :1 Florala'. 
Era e1 caballo espanol. 
que da la .gualdrapa. de tela 
qua1"'!a arrojar de s! · 
para.· mostra.r · qua lo -era~ , 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• . Lleg& a pala'lio, y el Rey·. 
ealio a la sala. primera. .. 
a recibirle. . . .... _ .. , .... 
Act I, Sc. VIII 
The dress Of the student included the sotana, 
a sort of cassock,. and a. gorra. 
\lb.en military dress. ·was in order, the rnode of 
dress for .gentlemen was, of course. entirely differ-
ent. In LA PE.ffA DE FRA1TCIA the kine gi vea this 
order to one of his subjects: 
Prevenme un caaco de ac~ro, 
rodela, capa y espa.da. 
Ao t I, So • XI I 
Don Duarte, in POR m:. s<1TAJ·to Y m, TORno, shouts: 
Ho la 
Deacalzame eataa espuelas 
Y bo ta.a; saca. chinela.e ;. 
Deaabrochame esta. e;ola.. · 
Aot I, So. IV 
A casco de acero is a steel helmet; a rodela 
is e round buckler; chinelas are sl_i'Ppera for indoor 
wear; the gola is a piece of armor protecting the 
throat and sometimes the upper part of the breast. 
We must not leave the discussion of hidalgo 
dress and appearance without saying aor:H1thing about 
. . 
beards. The virtuous and great queen of Spain, who 
is made the subject of LA PRUD.IDN'CIA mr LA l!.UJ1JR, 
said, in speaking of tocas: 
Las tonas son, en efeto, 
Como le barba en el hombre, 
De autoridad y respeto 
Act II, .. Sc. VIII 
. . . . ,' .. ~ 
And because. they were so respected, it was e 
grave insult to pull a ma.n's beard. Don Juan Tenorio 
was so rash as to pull the beard o :f the Coromendador 
in EL BUBLADOR DE &~A, (Act III, Sc. XXVI) 
The descriptions of the dress of de.mas are 
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sc~ttered throughout the plays. To understand 
the articles of dress mentionedJ in the raferences 
i'~oh will l?e_ found in the £ootnotea. it will be 
necessary to make a brief dictionary. '!'he refer-
ences are often too long and detailed to quote all 
o:r them, and we· shall choose only as much for· quo-
tation as will suit our 11urpose here • 
. ·--
DICTIOMARY OF ARTICJ .. ES PF DRESS 
Worn by the Damas ot Sp4in 
(As revealed by '.rirso de ?,~olina) 
Abanico---ran 
Abanino-~-rurne. frill 
Banda--~saah or ribbon 
13aaquina---upper petticoat worn by Spanish '\t:omen 
Ba.squina. de penaaco---petticoa.:t made of strong si:J.k stuff 
Borla--- tassel bunch of silk, gold, or silver lace 
Bot!n---legging·or half-boot 
Ba.bell era.---wig, :fa.ls e hair 
Camandula---chaplet or rosary 
Cha.pines--•Clogs, a sort of :pattens used by womeb to 
, keep their shoes clean and dry. . 
Chap!n con vira.·deplata---clogs with si1ver llning 




J?,scapulario---shoulder strap. Also twp sira.a.11 strips 
of' cloth or flann(!)l on one of which an 
image of Our Lady o:f" CarF1en is ·painted 
or P...mbroidered. Worn by many people of 
Spa.in under their clothes. 
Firmeza---gold or silver clasp; orna,-nent ma.de of' a 
precious stona in a triangular form. 
Guedeja---lock or hair 
Guantes de achiote•--gloves rnad,e of, the thread of 
the heart-leaved bixa or anotta or of 
that color. 
Guantes de pi ta.-•-gloves made of the threftd of the 
agaYe. 
Jubon---waist 
Man teo--•\vool en pe.tti coat 
Muceta---a short cape 
8o 
POR EL S~TANO Y EL TORNO contains a few 
lines that throw some lieht on the drt=)aa of laclies 
·of ?nadrid.· Dona Eernarde .. io quaatiordng Santillana 




Lan que el uso 
De la vanidad hereda: 
Su chamolete de seda 
Loorm.clo y necro ae IHJ.ao; 
Eacapulario y baaquinn · 
CorrespondientP, al juhon. 
~ue abrochWldose a traicion, 
El criatal delanta s.lina; · 
Cordon de :pita heoho· la.zoa., 
Cada. mano de 1nanteca, 
Con SU red a la muneoa., .. 
Por rew~,te de los brazos. 
Ropa que cruj e al antlar, 
Banda qua el pecho a trn.vieaa., 
Con una madre Teresa., · 
Q,ue ain saberla. imi tar, 
De tortuga guarnecio 
Con sue menudenciaa de oro1 
Todo esto traiao de coro, 
Sin lo que se me quedo. · 
Pil ttanto, ·aunque deapuntaclo, 
Con palmo y medio de red. · · 
Act III• Sc. III 
Oropel-••tinael · 
Panos---cloth, woolen stuff' 
Peli-a.zabache·--j et black hair ( falo e) 
Pericos---curls(false) . 
Randa.a-~-lace trinnning 
Rebocino--•a. a·hort cloak or mantle 
i?ad---ne:t; also· sill{ co if or hea<l-dreas 
Refajo--a kind .of ~hort ?etti:coat worn in the mount-
e .. ins, also an under0ldrt of aj:rong material 
Telas---:rabric 
Toaa---tall head-dress 
Tra.zadera.s-·-false curls to be worn at the back 
Valona---a plaited piece of linen or muslin hanging 
from the collar of a dress 
Vaquero---jackat or loose dress worn by women and children 
Verdugado••-inner petticoat formerly worn 
One of the most amusing and at the same time . . . 
instructive scenes in Tirso de ~;:olii:ta is ~ene XIII, 
Act I I of . lIA'BJ,,ADiE.E EM . IilliJTRA!f.DO. Tori b ia, a fa.rm 
woina.n, with the help of Luc!a, a.· aerva.nt girl, is 
trying to put on the -clothing of. a. dmna. Toribia. 
unclreseea t?.nd .when asJced by Lue{a why she took of£ 














l.Cahran enlos zancoa? 
Dacal OS aca. 
· · (Dale loa cha.pines) 
Aqu! ea&iri. 
! San Pt:! blot 
Llega aca, Luo{a; 
Llegn.· qtte· rne· caie;o; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
D " l . -aca oa c0Tp1noa. 
Com.o eetzin cerrados 
Por delante •••••••• 
Tmaeiia, 
Oiga.n el die.11ro, 
Por detraa se a.ta.can. 
(Poneae el jubon) 
Toe.lo ·eats ata.cado; 
1'n .... e"' i ·-"!... ft c. ~ qu er es QJ..a.ora. -, 
Daro~ ese ref~jo. . 
.tU.la va; tque es esto? 
(Las enagua.s) 
<,Q,ue. trojista, dia.bro? 
~es frontal da igreja? 
Tert de 11-ques te la.do. · 
, (:mxtienclelas todas, qua ha.n de 
estar coaidas por delante) 
&Q,uieres apostar 
qu~ t~ojiRte a.caao 
La. :funda. del coche? 
no, que ea muy·gala.no. 
Y ca:lco ·an l(t qua ~s: 
. mt:·mta de caballo. 
c..Tan·larga? 
Al to, pues; 
Voime rodeanclo 
ea ta fa.j a. al cu erpo. 
(Va dando vueltas Toribia. dandose 
las anafu'tlas, y Lucia tenidndo el otro · · · canto) " · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ,. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lucia.: 





No ho~ quedado 
Ya rnns que la ropa. 
· · · (ponese la ropa.) 
t Qµe cuallo tnn al tot 
Luc {a., par rice 
peocuezo·ae ganno 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Es ta. ca. i a. vino - . ~ aoa entre loo hatoa. · 
. lQ;ue ho.y dcntro? 
Cabellos· ..... ~· ~ ............•• 
Qµ.e son del t.ooudo: 
tit.:men ·tra.za.tleras, . ' -s 1 no es que me enga.no • 
estoa·son·pericos 
···~················· Da.ca la. vuona.. 
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The sleeves of' ladies' d1~essea at the time were 
. ' 
very full and ar·ticl ~n t7ore carried in theJp. , something 
· 1n the Japanese manner. Dian!4 .•.. in !!lL CID.,OSO PRU:OEMTE. 
aslcs: 
<.Ea nuevo traer paJ,eloa 
En la. nianga una. rr:uj er? 
. Act I, So. IV 
Pa.nos, randa.i1 1 and valona. are mentioned in this 
quo ta ti·on from POR m.. StJ1I'AHO Y 1ill"., TORHO: 
· Si las doe 
Q,uieren panos, que de red 
El uso prescnte a.bona, 
·Randa.a o al.guna. val ona, 
Escoja. vuesa rwrced 
Como e11 -paras. 
Act II, So. IX 
Vle have already seen ho\7 .the Q,ueen in LA 
PHUDEHCIA EH LA EUJ£R regarded tlle tocaa as a symbol 
or hono1• in v;oroen. JTurther refe~enoea to tocas' as 
well as references to thI? other articl~s or ·la.dies• 
dress are included in the footnotes, since it will 
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be impossible and unnecessary to quote them all. 
60. Tocas---LA CE.LOSA DE Sf MISMA: Act I, ScIII, 
Act III. ScXXII 
Mangas·-·AMAll POR SEID: Act III, So. IV 
Chapines or Corchos---EL CELOSO PRUDENTE: Act III, Sc.X 
(Gascon: Chapines he visto yo 
De corcho, y altura tanta, 
Q,ue a una enana hacen giganta) 
' . 
POR EL sc1TANO Y EL TORNO: Act II, Sc. 
LA CELOSA DE st J!ISMA: Mt I, Sc. III 
MucetaJ 
Borla. EL AMOR M~ICO: Act III,, Sc. I 
:Ba.squina---NO HAY PEOR OORDO: Act II, Sc~ VII 
LA C:mLOSA DE ~f MlSMA: Act I, Sc. III 
Enaguas) 
Rebooino)---DESDE TOLEDO A MADRID: Act I, Sc. II 
Manteo---~urm.N DA LUEGO DA DOS VECES: Act I, Sc.V 
Q,UIEN HABLd PAG<1 : Act III, Sc. VII 
Oropel--·ESTO Sf Q,UE ES NEGOCIAR: Act I, Sc. V 
Mantos---NO HAY PEOR SORDO: Act II, Sc. VII 
I 
POR EL SdTANO Y EL TORNO: Act II; Sc. I 
LA CELOSA DE st MIS'lA: Act I, Sc. III & IV 
Vaquero--•Q,UIEll HABLd PAGd : Ao t III, Sc. VII 
Verdugado) 
Abanino )-··AMAll JYOB ARTE MAYOR: Act I, Sc. V 
Guedejas ~ 
Abanico ----LA CELOSA BE S! MISMA: 
Cabell era 
Peli-azabache) 
Act I, Sc. III 
Valonas---LA CELOSA DE S! MISMA: Act I. Sc. III 
AVERIGUELO VARGAS: Act I, Sc. I 
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Because Act I, Sc. III of LA CELOSA DE S! JhIS.~A 
ls so rich in references to dress we shall quote a 
few lines of the scene here. Ventura, a lackey, is 
describing the way in which a lady was dressed: 
Toca y valona azulada, 
Banda que el pecho atraviesa; 
Vueltas ·y guantes de ,achiote, 
Guantes de pita, y firmeza. 
Esoapulario y basquina · 
De penasco, a la frailega, 
Cha.pin con vira de plata., 
Crugiendo, a ropa de aed.a: 
La ca.m8ndula en la mano. 
Clothing was taken to the rivers for washing. 
Two servants in LA CE.LOSA DE s! l~IS.MA, the ac~ion 
of which· takes place in lEadrid, arP. talking: 
Ventura: 
g.uinones: 
Dos camisas son y un cuello •••• 
Hoy las llevaron al r!o. · 
Act II, Sc. XI. 
As in the discussion of country manners and 
customs, we shall begin the investigation of hidalgo 
manners and customs, as revealed by.Tirso, by con-
sidering first the social usages in regard to the 
table and food. 
Guantes---EL CASTIGO DEL PEN~Q,UE: Act III, So. IV 
LA CELOSA DE st l~ISMA: , Act I1 Sc. III 
RAHdad•••SIEl\~RE AYUDA LA VERDAD: Act I, Sc. XI\ 
Escapulariol · 
Banda •••LA CELOSA DE Sf :MI~t:A: 
Ca.mandula 
Firmeza ) 
Act I, Sc. III 
It is inte~es~iJ?-g~ before we go into the :Spanish 
ways of the times, to see what was the fashion in 
England in the way or food ~nd table ~anners: 
"Tremendous quantities of food were consumed, 
especially-of meat .• :Most modern vegetables were 
known. ·Virginia (Irish) potatoei1:. were introduced 
in 15'8o, but not generally used. ·An ast<;mishingly 
·small mriount of bread was consumed and a:r;i astonishing• 
ly large amount of spice. E1a.borate. p~stries, some 
of them even gilded, were features of .formal banquets.· 
Tobacco was introd·,uced; in 15'65, and w~thin fif'teen 
years a 'tobacco ·drinking•, as srnokil'.lg was called, 
had become common. T}le usual dinner· }}our was eleven, 
after which lit tl a 'buJ> in es s was tra.i:isac ted • Forks 
came into general use in th~ first part of the seven-
teenth century. Eefore that time guests held their 
.meat with the left hand and cut it with the right; the 
passing of' an ewer of water' befdre and .. after meals 
was therefore not only a ceremonmous but a necessary 
matter." 61 · _ . , · 
As: our study progresses we shall s~~ .. what similar 
·cust· . . 
customs held fo~th in Spain at this t~me. '. 
The scarcity of Tirso 's references to manners 
or eating among the hidalgos is testified by the 
fact t~t on1 y two references were found tel ling of 
the kinds of food eaten. The . first is. Scene XI, 
Act II, of VENTtffiA TE D~ DIOS, HIJO. Gilote, a 
country characte,r. is trying to persuade Oton, a 
nobleman9 to return to his home by recalling the 
comforts· and joys of his home ,.lif'e: 
De tu madre regalado, 
en tu ~uinta en~retenidq, 
levantandote a las once, 
y aguardandote al hognr 
el l omo para r aln1orz~r. 
61. Reynolds, G.F.: English Lit. in Fa.at and Story, p.76 
no en asadorea de bronce. · 
coma los que uaa la guerra, 
la t;orreznada con guevos 
o los pichones, que nuevos 
apenas pisan la ti~rra. 
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Thus we see that Oton's life at his family's. 
count~y house was one of comfort and ease. He arose 
at eleven a.nd fournl a piece of loin or chine keeping 
warm over the fire for his breakfast. The meat. 
moreoveri was not on bronze spita suoh a.a the arnrr 
used. Also there wao a plentiful dish of rashers 
with. egga, or oookad pigeons so youne that they hn.d 
scarcely left the nest before being killed and pre• 
pared •. 
The supplies which far-sighted tra:vP.lJ.ers took 
with them on their journeys are set ft>rth in Scene 
IV, Act I, of 13ELLACO SOIS, GC1I.:JnZ\. Don. Gregorio says: 
Traeroos 
con cuatro frascos. de vidrio; 
agua, vino, y nieve en ellos, 
un·corcho da Zaragoza 
que. empegado por de dentro 
y de ba.queta el ropaj a, 
juzgo qua no echa.rei4 menos 
cantimploras cortesanas~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Acompanale un jamon . 
de 1!iolina., y os prometo 
que a Rute y las Agarrobillas 
se las apu0sta 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Cociose este en vino blanco, 
Clavoa. canela, roru~ro, 
y·esta tierno como un agua •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
Vitela o ternera en pan, 
del misrno modo un con~jo 
y una caja para postre. 
In,looking over this quotation, than, we see that 
Don Gregorio had supplied the party with: four glass 
flasks into which had been put water, wine, and snow 
~or cool~ng the liquids~ a cork box lor preserving 
ea.tables, sealed inside; a JJiolina ham boiled in white 
wine.with cloves, cinn~on, and rosemary, until it 
was exceedingly tender; breaded veal and rabbit; 
and a box of desert. Truly, a repast sufficient to 
satisfy the most hungry traveller. 
The manners of eating are revealed in unrelated 
references. 
The noble Q,ueen o:r LA PRtJDEMCIA EN LA :MUJER be-
lieved that it would not only be bad taste but dis-
tinctly wicked to eat off the gold plate of the palace 
when her people were suffering and, accordingly, says: 
Q,ue mientras dura la guerra; 
Si enplatos de tierra como, 
No se destruira mi tierra. · 
Act II, Sc. VI 
We learn also in Tirso that: 
en cualquiera convite 
Se esmea el plato de postre62 
and that the courtier ~ook salt with the point of 
the knife.63 
In considering table customs, we are reminded 
of the no·table scene in EL BURLADOR DE SEVILLA in 
which Don Juan and the ghost of the Comendador are 
h~ing supper together. The Comendador shows that 
62. Eli MADRID Y EN UNA CASA: Act I, Sc. XII 
. 63. CELOS CON C:ELOS SE CUR.AN: Act III, Sc. VI 
he wishes to speak alone with Don Juan. 
(Ha.ce senas 'que se. quite la mesa. y queden 
solos) · 
Don Juan: t Hola1 Q,ui tad esa mesa, 
~Ue hace senaK que loa doe 
nos quedetnos, y- se vayan 
loa demaa. · 
Act III, So. XIII 
'• . 
There we see a variance from the custom of 
today. In this age Don Juan and the Comendador 
would retire to the library to talk, leaving the 
servants to clear the table. In those times in 
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Spain the tab1e wa.s removed and the servants with-
drew, leaving the guest and the host to converse 
undisturbed in the dining hall. 
Courtesy and acquaintance with the social graces 
were requisites of every hida1go and darna. These 
accomplishments had their origins either in the ac-
cepted usages of the times or in old Spanish traditions 
and respected customs. The age of Tirso was one ot 
obvious and deliberate polish in which flattery was 
an undeni~ble ·element. Yet withal there were many 
interesting niceties which are no~ distasteful to the 
confessed frankness of our twentieth century and which 
made the surface of noble aociety smooth and ornate 
as the frosting on a w~dding· cake. 
It was an art in· itself to do the right thing 
a.t t}1-~ right ti.me in a drawing room of the seventeenth 
century., an art which the low-born could hardly 
comprehend and rarely master. 
The.genial Caballero de Gracia ha.d aome di:ffi-
·culty·in. learning the social gra.cea, Defore going 
into a drawing room,. Lamberto undertook to teach 
him the way in which a gentleman conducted himself 
and carried on a conversation· wit~ the ladies: 
Caballero: 
Lamberto: 
Pues, · l.que hab!a de decilla 
A ,fuer· de !,os cortesano ..s? 
Besoos 1 senora, las ma.nos: 
y luego arras trar la s illa 
' # . ## y preguntar: t..aomo esta. is? 
que. es el. comun abec~~. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Sienta.te junto a. Sabina; 
dile amoroso despues 
la buena suerte y ~entura 
que se te sigue de vella, 
que estas perdido por ella., 
que a.1 sol veno e su hermosura.,, 
qua su.· discrecion· te· a.dmira .• 
··~························· Anda:. hipocri ta., ~ue' es tan . 
por ti en pie, sienta.te all! 
Act I~ Sc. V 
One of the rudest things that one could do 
was, in the presence of a lady,, to praise the 
beauty of another lady without assuring the lady 
present tha. t she was., of course,, more lovely than 
all others.. An hi\da.lgo did that in Scene IX, Act I 
of' .Al10R Y CELOS, and was promptly rebuked by the lady 
with whom he was talking, the Duchess: 
Q,uien gpJ ante de 1ma da.ma, 
Sin hacerla sal va, _ llama 
A otra hermoaa, o ignora 
Las leyes de cortesano, 
O de agra.viarla se precia. 
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The true nobleman who was a guest in another's 
·house did not fail to repay in courtesy the kingneas 
shown him by h~s, host or hostess. LA IIDERTA DE JUAN 
FERNJtNDEZ speaks o:f a. man who wa.s suddenly called 
away from a visit before he had a chance to repay 
. 64 
the kindness of his host. Dona Jeronima, in EL 
AMOR :W~ICO, thought that a guest of her brother had 
been very 'impolite: 
~Hay huisped mas descortes? 
Un mes en casa.al reealo 
Y mesa. de Don Gonzalo, 
Y sin saber en un mes 
'Q.U:e muj er eri 'ella 'liab'i"ta 
O si lo sabe, q ue: es llano, 
Blasonar de cortesano 
Y no hacerme una visi ta1 
Act I, ·so. I 
The man of high society always made a bow to 
a lady before i'eaving her, 6~an·d· ·if 'lie ·had been a 
guest in her house or in the house of her father or 
brother, social usage demanded that he give presents 
to the membersr of the household. 66 
When the guest departed after an evening call, 
the host lighted his way to the door. This courtesy 
is well shown in EL BURLADOR DE SEVILLA, in which 
64. Act I, Scene III 
6,. A1/iAR POR RAZ<1N DE ESTADO: Act II, Scene VI 
66. LA ·MUJlnR POR FUYi!RZA: Act I, Scene IV 
Don Juan says, as l>he Comendador arises to leave: , 
~u~da, irete alumbrando. 
nut Don Gonzalo answers: 
Mo alumbres •. que en gracia es toy. 67 
It was, _of couJ:tea1 customary for friends and 
members of ·the fa.tnily to" embrace. Thi'e demonstra-
tion of love and friendship passed to social usage 
as an expression of goodwill and politeness. In 
EL CASTIGO DEL PEii~QJJE, Liberia, an old man, says 
to Rodrigo: 
Rodrigo.: 
D'&ne loa brazos. 
Darelos por cortesia. 
( Abraza.l e) 
A~t I· •. Scene IV 
In Act II, Scene III, of this play, the Countess 
embraces Oton~ 
The terms by which noblemen "llere addressed 
indicated to a great extent their social ra.nlring 
or the position they held in pulJlic esteem. 
The 1t1arquis Ludovico in CAUT!fil:,A CONTRA. CAU.;. 
TELA deliberately aff1•onted Don Enrique de Ava1os, 
who had held. a .high position in Na.plea, by addressing 
him as nvuesa merced 0 • · Chirimia explocles in anger: 
1 Vuesa. merced! i,,Vuesa-que? 
:Baj e un rayo y le euhe a pique 
67. Act III, Scene XIV 
! Vuesa rnerce a don ::lli1r:t~e, 
Habiendo sido q uien fuel 
1 Vuescelencia ayer, y hoy 
Vuesa merced! 68 
Act II, Sc. VII 
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Other social usne;es might be mentioned, among 
,' ~ ' 
them: the granting of dovn:-ys b~ the king to the 
daughters of loyal subjeots;69 thA giving of a glove 
by a 1ady to her favorite suitor: 70 the cuatoro v1hich 
forbade gentlemen to call on ladies of honor while 
armed?1 th~ use of toothbrushes72 and the employment 
of aweetmeata to :prevr.mt halit~sis;73ambiguity as a 
precept; of writing; 74ancl t,he attmnp:t of hidalgos 
to outdo ea.ch other in courtesy. In ET"' A1tOR Y EL 
68. A man of. low birth was alao quick to take offence 
a.t a change in terma o:f address. CELOS cm.r CELOS SE 
CURAlf show that very well in the scene in whi·ch 
Cesar, the Duke of Milan, says to Gascon: 
Gascon: 
Yo os hare 
Mercedes, andad con Dios. 
<."Os hare?" y l."Andad .. ? Ya es voe 
Lo que tu hasta a.hara fue? 
Act II, Sc. III 
69. EL CELOSO PRUDE1lTE: Act I, Sc. VIII 
70. DO:NA B~TRIZ DE SILVA: Act II, Sc. I 
71. SIEMPRE AYUDA LA v.rn1mAD: . Act II, So. XXI 
72. DONA BmA'fRIZ D1~ SILVA: Act II •. Sc. II 
73. LA CELOSA DE st J,tlfl~: Act I, Sc. v 
74~ Al:OR Y CELOS: Act I. Sc. VI 
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Afif I arr.AD, Don Guillen and Do11 Daltnao give :each other 
presents of housea and lands in their efforts to 
aurpaaa .each other. 7'5 
:mstablished custom exerted great influence in 
the social life of the tinie. Whether traditions in 
Spain have had more influence on national life than 
they have in France, Engla.n.d, or Italy would be 
difficult to determine. St1rely we find that estab-
lished cuatom is a factor in explaining certain 
phases o:f social lrnhavior in the time of ~ray Gabriel 
~~llez. 
The question of honor was an important one in 
I 
the seventeenth century. Personal honor was an ideal 
to die for. Don Sancho in EL ·c:m:.oso PRUDIDITE76 asks:· 
f.Q.uien no a.lca.nza 
Q,ue el ley del duelo admite, 
Porque el h011or resuci ta, 
Crueldades a la. venga.nza?. 
It was a. violation of the honor of the palace 
to enter its grounds at certain tir11es for the pur-
pose of keeping a love tryst with any of the damas 
' . 
de' palacio. One v1ho was caught there was in danger 
l 
of losing his life, but since courage~ recklessness, 
' ' and love of romance were attributes of the yotmg 
nobleman. he scorned the danger that was ever present 
7'S. LA CF.LOSA DE st lil3V!A: Act I~I, Sc. VIII. 
76. Act III, Sc. III 
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in nocturnal amorous adventures at the pa.lace. In 
A'MAR POR RAZdN DE ESTA.DO, Don Enrique was in the 
garden o:r the Duke' a palace keeping an appointment 
with a lady \'!hen the Duke and his men suddenly ca.me 





tA estas hara.a hombre aqu!? 
Matalde, si no ae da • . . . . . . . •·• .......... . 
tPor donde al parqua cerrado 
Entraste? 
Si mnor ea ave 
Q.ue penetrar nubes aabe, 
<. Q,ue pregun tas? 
Al sagrado 
Daste lugar, es delito 
J-iJntrar de noche • 
.Act I, Sc. II 
For an hidalgo to rl.·equen.t. the house or ev(m the 
street of a· els.ma was to cast suspicion UI'On the lady's 
honor and upon his ovm nobility o:r character. Dona 
Jeronima, an admirable Portugtiese lady in EL JWOR 
MIDI CO, s everijy rel)ulces Don Ga.aper :ror via i ting her 
street late at night, and reminds hirrt that, al though 
Castillian :freedom may permit such things, the 
Portuguese ~ttitude toward even a augGestion of the 
unconventional is v~ry definite an~ strict.77 
A custom which assumed the nature of an un-
written law was tha.t which decreed that the younger 
77. Act III, Sc. VIII 
daughter or daughters o~ a family should not ~arry 
until her old"er ·a is ters had taken husbands. Narcisa 
in Q,Urmu C.AL,LA OTORGA says to her sister, the 
. Marquesa, : 
No es bien, siendo yo menor, 
Casarma.a.ntes, ni le ha dado 
Al coride pena mi am.or:· 
Sola (uule das cuidado. 78 
Act I, Sc.· II 
The gi virig 'of 'a. reward· t'o' ·a person who brings 
good news or who pleas ea one 'by telling what he has 
heard was a widely used custom in S;iain. Often the 
albrioias were eiv~n to .a sefva.nt, as in this quo-
tation from LA YUJER POR FUERZA: 




Los brazos y ~sta cadena~ 
Act I, Sc. VIII 
The custom of gi.ving the parabien or congrat-
ula tiona 'on the occasion of' e;ood fortune79 and the 
pesame ·1n the event of a daath8o goes back many yea.rs 
and, al though it rna.y ·be a. trifle emphasized in Spa.in, 
hao boen in force among all nations and races for many 
centuries. The period of mourning following the death 
78. See also lTO HAY PJOOR .SORDO: Act III, Sc. II 
79. KL AMOR Y J!rL N:,~ I ST.AD: Act I, Sc. VI 
Bo. LA CELOSA DE Sf MISMA: Act II, Sc. I 
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of a relative was one year, a custom which continues 
to the present time. 81 
The honor of a nobleman extended also to the 
paying of debts. Don Guillen and Don Gaston are 
talking about this in Scene VI, Act I of EL AMOR 
Y J!rr... A!GISTAD: 
Don Guillen: No luego que el deudor cobra, 
Es bien que al mercadar vaya 
A ajustar libros y cuentas; 
~ue es oodicia demasiada, 
Y pensara que le doy 
Con las fintas en la oara. 
Don Gaston: Irle a dar el parabien 
Es·obligacion hidalga • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Q,ue el buen deudor 
Le lleva el dinero a casa. 
We learn from Tirso that when the Infanta went 
out in public accompanied by her ladies, a single 
nobleman went by the side of the lady he admired and 
served. 82 
The wearing of' a lady's veil or ribbon as a 
token or her admirer's allegiance and love was a 
relic of the days of chivalry. Just as today lovers 
exchange rmnembrances, so Sirena asks her lover in 
EL PRIDTBTIIDiinNT15 KL R~S: 
lQ,ue prendas m!as adornan 
81. Q.UIEN CALLA OTORGA: Act I, Sc. II 
82. DO..,NA J31rATRIZ DE SILVA: Act I, So. III 
~En publico vues tra.s galas _ a3 Y en secreto vuestros gustos? - -
Act II. 3c. xv 
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Among royalty, a prince would often carry his 
lady's colors into tournaments. 1~1a.tilde, a princess 
in· PALABRAS Y PLUMAS, says, to Prosp ero, her prince: 
Si con esto te prov:oco, 
Y ya tu enojo se a.bla.nda, 
Entra en la sortija, anda, 
. M.uestra que sales poi;· m!; 
Da.rne esa pluma. turqu1, · 
Y ponte esta. verde bands.; -
~ue mis celos trocar quiero 
En esperanz~ segura. 
Act I, Sc. I 
Courtship and lovemaking were the spice of 
the young nobleman's life. Having picked out a lady 
aa the object o his love, he devoted the greater part 
of his time and attention to her. l3ut let Dona Juana. 
of DON GIL DE LAS CALZAS VERDES tell of the way in 
which Don Mart!n courted her: 
Dio en servirrne desde alli; 
P~eles le! de· d!a,, 
Musicas de noche 01, 
Joyas r~cib!, y ya sabes 0 ~ Q,ue se sigue al recibir~ V4 
Act I, So. I 
A nobleman who was courting a lady was being 
unfaithful to his love if ~e kissed the hand of 
,. 
another lady. Leonora says in Al!:RA POR RAZ<1N DE 
ESTADO: 
83. See also Act I, Sc. VI1 of :LA ROlLERA DE SAHTIAGO 
!4. Se also M"'~AR POR RAZd°N DE ESTADO: Act III, So. IX 
t Ay ci elost tEnrique 
Sin mi licencia, liviano, 
La mano a Isabela besa? · 
Act II, So. XII 
The terrace of the palace.was the p~ace where 
the nobles stood and_ made love to·the ladies. This 
place was occupied by lovers ea.ch. night, pledging 
eternal love and swearing fide~ity t~ the objects 
o:f their hearts' desire on the other aide or the 
rejas. The· terrace was so ganera.lly regarded as a 
trysting place that the expreo~ion. "haoer terrero" 
was the term used for '*paying court". A let tar re-
ceived by a nobleman in Q,UIEM CALLA OTORGA: Act II, 
Scene V, aa.ys in part: 
Y manda ~ue' aguarde 
Amor, nino invencio~ero, 
a una reja del terrero 
esta noche. 
The intermediary in lov:e affairs of" the hidalgo 
class is the same "go-be~ween" or the Latin comedies 
and the same "trota-conventos·n; of the jolly Archpriest 
of Hita, Juan· Ruiz. The two terms ~ost generally 
used ror these agents were "tercero" and "alcahuete". 
Finea of LA :MUJJi!R POR FU1i!RZA says: 
al alcahueta se llama "tercero". 
Ylhi1e a·ometirces members of the hidalgo class 
acted as intermediaries for each other, as rargarita 
suggests to her sister,, Beatriz, in Act I, Scene II 
or TODO ES DAR mr mrA COSA: 
usually: 
Tu tercera. quiero ser, · 
Si tu admitea. sorlo m:Ca.. 
# , 
El medio fue una oriada, 
Q,ue deate enciarro andadera 
Entrando y saliendo fuera, 
Vi via pri vil egiada. 
De tantas llaves y puertas. 
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Ell llADRID Y RU UHA CASA: Act III, Sc.I 
Love affairs between memb~rs ~f royalty or no-
bility and gante villana were not uncornmon, a.a ha.a 
been hinted at in Cha1.,ter One, pages· 14 and 22, of 
this study. Kings, during sojourns in the country, 
have been known to carry on love affairs vii th country 
women. The Leones~ king, Don A.1.fnnso, in LA PRtJDENCIA 
EM LA MUJER: 
Andando a ca.za. un vera.no 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
En una. a erra.na tuvo 
Dos hijos. 
Act I, Sc. VI 
Tirso was a. keen student of, and we might say 
authority on, the psychology of love. He knew the 
effect of love on htlL1an beings, its part as a :factor 
' 
in human life, itsfoibles, itn par~dox~s. its com-
plexity. IIis analyses of this motivating :force of 
8) human behavior are superb. One of his characters, 
8,. We have thought it best to include the many 
unrelated, yet enlightening, references to the 
attitude of hidalgos toward love in a :footnote. 
Perhaps we shall soma <lay b.r, able to Jnal!e a. 
complete study of them. 
A partial list of references follows:. 
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Dona Jeronima, gives a learned and critical treatise 
on love in Scene V, Act III, o:f EL ~roR l~~ICO. 
1/farriages or hidalgos and dan:as lare or the utmost 
importance in our study of city and court life; first 
because they give us a picture of the ceremonies and 
facts about the contracting, arranging, and oelebrat-
ing of the marriages, and second because the strong 
LA PRUDENCIA E1'T LA ?~mJmR: Act· I, Sc. VIJift!. 11:11 11.44-46 
EL BURLADOI1 Dm Snn!lLLA: Act I, Sc. XVI, 11.·22-24 . 
LOS AJ;AAJTT :;iS DE T1TIRUEL: ( Ila.rtzenbusch) Aot I, 11. 76-77 
Alt AR Pon RAZ<1M nm E:JTADO: Act It Sc • . I; Sc • IV 
· Act II, So. I, 11. 72-74 
AMAR ~OR SE:il'AS: Act II, ~c. VII!, ll.?4-58; Sc. XII. 
EL AiifOR Y EL Mf.ISTAD: Act III, Sc~ IX, 11. 90•94 
EL t~mR MlfuICO: Act III, Sa. V, 11. 21-36 
DEL mm,~IGO .EL PRilf:illR CON'SmJO: Act I, Sc. VIII, 11. 17·20 
Act II, Sc. IV, l. 18 
AVlfilUGUELO VARGAS• Act II, Sc. V, 11. 109-110 
EL HONROSO ATR~vn:~imrr"o:' -.Aot ·111; ·sc •. VI. 11. 20-22 
LA ROJLERA DE SAM'l1IAGO: Act II, Sc. II, 11. 124•127 
TODO ms DAR mN Ul'lA COBA:Act I, ,Sc •. I.' 11. 47.,2 
LA HUERTA D-m JUAW FrmiiA.liDEZ: Act I, Sc. II, 11. 140-141 
Alt.AR POR ARTE _llAYOR: Act III, Sc 9 IX, last two lines 
A!J.OR Y CE.LOS: Act I, Sc. VIII 11. 83-120 
· Act II, Sc. II, 11. 42- 49 
Q,U1,F.U CALLA OTORG·A: ~ct I, Sc. XIV. 11". 102-10$ · 
COltO HAU Dm S"mR LOS JJ IGOS: Act I, Sc. I, 11.242-24? 
DOli GIL DE LAS CALZAS V~m&: Act II, Sc. V, 11.102-105' 
EL VERGONZOSO ,E:.~ PALACIO: .Act I, So. XIV,. 11. 58-60 
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rule o:f parents, relatives, and superiors, many 
times tried to make of marriage an alliance of · 
interest and not of love. It is this opposition to 
the course of true love v1hich furnishes Tirso much 
of the clash o:f will~ in his plots. 
We shall l>egin by trying to eee a. marriage cere-
mony with its attending :restivlties. We remember 
that in LOS Ali~A'tl'".tli13 Dill TirrRU:mL, the time f'or llarsilla •s 
. _. . . 
return having paaaed, Dona Isabel de Segura is obliged 
... " ~ .. 
to warry Don Gonzalo de Aragon. La!n brings ho hia 
master, iJarsilla, who is: just outside the city when 
the marriage takea placo, the din treaa ir1g details 
of the n1a.rriage. 
La!n, says tha. t as he entered th~ city he saw 
throngs of people, dressed in holidfilY attire, - rush-
ing gaily through the streets:, shouting co.ngratula.tions. 
There were bright-colored costumas •. horses resplend• 
. , . 
ant in their silver trappings, boufires, and dashing 
. . . 
coaches. La!n continued his_ way to the house.of 
Rufino and, after having· penetrated.· the press. of 
coaches and people before the door, . entered the house, 
where he found a great company or people brilliantly 
dressed and wearing precious stones, gold and silver 
j e·welry, and f'ine plumes. l3ut let La.!n tell of the 
actual ceremony: 
En esto, de estotra pieza, 
Don Gonzalo de Aragon 
al Sol dando embidia, llega 
con dona Isabel Sigura, 
mas hermosa que ella misma, 
donde aguardaba el Vicario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ell a 
daba a su esposo la mano, 
y el de la misma man era, . 
y el Vicario les echaba 
la bendicion de la Iglesia. 
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Page 704, Hartzenbuahh; B1A.E. 
While, of course, the story of LOS A'PAUTIBS DE 
TERUEL is very old, nevertheless it is safe to assume 
that Tirso has pictured this wedding ceremony in the 
manner of seventeenth century weddings in Spain. 86 
However, all weddings were not celebrated on 
such an elaboraae scale. While the weddings of 
individuals of high rank or great wealth were marked 
by lavishness and ostentation, the wedding of the 
hidalgo and darna of average position and means was 
often very quiet and unassuming. in DESDm TOLEDO 
A MADRID we see one such wedding described. 
Dona Elena, after Don Felipe has expressed a 
fear that she may forget him during her absence, 
reassures him by saying that she will be gone only 
a short ~ime. In these lines she tells him why she 
is going: 
Voy a la corte •••••••• 
•••• a celebrar con~idada 
86. See &':he Short Story in the 17th Century. Caroline 
B. Eourland; page 23, lines ?-11 
De una prima. concertada 
Una.· boda· prevenida~ · , 
••••••••••••••••••••• I 
No ·11egara la coohe a.pena.s 
A San Isidro, la hermi ta . 
Qµe .a .Manzanares .limi ta .... 
Margenes de sua arenas, 
Cuando alegres nora.buenas: 
De deaposada reciba, · 
y entre musica festiva, 
Mientras que la palma. toca, 
Desde la mano a la~boca, 
Libre entre y salga cautiva. 
Act III, Sc. III 
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The purpose of. this hafJty and quiet rnarria.ge 
was, we learn. to save money, the ones concerned 
feeling that the most ostentatious wedding lasted 
only a few minutes and vm.s not worth the great 
expense involved. 
Dona Elena says that the cornparatively cheap 
bayeta, or baise, was the most popular dress material 
used for such weddings. 
The custom of having a patr.on and patroness, 
or god-father and god-mother• as they are sometimes 
calles, at the nobleman's wedding found favor with 
many of Tirso's characters. The higher the patron's 
rank, the more honored and showy was the wedding, 
and vice-vers.a. 
The :force, and often cruelty, of fa.rnily au thori-
ty and royal authority is. in .no .. place better shown 
than in the arrangement and contracting of marriages 
in the_seventeenth century. These contracts were 
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drawn up and signed by the fath~re of the two young 
' people, and. wi:thcm.t r.aga;rd,. of:tantimes, for feelings 
or previous admissions pf love for so~eone else; 
the marriages were carried out to, consolidate two 
titles or two fortunes, to maJ.c.e the ties of friend-
ship ties of lcinship, or even to rapa.y a debt or a 
courtesy! It is or little wonder tha.t. the romance 
of youth rebelled against such :~ordidness of purpose 
and used its ingenuity and courage to avoid ruined 
. . 
lives and marital shipwrecks which would have been, 
(and often were) certain had the interP.at system been 
allowed t9 function undefied and unimpeded. The 
position of the heads of families seemed to be that 
of Rufino, father of Dona Isabel de Segura, in LOS 
AliANTES DE TmRUEL: 
Rufino: lYa las hijas se buscan los maridos, 
teniendo esto los padres a au car.go? 
Act 1, page 693 
Hartzenbusch edition, B.A.E. 
We have seen fit to include in the notea the 
references to the rigorous. execution of parental 
authority in regard to marriagea. 8~ As one may see 
.87. The refer.enc es foll ow: 
EL CABALLERO D-m GRACIA: .Act I, Sc. III. 11. 17-20 
LA PERA DE FR.l\i:~C,IA: Act I, Sc. V, 11. 1-2 r1 
Act III, Sc.· XII, 11. 2-1/ 
ESCARMIENTOS PARA EL CUERDO: Act II, Sc. VIII, 11.12-21 
EL :MAYOR DESENGAffO: Act I, Sc. XV, 11. 62-65' 
by consul ting those references• some of' the young 
noblemen and la.dies acceded to the wishes of their 
parents or relatives idthout protest. ·Others r<>se 
in rebel1ion, and. by secretly pledging their troth 
to the one of thr-?ir choica or by some other subter-
1 
fuge, upset the plans of the d~signing pa.rents. It 
all resolves its elf. of course, into the question of 
whether or· not Tirao needed a peaceful accession 
to the w111 of pa.rents or a. determined stand against 
them to carry out his plot. Yet the two conditions 
undoubtedly were known at the time and must be e~­
plained by the science of htunan behavior which comes 
upon its discoveries and explanations or human con-
duct by a thorough study o:f tendencies a.nd impulses, 
both inherited and acquireQ. or the individual. 
We must remember that it was not always the 
father or mother who forced an obnoxious marriage 
on their children. If one or both of these parents· 
were dead or absent, family authority was wielded 
EL .A.150R ~~ICO: Act I, Sc. I, 11. 89-9~ 
Q.Uimn CALLA O~ORGA: Act I, Sc~ I, 11. 32-40 
LOS 13AT..CONJm DE }tADRID: Act !t, Sc. III, 11. 9-20 
AYOR y cm:.os: Act II, Sc;.. IX, 11. 1-7 
NO··. HAY PEOR SORDO: Act I, . Sc. VII, 11. 44-5'5' . 
Act III, Sc. I., 11. 53-?5 
DOll GIL DE LAS CALZAS vnmD1!:S: . Act I, Sc. III, 11.4-9 
:BELLACO SOIS, G<5MEZ: Act I,· Sc.· VII,· 11., 46·49 . 
~ARTA LA PIADOSA! Act I, Scenes II·and·XIV 
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by a. brother, sister, uncle, or· guardian. 
Not alwa.ys was it the father, brother, or 
uncle who contracted a marriage of tWC> people who 
had never seen each other. EN lf:~RID Y EM UNA 
CASA presents a young man Don Gabriel, who had 
accepted a young lady as his bride-to-be becam:fe her 
father had shown hirri kindness during a visitt Don 
Gabrie1 1 s servant, Majuelo, is dumfounded: 
Don Gabriel: 
--lain haberla visto 
aceptarla! 
Cort ea :!as 
de su padre me obligaron 
( que al noble a iempre prendaron 
el carino), los seis dias 
que en au caea huasped fu!. 
Act I, So. I 
The contracting of a marriage was not just an 
exchange of verbal prornisea,· but uaually involved 
the signing of written agreements before the public-
action of the marriage banns. Thie is well shown in 
LA CELOSA DJ~ Sf Ml'SMA, Act II, Sc. VI, in which 
dona itngela announces: 
Hoy se tienen de firmar 
.Las escrituraa, manana, 
· que. es· fies t~·· . su_ amor §~pera 
La amonestacion. prim~ra. 
Roy9.l.ty and those in high' :position in the king-
dom a.lso interfered in private :iff~ira to the utent . . 
of arbitrarily arranging ~rriages according to their 
88. See also LOS BALCONES DE lllADRID: Act II, So. I 
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whims or to suit some ulterior pnDpose which they 
had in mind. Thus we find kings. queens, dukes, and 
counts promoting mar.riages in the plays of Tirso de 
Molina. And. as in the case of the parents• ateempts 
to control the matrimonial market, a.oyalty someti1nes 
was obeyed and sometimes was not obeyed. 89 
The marriage of cousins. was common, It was 
necessary, of course, to get a dispensation from the 
Pope before cousins could be united_9o 
The custom of the bride's dowry was very much 
in force in Spain at this time. 
GRACIA has these lines: 
EL CABALLERO DE 
Ricote: Casarte han querido en ella, 
mas dan dineros con ella, 
que no hay esposa sin dote. 
Act I, Sc. IX 
The amount of dowry necessary is inclicated in 
this quotation from LOS .Alf.AMTI!!S Dffi TERUEL: 
Rufino (padre de Isabel): ~Marsilla? es muy noble, 
Es muy pobre Drusila, y ella tiene 
Tan poco dote, que a seis mil no llegan, 
Y para sustentarse noblementa, 
Conforme lo que son, doze son pocos. 
Act I, Page 693, Harzenbus:ch 
Edition: B.A.E. 
89. See also: 
AlltAR POR. SE'N'AS: Act III, Sc. VIII 
DOfiA BAATRIZ DE SIJ.,,VA:'. Act II, Sc. X 
LA GALLEGA llARI-HERNANDEZ: Act I, Sc. III 
v1mTURA TE DE DIOS, HIJO: Act III, Sc. v 
AUOR Y C~OS: ACT III, 4c. VI 
90. See LA PEHA DE FRAi"\fCIA 
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It is to the credit of Spanish nobleman of 
tbis age t~t they were not all fortune hunters. 
They realized that the ppor nobleman who warried a 
rich woman vms liable to a great deal of unhappiness .,, t 
in his married life. As Prospero. says in PAt.ABRAS 
Y PLt:mAS: 
Q,ue la que es rica y ae casa 
Con pobre1 lleva a au casa 
~ un ma.rido un Criado~ 
Act I, So. I 
" 
~runo also speaks of "maridos comprados" in Scene 
II, Act I of EL llAYOR DESENGA.1'0. 
And, in closing this study of marriages in the 
hidalgo olass 1 let us see what Aurora of ~UI~"!N 
CALLA OTORGA believes is the way to avoid the un-
happiness of unfortunate marriages: 
Yo se que en aqueste eatado 
Pocas mal casadas vieran, 
Si los maridos tuvieran 
Un a.no de no vie iado. · 
Act I, Sc~ X 
Most of the hidalgos of the seventeenth century-
were good Catholics, and as,such.adhe~ed in their 
religious activities and beliefs to the precepts of 
the church~ As this study is not suited to a review 
of church be1iefs and general ceremonies?l we shall 
91. 
' -
The more fami1iar featuresof the noblernan•s 
religious li:fe are set forth in the following 
references: . . 
PRdSP.IIBA FORTID~A DE DON ALVARO· DE LIDIA: Act I, 
Sc. I, 11. 6-7 
LA LEALTAD CO?lTRA LA ENVIDIA: Act III, Sc. VII, 
·•· 11. 3-S 
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dwell only on the ceremonies of' christening and 
baptism. tht!? more mundane influences o:f" the nobleman •s 
religioun life, and the interP.sting bite of inform• 
ation pertaining to religion and the attitude toward 
it at this time in Spain. 
There is a reference to a christening and baptism 
in DEL IDT~J,IGO FL PRDLmR COMS~1JO. :Portillo. a servant, 
in speaking of a.no th~r charuc:ter of the play. says: 
. " 
hoy salio 
A ser de un nino padrino, 
Y antes que le remoja.se 
JtJn el agua santa ·el cura 
Ordeno que la. criatura 
Don Lucrecio se llamaae. 
Act II, Sc. VI 
The christening and baptismal cere..tnonies of a 
child or high birth were marked by great pomp and 
display of we~lth, those attending wearing their 
finery, and the instruments 0£ baptism shining with 
silver plate. In ADVERSA FORTtnrA DJ~ })QM ALVARO DE 
LUNA. the prince, Don Enrique. is baptized: 
•••••• ~ •••••• es que bautiza.n 
Al pr:Cncipe don Enrique • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Tree padrinos, trea aenores, 
Han de ea.earl e de pila., 
EL CABALLERO DE GRACIA: Act III, Sc.III,. 11. 74-76 
EL AlAOR M~ICO: Act III, Sc., XVIII, 11. 172-174 
Q,UIEU CALJ.,A OT9RGA: Act II, Sc. XIII, · 11. l?-18 
LA CELOSA DE st MISljA: Act I, Sc. III, 11. 10,8-204 
EL CABALLIBRO DE GRACIA: Act lI. So •. II 




Act I, So. I 
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In Scene two, Alvaro dea:cribes the l>aptiem of 
Don Enrique: 
Cuando el desnudo Infante se mtraba 
con un ceno arrugar la hermosa frente 
de lagrimas los ojoa corom-l.ba, 
mayorazgo de Adan inobediente; 
y apenas del prim~r borron ae lava 
cuando puesto el capillo tranaparente, 
alado Serd:~!n·: nos pareo!a 
que del trono de D:i.oa se desas!a. 
After making allowance for the exaggeration, 
flattery, and affec~ed polish of Alvaro's speech, 
we still see something of the scene at the baptismal 
font. 
Vistts to the shrines of saints had for centuries 
been the custom of Spanish Catholics. In the play 
DESDE TOLEDO A lv1ADRID (Act III, Scenes I & II) 
Dona Mayor, Dona Elena, and Don Luis visit the shrine 
of the Virgin of Illescas and hear a rnaas there. The 
ladies, on their return, have their hats adorned 
with "medidas 11 , which are objects of devotion consist-
ing of ribbon bearing the figure and nmna: of the Virgin 
stamped upon them. Often these medidas were of the 
same height as the image of the Virgin or the image 
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or the ea.int in., :wP.~:B~. [l~n~r. ~hey were made. 92 
WhWnever an image or the' Vi~gin purporting to have 
been the origin of a legend was d1scovered 1 it was 
treated with tha 'greatest care and devotion by royal-
ty, nobility, and common people. The King in LA 
RmIMA DE LOS RHrYmS carried one such miraculous 
i.Jnage of the Virgin in a special proc~asion.· aocorupa-
nied by the Prince.93 
Many of the monarchs of Spain and Portugal were 
deeply religious. Alfonso of Portugal in LAS ~UINAS 
DE PORT~GAL expresses a great belief in the Bible.94 
Sometimes dignities endowed with incomes were 
give_n by the king in the name of the Church to the 
most.loyal and true noblemen.9? 
The Jew was greatly despised by the Catholics 
at this time, and we see that it woUld be an exceed-
ingly profane thing to let a Jew enter a Catholic 
ch-µrch. 96 · 
Al. though superstitions are more rife among· the 
92. See LA R~IUA DE LOS RNYmS: Act II, Sc. 1. :for 
a reference to La. Virgen de las Aguas. 
93~ Act III. Sc. III 
94. Act III, Sc •. II 
95'. EL BABALLERO DE GRACIA: Act II, Se. II 
96. NO HAY PEOR SORDO: Act I, Sc. IV 
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serving class of the city, and to a certain, degree 
among the country people. (eee Chapter One, pages 
26-28), there ex-ist a few common superstitious be-
liefs among the hidalgos. We shall not consider the 
miraculous appearances of Jesus,. the Virgin Mary, and 
various saints, ~1hich occur in several of Tirso 's 
plays, because they belong properly to the many 
legends which have their foundation in the a trong 
religious beliefs of the peor>le. Mei ther shall we 
consider here the. sunerna tural powers at worlc in 
At:AZOHAS EH LAS INDIAS, in which th~ Arnazon, l!arteaia, 
has uncanny ability for predicting :future happenings, 
nor the routing of the forces of the Inca lcing by 
Sa.int James and the Virgin in.Act II, Sc. V. o:f 
LA LEALTAD CONTRA LA EHVIDIA. Our province is the 
common beliefs in supernatural influences of the 
hidalgos and dwnas of Tirso's time. 
We, have spoken of unlucky Tuesday in ChaJ>ter I, 
page 3~ • Don Juan speaks of it again in MAJI~ LA 
PIADOSA. 97 
The belief that the spirits: of the d~ad have 
some inf'luenoa on.the living was not confined to 
97. Act III, Sc. VI 
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the servants and country peop1e. (See Chapter I, 
5<6. page ~) Don Ma.rt:!n in DON GIL DE LAS CALZAS 
VERDES is a o con.fus ad by the many unacco1mtabl e 
happenings tha. t he says·: 
No es posible, sino que es 
Bl ea~!ritu 1nocente 
De Dona Juana el que siente 
~ue yo quiera a Dona Ines. 
Act III, Sc. I 
A very interesting superstition was that which 
centered aroung the stumbling of a horse. The Count 
of Urgel in QUIEN HA.BLd PAG~ says: 
Vengo con algUn cuidado 
de ver que·al partir cayo 
mi caballo, y se trato 8 tan mal, que a.l fin le he deja.do. 9 
Bernos perdido el carnino 
tres veces, y en la ca!da 
me pudo qui tar la vida 
mi propia espada. Imagine 
qua al salir de Zaragoza 
viroos los dos escuderos 
heridos; necios agiieros 
son, mas tengo de ·Mendoza 
alguna sangre en mi casa, 
y no los ·puedo excusar. 
Act I. Sc. X 
It is not clear what "two wounded squires" are 
meant in the above quotation. It is probably a 
reference to some local legend of which we have no 
information. These particular lines bring to mind 
Washington Irving's "ha~dlru1$ horseman." ··,• 
98. A similar omen is found in LOS .At.":A'NTES DE T1fillUEL: 
Act III, page 703, 11. 33-39, Hartz enbusch 
edition, B\A.E., 
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The omen of bad luck that accompanies the 
breaking of a mirror was believed by rna.ny in Tirao'a 
time, as well as by some in our own time. In LOS 
A'MAUTES DE TmRUEL the lovers a.re crossed by Fate, 
which warns them in many ways. Drusila, Dona Isabel's 





t Vala te Dios por espej ot 
C.Q.uebrose? 
No ha sido nada. 
Nada dezis y el cristal 
esta mil pedazoa hecho, 
que ninguno es de prov~cho; 
todo me sucede mal. 
Act III, p. 707 1 Hartzenbusch 
The legend of ,LOS AJ~ANT~S DTI! T1IBUEL /jOes back 
many years before Tirso's time, but it is reasonable 
to suppose that ltle gave the play the current attitudes 
and beliefs of his time. 
Another warning which Dona Isabel notices is re-
ceived while she is writing a letter: 
Aora oayo un borron; 
parece que es mal aguero. 
Act I, p. 692, 11. 86-81, Hartzen-
busch 
The belief in the science of astrology and the 
influence of the stars was held by membP,rs of both 
the royal and the noble classes. This ·science plays 
sometimes an important part in Tirso 's plays, in 
that i.t· points out early in the work what is to 
happen.99 
However, not allnmembers of royalty and nobility 
beli'eved in the influence of the stars. Some were 
' just skeptical and believed that those who had :faith 
in ast1'Dlogy were merely eccentric. Robles, of 
ADVmRSA FORTUNA DJil DON ALVARO DE LU?lA, was one of 
those who frankly could see nothing in it.100othera 
believed that the science of astrologg was contrary 
. . 
and hostile to the doctrine of free will, and, as 
good Catholics, could not.aubacribe to, it. Federico, 
the Emperor in D~ EU!~M.IGO EL PRD~lm COMSEJO, was 
one of this latter. class. 
One other omen of the sk•es was unusual behavior 
of the sun. Dona Sol, of LA ROJiERA DE SAM'rlAGO, says: 
99. 
100. 
Q,ue siexnpre fue mal a.giiero l02 
Sangrie~to eclipse en el sol. 
References to belief ih astrology: 
PRdSPERA FORTUNA D'E DON ALVKRO DE LUNA: Act· 
I, : Sc., I~ 11. 33-38: -Act III, Sc. X 
LAS Q,UINAS DE PORTUGAL: Act II, Sc •. , VIII 
Q,UI"&N' HABLd' PAGd : Act . II, Sc. VII• 11. l 5'-17 
VENTURA T3! D~ DIOS, HIJO: Act II, Sc. IV, 11.45'-48 
LA RTI!Il~A DE LOS mrrms: Act III, Sol: Sc. II 
AMAR POR RAZdN DE ·~sTADO: Act I, Sc. VI 
Act I,. Sc. V, 11. 73-8o 
101. Act I, Sc. III, 11. 44-46 
11. 142-143 102. Act II, Sc. VIII, 
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'~a conventionality of description which effi-
pha.eizes th~ complexity and insincerity of city life 
has been discussed in pages 1-7 of th~e chapter. 
However, this conventionality fails to bring out th~ 
more interesting and unique featu~es or life in the 
city. For an insight into the diver~ione and intel-
lectual interests of the city people we find that 
the speeches of characters describing some event. 
oftentimes a speech which carries forwa~d the develop-
ment of the pI:ot, yield the fresh and most complete· 
information. Purely descriptive rassages ar~ too 
often entirely conventional. 
Riding about the city in coaches was so popular 
that it w~s aimost a .vice. Tirso mentions it sq often 
that one is led to believe tha·t the young people, in 
particular, of Uadrid, spent the greatet part of their 
time "cG.ohizandon. Tomasa says in these lines taken 
from LA HUmRTA mn JUAM :b1FJUTAUD"ffiZ: 
Po'rque an naciendo, .se mece 
En un coohe en v:ez d.e cuna, 
Qon que a madurarse basta, 
Cochizando de d!a y noohe; 
q,u·e,, en fin, doncellas en coche 
.So~ ciruelaa en banasta. 
Act I, Sc. I 
And' Don Gregorio says· in BELLACO SOIS, Gc51rnz: 
g'ocen d'ichosos· amantes 
el frecuentado bullicio 
de tanto cache que al Prado 
trasladaron loa Eliseos. 
Act II, Sc. X 
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The servant.~iChinchilla, tells a lot of' things 
about l~adrid; among them these observations on the 




La multitude de los coches, 
l!:n Egipto fuera plaga, 
Si autoridad en i:adrid. 
No se tiene por honrada 
~ujer qua no se cochea; 
Y tan adelante pasa, 
Q,u e una past el era. di c en 
Haber comprado una. caja, 
Tirada de dos rocines 
Q,u e traen. la ha.rina que gas ta, 
En que sabados y viernes 
Se pasea autorizada; 
Pero en viniendo el domingo, 
Has ta. el fin de la. s emana 0 
Trueca el coche por el horno 0 
Y el abano por la pala. 
Los mozos que pastelizan, 
Son cocheros por su tanda; 
Con que nuestra pastelera 
Va, aunque gorda, sancochada. 
No hay mal que por bien no venga: 
D!golo, porque afrentadas 
Las damas·de andar a pie 
Salen menos de sue casas. 
Una prematica nueva. 
Ha salido de im.portancia, 
En rnateriade reforma • 
• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Mandan que todos los hombres 
~ue de cincuenta no paean, 
Cuando en couhes anduvieren, 
No puedan llevar espadas. 
c.Por qua ? 
Danlos por enfermos, 
Y quieren por esta causa, 
Q,ue s e entienda andar en coches 
Lo mismo que anda~- con bandas. 
Han replicado los mozos 
Q,ue como ha tanto que andan 
En coches, no tie~en uso 
De caballos, 1que ignoranciat 
Por lo cual se les concede 
Q,ue por cuatro meses vayan 
En sillones o en jamugas, 
Excusando que no caigan. 
Act I, Sc. VII 
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We see, by the above-quoted passage that things 
were in rather bad shape if even the young soldiers 
had forgotten how to sit a horse because of addiction 
to the more wo3anly mode of travel -- the ooaoh.103 
Hunting had gained rnuch favor with the city women 
and women of the court. '!'he vogue eeeJns to have spread 
from Italy to Spain. Dona Ana of B;tru..ACO SOIS, GdUEZ 
defends her taste for hunting in this manner: 
Porque en Italia no· es nuevo: 
la.a rnuj eres de al ta sangre . 
desmentir, ocios molestos~ 
en la caza y en los libros, -
porque de pocos sabP,mos, 
de las prendas de mi hermana, 
que no alcancen, cuando menos, 
a entender letras latinas 
y ejercer por pasatiem~o 
ya el canon, que imita al rayo; 
ya el venablo y ya el acero. 
Act I, Sc. V 
The beauty and charm of women were objects of 
greatest interest for the young man of the city. He 
led a life of ease and license which had a tendency 
to make the age effeminate, a common observation of 
the time, as has been pointed out earlier in this 
chapter. The f'orbiclden fruits of love were a temptation 
which he could not resist. As Laureta of EL 1~1AYOR 
DESENG.AIO says of a young hidalgo: 
' 
- - #. Agarra una,senor1&~ 
Visita esposas de grandes 
Act I, Sc. XV 
103. Other references to this fashion~of the day: 
LOS BALCONTI1S DE l~ADRID: Act II1 Sc. III 
DESDE TOLEDO A J.tiADRID: Act II, Sc. II 
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The young.nobleman went to church to worship, 
but the objects of his adoration were not divine 
but human. " r ... uzon, Don Vicente's servant in LA VI-
LLAUA DJtJ VELECAS, satirizes the life of a young 
man Of the time in Scene I, of Act I. He says that 
the young hidalgo sallies forth in the early pa.rt of 
the evening to engar~e in some ca.rd game in which he 
usually loses a fair. stun of money. then returns,to 
have supper at a late hour, goes out again almat at 
dawn to call on his mistress, gains entrance to her 
hourse with a maater key. They have a repast of 
some kind and remain ·th~re until daylight when the 
young man arises to attend mass. 111 the church he 
kneels on his glove during prayer while his eyes are 
roving about, to ascertain whether Dona Brigida is 
there. If she is, he tries to catch .her eye. I:f 
she does not look at him, he sighs •. The service 
concluded. he waits outside the church while tha 
ladies come out, observing that Dona Clara. is well 
dressed, wondering whether Dona. Ines is showing him 
any favor, and trying to decide '1.«hether the la.dies 
he does know are beautiful or not. 
To Luzon's pointed and rather severe burlesque, 
Vicente makes this answer: 
Lo que se uaa, no se exousa. 
Eso se usa. 
The importance and beauty of a .church was 
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judged by the young men of the city on the basis 
of the number of beautiful ladies who attended. 
Don Sebastaan and,Don Jeronimo of LA CTI:LOSA DE 
st MISN.A are waiting outside La Vitoria, a 
fashionable church in Uadrid: 
Don Sebastian: 
Don Jeronimo: 
Pero ya de misa aalen: 
Pasad la lengua a loa ojos, 
Si en heohiceros denpojoa 
Cuerdas resistencias valen 
Contra vi torioaae llatnaa. 
Es esto. iglesia una gloria 
De belleza. 
Act I, Sc. II 
The custom of' talking through the reja at 
night with the ladies of the palace has already been 
diacussed. 104 
The economic condition of' Spain in Til~so •s time, 
combined with the status of sociP,ty, offered him an 
opportunity for observation and satire. 
In the household of the king thP.re were certain 
tendencies to exchange the names of the officials 
for more high-sounding titles. Calvo, the gracioso 
104. For further references, see: 
.EL PRETEIIDIENTm KL REV~S: Act II\: Sc. xv, 11. 101-104 
! 
CAUTELA COl"PrRA CAUT'Il,A: Act I. So. II, 11. 121-122 
LA GALLEGA }~~.ARI-mmufilmEl: Ac,t I, Sc. II, 11.14-16 
of PRIVAR CONTRA stJ GUSTO points this out: 
Qµe me den 
Cargo qua ind te a tn.i humor. 
Ha dado en mudar los nombres 
El pal.acio a sue oficios, 
En nuestra F.JSpana novieios ;. 
Ya' llaraa a sus gen tilhornbres 
Acroyes; y hay:aansarvan, 
bl!rriel. costiller, ~a.lsier, 
· .Guarclamangel, st.uniller, 
Panatial. que guarda el pan, 
Y otroa mil.107 
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Act II, Sc~ VIII 
In regard to the disrupted state of affairs in 
Spain, Tomaaa., Dona J>etroni~a's ma.id in LA HU-mRTA 
DE JUAN FERNANDEZ, offers this explanation: 
~:Por que pensais vos qua EspLJa 
Va, senor, ten deca!da? 
Porque el veatido y com~da 
Su gente empobrece y dana; 
Dadme vos que ca.da aual 
Comiera co:roo -quien es, 
El Marques ooxno marques, 
Como pobre el oficia.l. 
Vistierase el zapaterQ 
Con10 r>ide el cordoban · 
Sin romper el gorgoran, 
Q,uien ti en e el caud&l .de cuero. 
No gaatara la mulatA · 
Manto fino de- SAvilla, 
Ni cubriera la virilla 
El medio chapin de plata • 
. Si el que paateliza. en ,pelo, 
Sa.le a cos ta de gigote. 
El dorningo de picote, 
Y el viernes to te~ciopelo; 
Cena el zarrad~r bes.ugo, 
Acroye---obsolete name fo.r a .gentleman of the 
king's household. 
Furriel---one who had charge of t_he king's mews. 
Sumiller--.-chief of several offices in the palace. 
Y el aastre come lamprea., 
Y hay quien en la corte vea. 
Como a un senor al verdugo; 
~ , 
ltQ.ue pe:rdicion no BP. aguarda 
De nueatra pobre Caatilla?lO~ 
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In this year of' our Lord, nineteen hundred 
thirty-one, these words of 'l'oniasa sound strangely 
familiar, coming as they do from the seventeenth 
century. The same explantion of an economic de-
pression as the result of the people's living 
beyond their means is heard today. . . 
Fiestas of. the hidalgo cl.ass in the city were 
more elaborate than those celebrated l1y the lower 
classes of the city and more formal and sophisticated 
than the fiestas of the country pP.ople. 
1'he fiesta which f'ollowed an im11ortant wedding 
was one which required grea& preparation. The king 
in LA PEifA DE FRAfICIA says: 
Haoed que apreste fiestas Salamanca 
106. gorgoran---a kind of silk grogram. 
virilla---an ornament of gold or silver formerly 
worn on the shoes. 
gigote---a dish of any kind of mi~ced meat. 
picote•·-a rough cloth made of goat skins, hut more 
often· a kind of lustrous silk cloth 
zurrador---a. hide tanner 
besugo---a kind. of fish 
lamprea---a kind of fish 
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para la. boda, en ·toe\ a. es ta s e:mana. 
que qu.iero ear padrino d.e mi herrnana. 
Act: III, Sc. VII 
The c•J)ebration which accompanied the marriage 
of Dona Isabel de Segura and Don Gonzalo de Aragon 
in LOS· JU1:ANT1TIS D1~ THIRUHL has bAen described in the 
a action on hidnlgo l'nar~iagos in th:ts oha.pter. 
Deeds of daring and exploits o:f a.ms tnarked 
many of the more in1portant fiestas. The young noble-
men were eager. to show . thetr skill· in thee e a.f~:fairs. 
Don Felipe oi.; DESDE TOLEDO A lr~ADRID illustrates 
the typical attitude of the hidalgo: 
Don Alonso: LA que vais a la corte? 
Don Felipe: J\!o a. pretension <lue me importe: 
Soy r11ozo,· y no se perder · 
Fiesta.a que ilu.atran hazUas 
eon que ~pa.na alegre esta:-
Convida a taros Breda, .· 
Y el Bra.ail pone las. ca.nas; -; 
~uisiera dar a un rejon; 
Crecii to d~lanta ·el Rey. 
Act J.II• Sc. I 
Dona Beatriz de Silva., of the comedy bearing 
her name• exclaitns : 
... tBltavas fiestas, diestras _canas, 
Dona Ines: 
Valientes toros! 
Los hijos, .. 
Beatriz, de las dos mspanas. 
AUn hasta en los regocitoa 
Se en treti en en co rt ha.zanas • 
The repeated mention of the lmll-fight shows 
us something of the popularity of that 1;port. :MARTA 
LA PIADOSA, Act I, Scene IX • describes very well the 
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place, the crowd, and the enthusiaa111 of a bull-
fight in the l"ing at Illescas. 
Oftentimes there were fiestas in the nature 
ot private parties. These were more comlion amone' the 
princip,a.ls of the kingdom. In C1TILOS CON CmLOS SE CU-
RAN, the Duke giv~s such a party~07 There are flow-
ers, muaic, dancine in the aalon,--the men very gallant 
in their costurnea, the v.·ornen bea.ut.iful and ela.bora.'tely 
dressed. 
At many' fiestas the presentation of a comedy 
wan the feature, pleasing the people ~ri th its wit 
and music. ~o 8 
Among ·the favorite games of the hida.lgo class 
we must list first the class of cl~veraion which 
makes great appeal to all types of people, no matter 
what their rank· in society may be: . card playing. 
There are frequ~n t rF?1'"tn•enc'3s to the diff P.rent kinds 
of card games in uhich the noblemen and ladies indull~a 
107. Act I, Sa. II, 11. 238-319 
108. See EL ~GOUZOSO EU PALACIO: Act II, Sc XIV 
In the srune scene, linna 3 and 4, a refer-
ence to fiestas of carnival season is found. 
109. See BELLACO SOIS, Gd:MEZ: Act I, Sc. III 
LA VILLA.NA D11l LA SAGRA: Act I, Saenes I&II 
De los sentidos banquate. 
De ·loa gustos ramillete, 
Esfera del :pensamiento; 
Olvido de los agravios, 
it-anjar de diveraos precios, 
~ue· ma.ta de hambre a los' r1ecios 
Y satisface a los sabios. 
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EL V1U.RGOUZOSO EM P.AL;ACIO: Act !I, Sc.XIV 
The above-quoted passage from Tirso de :Molina. 
is an indication of the trmnendou.el pa.rt whioh the 
drama had in the life of the sevanteenth century in 
Spain. W~ cannot fully appreciate its importance. 
The plays of theperiod .. ner~ alwa7a a divi=~rsion: if 
they were good the audience recP.ived them well; if 
thay were bad the apectatora ~;q>r8na~d their diaap-
pro val in 1mmista}(!lll)le tones and actions. "The 
audiences were often unjuat and noisy, and always 
hard to pleaaa. " 
The mosqueteroa, o~ infantry, f\S the rough and 
boisterous crowd who stood in the patio or j>it were 
called, constituted, as Ticknor sA.ys, the n1ost 
formidable and ·dif;orderJ.y part of the audience, and 
were eopecie.lly feared by ·both author and a,ctor, 
for upon their '\7hirr;o the success of failure o:f a 
comedia generally depended. ltany are the cornplaints 
reade, by even the great~st. dranmtists, of the injust-
ice and turbulence of thnse specta.tors. nllO Lope de 
Vega had a bitter conter:ipt for the vulgo, and Alarcon 
110. Rennert, 116.. : The §panish Stage, 
:1909, page 117 
New York, 
/~7 
A channing and simple game was one which 
involved flowers and fruits. That it was some-
times played 1s attested by this suggestion of 
Do& Lorena in EL t,1AYOR DESENGAI\!0: 
Bien podnemos 
Pasar jugando a las !lores. 
Act I, Sc. XIV 
Throv11ng snov1balls was another popular 
sport in season. A gathering· of nobles and 
ladies in QUIEN CALLA OTORGAllO starts 
throwing snowballs~ and many little messaeea 
are conveyed and feelings of admlration re-
vealed by means of this diversion. 
110. Act r. scenes VIII, XII. and XV 
En la comedia los ojos 
No se deleitnn y ven 
Mil coaaa que hacen que eaten 
Olvidados sus enojos? 
La musica no recrea 
El oido, y el discreto 
No gusta alli del conceto 
Y la traza que desea? 
Para el alegre, no hay risa? 
Para el triste, no hay trlsteza? 
Para el agudo, agudeza? 
Alli el necio, no se avisa? 
El ignorante, no sabe? 
No hay guerra para el valiente, 
6onaejoa para el pro.dente, 
Y autoridnd para el grave? 
Moros hay si quieres moros; 
Si apetecen tus deseos 
Torneos, te hacen torneos; 
S1 toros, correran toros. 
Q,uieres ver loo epitetos 
Que de la comedia he hallado? 
De la vida es un traslado, 
sustento de los discretos 
Dama del entendimiento, 
De los sentidos banquete, 
De los gustos ramillete, 
Esfera del ~ensamiento, 
Olt'ido de los agravios, 
M'a.njar de diversos precios, 
Que mata de ham.bra a los necios 
Y satisface a los sabios. 
;~f 
EL VE:OOONZOSO EN PALACIO; ACT II, SC. XIV. 
The above-quoted passage from Tirso de Molina is an indication 
of the tremendous part which the drama had in the life of the seventeenth 
century in Spain. We cannot fully appreciate 1 ts importance. Tlie plays 
of the period were always a diversion: if they were good the audience re-
ceived them \7ell; if' they were bad the spectators expressed their disap-
provs.l in unmistakable tones and act1o~a. nThe audiences were often un-
just and noisy' and always hard to please. 
/jf 
The :·::osqueteroa, or infantry, as the rough t1nd boisterous 
crowd who stood in the patio or pit~ were called, constituted, os 
Ticknor says, the most formidable and disorderly part of the 4ud1enca, 
and were ,especially feared b'" both author ani actor, ,for upon their 
whims the success or failure of a comedia generally depended. LTany 
are the complaints made, by even the greatest dramatists, of the in-
lJ.O. 
justice .and ;turbulen~e or ihese spectators." Lope de Vega had a 
bitter contempt for the vulgo and Alarcon despised them. 
Let us make a review of the component parts of the ti .eater 
and audience which hoard the plays of Lope, Tirso, Alarcon, and Calderon. 
Rennert, in speaking o:f Roque de Figueroa's addressing the audience in 
e. Loa , says: 
"He speaks in turn to the ,spectators in the different parts 
of the theater: the bancos were back of the standing place of the 
mosquetcros in the pit, the gradas ~ere the rising seats on the sides, 
the aposentos were rooms whose. vrindows extended around the three sides 
of the court-yard in different stories, the.uppermost being the desvanes. 
These were occupied by the persons of both, sexes who could afford such a 
luxury• as Ticknor says, and who not infrequently thought 1 t one of so 
much consequence that they held it as an heirloom from generation to gen-
eration. Even the court poet, Calderon, did not consider it beneath him 
to beg the indulgence of the mosqueteros. 
Nor were the women who attended the theater any more orderly or 
charitable. Of' course I do not refer here to the ::iore respectable \7ho 
llO. Hugo Albert Rennert: The Spanish Stage; (New York, 1909.)page 117. 
occupied the boxes or apoBentoa and who generally went masked. But 
the motley crowd that surged into the cazucla, (stewing-pan), which 
men were not allowed to enter,· was no le·ss disorderly than the "infantry" 
of the i)atiot so that an alguac11. or peace officer,, was always stationed 
in the gaUery to keep them i.71thin bounds. Here no worn.an. with 'eIJ.Y re-
gard for her reputation entored unmasked. Like the 1nosqueteros, t;llese 
den1aons of the jaula, or cage, as it was nlso called, pelted the actors 
with fruit• orange-peela, pepinos. (cucumbers}, or anything. they found 
at hend, to show their disapproval,. and generally came provided with 
rattles, whiatlos, or keys, which they used unsparingly.. Boque de 
Figueroa, of the Loa above rn.ent1oned, addresses them.: 
Damas que en aquesa jaula 
Nos dais con pitos y llaves 
Por la tarde nlboroada,. 
A serviros he venido, 
tlms showing the awe in '<Ihich even tho most famous players held these 
mugorcillas. Indeed• Roque's prayer, begging the indulgence of hie un-
ruly auditors, is tho best evidence of the character or this vulgo, before 
lll. 
whom the works or the greatest dramatists of Spain were represented." 
All of this gives us something or a ~aekground for our under-
standing of Tirso's references to the state of the.drama in his time. 
Tirso refers to his composition, in Toledo, or EL CABTIGO DEL 
PENSEQUE, in Act I., scene VIII., of' Q,UIEN CALLA ORTOGA. 
It is the only reference noted in which he makes mention of one of his 
own plays. Chinchilla, the servant,. says to Don Rodrigo: 
ill. Idem, pages ll8-l20. 
Rizo un diablo de un poeta De tu historia o.tu desgracia 
Una comedia en Toledo, 
"El Castigo'' .-:-- in ti tulada. 
"Del Penseque," que ha corrido 
Por .los teatros de Espana, 
Ciudades, villas y aldeae; 
Y aunque ha sido celebrada, 
Todos te echan rnaldicionaa. 
Porque s1endo espanol hayas 
Afrentado a tu nacion. 
j:J/ 
Tirso recognized the plagiarism of some of his unscrupulous 
contempora1·fos rind condonma this pernicious practice in Act III., Senne 
. 112. 
XIII•, of LA VENTURA CON EL NOMBRE • Two shepherds• Tirso and Corbin, 
are talking. and it seems that Fray Gabriel Tellez is speaking through 
his rustic character, Tirso: 
Corbin: 
Tirso : 
Si salgo desta marana, 
He de her una comedia. 
A vos nunca os faltan trazas. 
No las hurto como nlgunoa. 
The great master dramatist, Lope de Vega, was respected and 
praised wherever good drama was known ond revered. LA FINGIDA ARCADIA 
makes reference to Lope de Vega in several places. In Scene I., of Act I., 
the Countess Lucrecia has been reading some verses of Lope and says to her 
serv.ant t Angela: 
112. Allusion to the ep:i,gram in the form. of a "vi tor" which was com-
posed against Tirso de Molina and Don Juan Ruiz de Alarcon is 




No ae pudo decir mas; 
hasta aqui la pluma llega. 
Pluma de Lope de Vega 
. la fama se deja atras:. 
Prodigioso hombres No sa 
que diera por conocelle1 
A 11 ttle later in this scene. after Angela has :finished dos-
criblng the glories or Spain, Lucrecia says: 
Di patria ilustre tambien 
de Lope, y diraslo todo. 
This first scene of Tirso's CO~!F.J>IA F.A~OSADE LA FINGIDA 
ARCADIA is notable for its examination, in the manner of the search 
113. 
made by the Curate and the Barber of Don Quijote 9s librory. of the 
works of Lope de Vega. Lack of space forbids our setting down here the 
interesting and enlightening comments on the total number and on each 
or the works as they are brought forth fr~ the book-case in the Countess 
114. 
Lucrecia 1 s garden. 
At the end of Tirso' s LA FirlGIDA ARCADIA: 
agradece 
Tirso a la Vega de Espana 
la materia que en su libro 
dio a nuestra Fingida Arcadia. 
In the play, EM MADRID Y EN UIU CASA, we learn that Lope is 
dead and that Don Gabriel and Pacheco are discussing the future of the 
stage, Pacheco just having spoR:en of , 
La. casa de comedia, 
Q,ue en csta misrna acera, 
Porque Apolo la cursa., es cuarta esfera. 
113. Cervantes, Don Quijote. Primera Parte. 
114. The r.orks mentioned in these lines are: El Labrador de Madrid; 
La Angelica; La Dragontea; Rimas; J'erusalen; El p.eregrino; Selvas 





m1ilas buemlS nhom? 
:r;n ellas, corw en todo• so ~:njora; 
Puet;to qua Rope muerto. 
lludoso Bste el teatro ile su acierto. 
Grun plunc. la ha fultndo1 
Fue prouir~oso y poco c~!lobrndo, 
Si con su in ·~onio t3i uen 
Sus nln.banzas. 
HWlCU lus tJlhi(lGn 
Los bion 1ntoncionadoa; 
~~t.e oill cl quetlan viudoa los tu'!>lados. 
Tirso. in some placoa, :rornrs to usazes o.:.· tho theater in 
fully quells him with those words: 
.E\ la dagui ta 
La tr..dlllo? Oh que singular 
l'aao pu:ra una comcdia 
lro h~a . de vu in te anon hai 
JlCT I.• SC. JZ'i!II. 
In scene XIV• Act III. of this play, llonn Elisa io about to 
hide s::.n:wtllL"lS in her 'alnevo, but ho1• aervtmt 1 L!ionor, reminds hor that 
it ls an old device in ·ths com.ctlics which Don ?edro• 1-a1en•a father, knows 
Ya en publico teatro, coronada 
roina de Portugnl. dospues de rruerta, 
rue la divina. dona Ines jurada, 
de tclas de oro y de dolor cubiorta; 
ACT I., SCo X. 
An allusion to ligustin de Hojns' Ll Vfoje ?nt~teu1do is soon 
in .Act III., Scena XII. 1 of .El Ccloso Prudonto. 
/3¥ 
. The pr1 v1lege of' talking with lords and oven ki,nf~S was one 
l)I'tln ted to lackeys and graCiOSOS only by tbH Comedies. 'lhlo pOrfiliSSiOtl 
to stop ovo1 .. social and coste boundaries is c01m1.{>n in tha plays of the 
115. 
C'~lden Age. 
r:e find only a few rt:::i\:reneea in Tirso de Molina's plays to 
forms or l1 torature other than the drama and to nri·tinfi;o 4:nrso must 
have 11een fond of Carvr:ntos' D~m Q,uijote. since he spoeks or it with 
!:ittCh ·.vi.Jent frnp1'"'tJciat1on nnd symJ;mtllatic int~..Jl:"('a·t in l:;L Gh.SUGO D:El. 
116. 11?. 
v;ri ting of the period. The people or the time :recognized this fact. T'he 
Duchess in ElIOil Y CJiJ...OS becBmD very mch intorostod in Carlos bocause the 
note he wrote to her nas without 
los intrusoa rodeos 
Que agom usan escribir. 
. . ''CT I.• sc. VI. 
115• lief~' renC.JS to t!'!iG lici tnnfiS aro;-- ., " • 
/rtnar For Sonas; Act Io• ~1c. Ie; !Io 69-82. Celos Con Celoa tie 
Curan; fl,Ct IIo 1 Sc. III •• IIo l•l.2• T:;J. Caloso I'ru1ente; i\Ct 11.9 
sc. IVo 0 II. 55-58. 
llGo l!Ct I., ~-cene x. 1 II. l-10. 
11'1o l.ct., Scene I., (nt tho rmd ot tba scene). 
Isolnted rof.':l'\1ncBs to ;pln,ys and to tl1e stage may be found in 
the :follor,i~:; plays: 
Bellnco ~::01a, Oorooz; .Act III., :]c., IV., ll. Gl•?2o 
Rl Vergonzoso E:n Polacio; Act II ... f3c. IX. 0 llo 10-13. 
La Fil't'lleza J';n la l!ormo~1ura; t~ct I., SC.I.,. 11. 141• 
La Colona do Si Misroa; llct III •• Seo XIII. 
quten Cnlla Ortaga; Act. I.,, F.c. V1I.~ ll., Bl-84. 
Amar Por Senas; l1Ct III., s::e. xxv •• 11. l'l-20. 
nogerio: 
Pocedcm 1mn~a,,,c:s 
oc.n l:~s p~.L~'h~-:ta cci!l.n:u~,. 
qua con fuor;o hrm rJo !~nrc.:n:-ool 
voe:!blos ir'.l::.nrt.itH'iS.r(.(19• 
que f'U.rn'?:t {~C ~c.t~n J \U~t·.:t•nG 
Ct"itcm, (;';")!~ c.r:J."':1li I:vi~~~.; 
aon loa QOO c::i ·mwnt:t~ kn[!tJr.jo 
-;;ro.rc•nen lor::., e:1.Jot17e::, 
lt.rtinici.P.n cl. l"1);~r·nco 
7 ec!mn ".')l 'O'\::·!~~ n } . .1.\ ~)o:itr:!: 9 
co~i> nnc1nn de ~:Klonta; 
!:!ctn.'! ~HO ~·Ot:l r~n Pl ~n.~1<:·m10 
SH. :;1•imnr dn5?.rn~t1.zcnte, 
qn.n 1.n t;~o.:uc1r r"'ur:~::;f! noctna 
no cu alcno do ~>:;rl~Gnnrae. 
:-"tnnn r .. n r;l pttr:·::rtr.r::'lO 
S"'us t:U.ncipulo:J uceu~co:-:0 
~'.nt" nn ~~r:cr::-- dr: ~·:::::.tr1nv 
que los zns son :l«srto.i•ti!l ten. 
;~·ate ca Cnndor. 
rqufi'l t~o llr;-:n /:!rlJ 1:-mtn 1 
: rmdo ::<~.u3l y (oturntJ 
el Cf;~; mru~l f:'.ft Cr:ln.1c,, 
Cl~iotal faI~inf1do ul otro; 
R:i !'A""!:4~ 1-e 1 Pnl1llt,.nte, 
Paleoti"s, Cb:o. ~:erultlO$ 
C:rtn.~Jsculoa !! rre.:~ent~s 
?"'f!Url~~~n con c :n tricelon9 
':! r1~11n!r:!.\jJt ts!':ltnc:"T.'E<:;;._ 
man no tudoron luger .. 
-~J.:T !II,. t tC. 
/3..5 
that ns a Chr1nt1::".n !le cannot for&"lke lier t:nd their child for enother 
llO. 
\":Cntan t.tore mourn: nr; for ef, lcn.st o. lTCnr..- '1.hic ctwtan wsa emphatically 
ll9. 
upheld end. enemlrer.ied by Giw~n Donn ~~r!e of L.~ P!1UD:'.'~~CIA ~:lf LA trn'J1~R. 
l20CJ 
end ~e observed by t'h.e Count.e-ss in ;:-.! ... CASTlGO 1.'(1::.ls :F'!'1°1:-:J~,:~JJE. 
118. bet II., s-c. I., llo 8l•95o 
ll9o P..Ct •• SC. 1., 11. 45•54• 
120. Act I., sc. VII.,. 11. 6•10. 
/31 
n!n the sovontoonth contut7 • o ... o o. •... tho 
despotism of rnonol:chs di vincly appointed t~o l)O tho 
inotru .. '!110nts of Cod1s nro.th on onrtb rrna accoptod as 
fo? acta that otlm:r:t7ioo micht · o.ppoor irr.no1~n1; 
monarchs 0.1..,e not bound by their troatioo, no~ con the;? 
be required to pnv tho clobto of ttioi~ prodecoooot")o. u 122 
'ihat. the people of that century r:trY:i.ly bolicwocl 
in the divinit:r or ld.ngs is at onco nppnrent tihcn ono 
t"ondo the plnyo of ;Zirao do , .olino.. 
Don t(1varo in 
LlliUi says: 
y si el 1' OtJbro 00 l)rove rmmdo • 
ohl?n do onno di ?i11a 11 
poquono Dios c.s el rey; 
. A.ct III •• De. ,XVI. 
nlrzuna dicdo.d ocultn 
vive on los rcyes. 
f\ t J.- {.... '\{I. "'"'c • ,, oc. • • 
---------·--·-----------------------------------------121 David Oggg- uropo in tho t{)vontconth '-~ontucy; 
:,~ondon~ 1025, '.Go Dlnclt ~ .. td. 11 r.n1ce 318. 
122 Idem. page 201. 
/37 
I 
of tho king.· :;J1e soma non l\lvs.1;;io 
I 
n ArN /\110 rn~ UJHA aoso~ts · thnt · 
Sen t~im!eatoa y cu1tlndcu;J 
de los i')oyoa son sagFndos 
do tSJl de1clo.d-p . de ts3. p~ooio,., 
CJ'tl.O 210 los lm de Juzgw 
la plebe,.· ni discuwi~ 
aobro e,l obra~· y sont1fl' 
, da su ~··rr •. · 123 .. 
1he n1.,azon da. eotadoti 11 OI1 °ronson oi? Stnto0 $ 
t1an tlw ,!dncs licenoo to do pt>ett-yf ltrrJ.oh aa 110 pleased. 
1\S tho Gount 1n La r.:uJ:cR ron 'Fur:nzA oska: 
I I 
f..ti1e Quoon in q;;:n~n nt~BLO _?AGO ·,oxplu1na t11e system 
iJo ao entio'tlcn con los ro;;os 
1oa loyos, qua au dcn:>ccl10 
corm1ote sierrn.Jro on o1 l1ocho 
de- lns nt7n1n.s 9 - no on lo.a lcyoo., 
···sta os lo I:nzon de ratndo 
qJe enaonclm las n:ona1,.chio.s.'. 
· Acm II." :Jc •. Ii(. 
---·---••---... --•-·----------..,--0---•-••-~-------•cc:a- .... --
Foti fu1.,thetJ I>Of Ot"'Cncos to tho belief in the 
divinity of ldnes oee: 
Lo r:ruje~ Por Ii\lm .. ~n; Act III.,. re. v.,, line l. 
f.Jietl!pl">Q t~yuds la erdo.d;, Act· II~·g: Sc •. XI •. 
k'I?6spora --ortuna da D. Al:vario de Luna; f\ot I»' Sc.XI •. 
·En L:a<1~1d !I en 'Uno Casa; ·Act I.# !!~ lIIg 11 s-a 
El Buvlnc.101.> de Sevilla; Act I. So VII 11 9·13 
f~ Pot? A1~te Cnyt·:p; Act I.,. so. I., 58·60 
Ol Hoy 
~··s tL~ uioo. qunqtio pequcno 
De nuentras hont,ns 00 duono: 
/3f 
Su gu.nto es au nisoa loy. 124 
l\ct II•,, De :t:XIV • 
If. a noblonnn dioploo.scc1 t!:o 1~:1.n:;. ho uns 
fo~tu.nnte to ooonpe w?,. th only the :tono of hia 
people t7ould bol1Gvo t,l:cm to co t!:10 ar;c:1to of 0ot1. on 
eal'ltll· they wcro nssu!'ecl of tho ror>poct and ouppovt 
given to sacratl inot1tutiono. 
Ono or tho gvontent of~encos thot a nobleoan 
could coc:m:d t \1atJ to dro.u his ouoro againo t snot120~ 
1n tl10 pJ?ooo11c0 or tho kiTIG. 1110 cnnity o~tistinc 
I 
bot'1.7oon Don lUvaro anrl Don 1:'.gas fla_';Ca up as t1Je7 
" " aro· beforo tho Idna in LA Gf\J..i.r:Gl\ ~.11\.TII imrmltHD'GZ 'but 
I 
Don f:,l vnl.?o roatrnins h1ooelf sa.yll."lg: 
----------...... ----------------------=------------.. ------
124 Othe1; rofcl~ncos to t11e °'~erciso of t11e law 
throupl1 rnzon de es to.do nro: 
Lo. trujol? Po,.., Fuerza; J\ct I •• Sc. XIII.~ 11. 85-SB 
11t'.1W .Pol., Ser1tia; /\ct II • ., Sc. :r. 
t.\U.ien nnblo ~)-ago: Act I.~ sa. I._ 11. 27-so. 
no os bio11 qt.to mi aaoro afl?onto,, 
Cu~lo en ti ttitttxchaJ:ee duds; 
flue ol lenl no le domiuda, 
'l~niondo o su r0y pro.scnte. 125 
Act. I •• Sc. III. 
/fO 
wna so unf oPtt.untrta us to dispose of an snerny in that 
saet"ed plnca • 
.LisnuFo: . Paso le el peoho,. sslga pol? la l:lott1da 
ol ·nima (JUG n nd. honra fuo ai1t1~evida. 
11ent1.,o ·en palae.10 Goto:;, deli 1';0 g?o.vo 
ea ol quo '!'10 cornctido. 
tln.l" "!'." C')n ~-r Hvt,.. .J..t11fl· lVV• fiAV. 
1l10 .fl-ee the 1!n:ath of tho ldng fo~ tihatove~ offonca 
one comnitted TJM not only tho most eltpediont thil1f:t but 
also tha ncoo1'ltod t'h1ng to c1o in ordop to nclmooladge 
that his ploasure was lotr. As ot&n says in LA VEHTlJRA. 
COil EL norr:BE: 
----..-----------~-----------·---···-------··-------------l.25 ;:·~oo also Del !~nc171itiO cl J2rimsF Consejo; Act I .. g 
Sc. I.J> ll. l:.?~21 •. " 
;fl 
rJe ouot not fo~got that tho Qucon \1an o.lso nn 
objoct or ros1Joct c.ind reverence in tho soirentoenth 
'1 
oentu~. ~11e play~ nonn. DK'Vl'flIZ D.3 SILVf\, illuot~otoa 
the honmgo paid the queen. In Act I.• Sc. XII •• s110 
is retullfling· to ho~ countcy afte~ a visit to n 
neiel1borinG !:::lngdom. fodro n1,.-,6n is nrrm1cing tho 
reception .f o:E? he~, and says to tho Iring: 
r:anue, 8ono1,;t Vucstt>a P\ltozs.s> 
todtJs los ~rrmd·:;o snl11" 
si tienen do rocibi~ 
1a soinn, quo o ent~nr ompioza 
en Castilla, y ;ro ootnra 
on cl r!o quo divide 
l.oo x>einos. 
Of the p~1 .. V'iloges e;rnntotl by tho ldng. ono of the 
erentost nao ·that of uonring tho hat in 11in praoonce. 
O~iginnlly th1o ttao granted only to tho tocnty-five 
01.,anues of Spainl' but tho priviloeo \7as cxtcntlod to 
include other noblonen as time \lent on. 
Don Rmnon Losona in 21J:Tao' s play 11 LA llliIIlA DI~~ LOS 
m~~1:r~Sp (Act III.# Sc. rv.), ho.s tnkon orf Ilia bot in 
the prooence of tho Id.ne: 
LOSGna : 
?eruanc1o: 




rs eontra todas las lcyoa 
de1 real decoro# seno~. 
Gubrios no~ def onsor 
de la Roinn do Loo Royea. 
~,omotimos tho ldng granted this pl:G~ogat1ve. not 
DI1~ D AJ~·vARO ru LU!lJ\ 110 ss:ya to Ruy Lopes de Avaloa: 
127 
· Guh~~os. dn.flme contonto. 
Act I. :t Se.. III• 
Anotl10I? way !n z1l'dch tiio ldne~ l1ono1">Gd a fe.:cr of 
his sulJjocts \70.$ in requent1ng that t1"Jey ait <lomi 
DE D l\LVARO DE LUIJA feels ltlmoolf unuorthy of such an 
honoJ? ~m(1 roplies: 
Seno~~ 
Senta.me se~a f avo~ 
despropo~eionado. 
1\at Io 1 So. X. 
A prizouor d.id. not ol?dino.Fily havo the right to 
speak personally t7ith the h~ngu· but lion Alva~o. r1ho 
incut>ved the !ting' a cU .. splensu1~ in 1\JJvf~RS.l\ l~ORTUilA ffi 
D Af.NAHO U:: LUIJA~ begs bis t1a .. jesty'a 1nc1ulgence~ s~ying: 
Rey (lon J'uan11 · ney mi senor 11: 
poroonad ai pPeso oo hnblog 
quo eate pr1vilog!o tione 
quion esta praao e:n pn.:Lao1o. 
· Act III., Seo XIX. 
-----------·---------------·--------------------------·--12'7 Tho other roforencoa to, tl1~s pr! viloge a.~e 
included hero: 
Cclos Gon Gelos Se Curan;_ A.ct II.,,. sc. II~~ 11.1-5 
II:l nu,.,lodofl <la Savilla; 1\ct III. 11 Sc. XVII. at· 11. l-2. 
;1/3 
Anotho?J offonco was to spenl: boldly out o:r turn 
Diego Tenorio allowed hinsolf to bo oo cm:>rioc.1 m1oy 
bil hia emotions t~hnt ho intollruptod Octavio as he 
woo -tnlitlna to the king. Eis higl'mono pror.Qtly vol.JU?:od 
Tenorio: 
oo•qoo••••••••o••••o 
cr~cn -0ros quo hoblaa 
on 1a proscnc1o t1ol Boy 
do eoa auo1.,to? Act I. , Sc. ;,~JII. 
\'Jo fountl in otw stuc1:v or countl.'7 chn1"0.ctot:Js in 
Ti~so6 {10 nolir-1s t1n1t they rovoolod thei1:1 nttitudos 
tounz:d !1idalgos., 1n nont inotnncos, oo they crune in 
contact t7ith them. . :i:1H:l hi.dnlgos, 'r}e finc1, bet!lay t11oi~ 
feelings to\7al?d tho villano#' not; only aa t!my neot up 
u.tth hio11 t1ut also no they npenlt o~ him,. h1s famil'Y• 
or h!s cooixn",S..ona- oIJong thcnsclvos. 
Goner.nl 9 unr>ol.atod facts nnd obao~vn.tiona on royalty 
ni'O contained in the £oll0\1ing referencos: 
l;}t1iVa~ Contm Su Gunto: Act I.jt Sc. III •• 11. 197-112. 
~ • ""'I """ ~1 ll 8 10 t~Ctt ..\. • 9 i5Co V • ~· • ·. -- • 
1 '?~ llt"l-n -:::·,...'t"!l ~ c· 'nf'Y 0 Ac~ I ~c x1-1 11 l/JMI '"\ e:o .:..1tl J....;.UJv•- • ~- "-r~ · i.: .... a. .H u . • ~ u ... ..t • 1 • ..:U-..t.u • 
Tn tlm:lt'id y En Una ens.a; Act; ·1.9 Sc. IX.,. ll. 0-12. 
Siorapro Ayt:icln La Vel?dad; !1ct II.p Sc. III., 11. lG-lG • 
. flautela Contra Cnutola.; Act I.lk Scenes VIII •• and x. 
ft.. ~ II (':' · ~v- ''"'"IT _,,ct.t .,. .. )ccnco .d\..l:~J..,, .. ~""). -·• 
~'cx--1 "'"""""'T"'.7 .,1"t~y· .t'u J. J. • I .iL\.- \I • 1J .J\i'i.. e 
!ff 
rJ.1ha moot noticeable phase thG bJ.dalgo'a att1tt1tl0 
!s h1a nnt1pn.tl'iy 01., acorn ·fm: the villnno.. <rhe 
countt"yn'lm1 o~ cotmL?yoomon'a ie;nol:ance,, l?u.deness6 s.nd 
lack of culture~ are targets :fox> the ci:ty dr:rollo1")s' 
sh.n1,,ost thrusts:r espooiolly :1f' tho city chaPactcvs 
f 1n<1 the ooun try people u.tffe:rilli11g to cede to any plan 
t1hich t11oy may hovo. Tua 1nttaxs obso1-:vation is 
especinll:V t:i:ue 1n fact II., se. Il•tt of GttRCIA. 
:ll'lg t110 cotmtcy people to suppo~ tho pretendeFa to 
tlio tl1rone of Splling. Alf.011so nn<l Jua..~:m:,. the a.augJ1taP 
or. Enl?1qu.c. Because the cou .. ,tey folk boliove that 
Gestillian" t11ay J:efusa .to oupport t11.om.. ~nhc1"eupon 
Dona L:for>in Satmionto lo.Ut'Jchos into a torront of .abuse• 
calling the caant:ey- poopla brrrba~ians nn(l otl101~1ise 
inaul ting ··them. 
Thoro nm other e-viden.ces of the noblernon ol? 1arly-1e 
unjust lnboling·of ~hings distasteful o~ obnoxious as 
0 v11lS!"'lO • n l.28 
Q';le dosc1o quG naeio11: fue 
La mnlicia. 1 nb1~aclo1:a. · 
A!lt I.11 So. I. _____________________ , ____________ . ___ ..., _______________ _ 
120 See i\mat' Poi~ A1,te unyo~; Act .III., so •. VII.,, 11.1-11. 
Fl f'retendi.onte 1U Reves; Act III.SJ Se,. V. 11 ll. 42-45. 
l'/S 
If the hidalgo's attitude is not antipnthy it 
is often one of indif"ference, Basco says in Al-TTONA 
GARCIA: 
Bien es verdad que lo impede 
el plebeyo y labrador, 
pero pecheros villanos 
de poca importancia son, 
Act~i., Sc, VI!, 
VJhateveF the qnali ty or- degree of tho hidulgo' s 
antipathy, it was of such a natui'Je . as to cause l'lim 
often to refuse aid to the low-born man, C~los,of 
ft.mor y Celos, in speaking of a villano to the JJu.chess, 
says: 
Si vos amp9.ro le dais •••••• 
Duquesa: Yo no le doy a Ul1 villano, 
Act III., Sc VI, 
The hidalgo class believed in lmepine the lov1ev 
classes segregated, Don Francisco, in Todo es Da~ 
en una cosa, in spealdng or th0 a1.,rrU1gement of the 
village of Truld.110$ says that in the uppeF division 
o:r the village live the· nobles apa1.,·t, while the lovmv 
section is the district of nla pl~p6," 129 
129 Act I,, Sc., XII, 
See also Amar por Senas: Act I,, Sc, XIII., 11, 
34~42., in vn1ich mention is made of the nobles 
of France who live in castles and chateaux to 
avoid the nbullicio de la confusion plebey§.,n 
11.he hidalgos ;~eared the opinion and gossip oi~ 
the loweI> class. Not that ·the v11lano was ever right 
in his judgment~ of course. but he was to be feared 
because he and his fellows made up a body which was a 
source or public opinion., 
el vulgo qua condena 
siempre por sus presunciones, 
sin qua la verdad entienda.. 130. 
It would not be telling the whole stoey to say_ 
that the only attitude which the hidalgo held toward 
the villano was one of antipathy or indifference. There 
is evidence in Tirso de rilolina' s plays to show t11at the 
hidalgo and de.ma not only could be fair _to the lOW'er 
class but even shov; genuine admiration for the villano1s 
good qualities. 
131 
In .faiI>ness to Don Juan de Ulloa in A1JT01~A GARCIA 
vve niust say that he did not heap abuse on the people 
for their refusal to support Alfonso and Juana as Dona 
Maria Sarmiento. He asks: 
Como sabl?a el labrador 
entve el nzada y los bueyes 
puntos que el ju~sperito 
con di:ficulta.d entiende? 
-------------------------------------------------------
130 El Conde de drgel in Quien Hablo Pago: Act III., 
Sc. X. 
See also El Honroso Atrevimiento: Act III.~ Sc. VI~, 
ll. 10-13 
131 Act II., Sc II 
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· ,!11 those days of few corrnnunication facilities 
and poorly developed educational oppori1unities. 
Ui~-0·&' s question is not tmfair. 
~r. 
lrrancisco de Caravajal in AMAZOUAS EN LAS IUDIAS 
sees the weakness in hidalgo speech and remarks: 
vocables con guedejas 
son los que el vulgo autoriza. 
Act II., Sc~·III.· 
At times the nobility believed that the plebian 
class was not so bad after all and that it actually 
has good qualities. Clemencia, a da.ma in VENTURA TE 
DE DIOS, HIJo. says: 
que tal vez en el villano 
se hospeda la cortesia 
mejo:t> que en la sangre clara. 
Act I., Sc. XVI. 
Pinardo of ESTO SI QUE ES HEGOCIAR, in speaking of 
Leon1sa, a mountain girl, admits that 
La virtud es calidad. 132 
And even Don Juan Tenorio, who should lmov1 some-
thing about honor because he destroyed so much of it, 
says: 
el honor se fue al a.ldea 
huyendo ,de las ciudades. 133 
------------------------------------------------------
132 Act III., Sc. I • 
. 133 , :El' Burlador de Sevilla; Act III •. , Sc. III. 
T1rso de Molina was interested in pl~es. 
Whether his surroundings 9eee rural or urban at any 
particular time, he found the aspects of life and 
movement around him extremely fascinating. 
The ci tieo of Spain ;;:1ere interesting to him, 
as they concerned his life worlt which was, we must 
keep in mind, primarily the work: of the Church in 
which he occupied, for the greater part of his life, 
a place of prominence and importance. 
But city life was interesting to him in its O\tn 
way. He was a man of high intelligence and keen dlis-
cernment. Qu5. te z1part from his duties as a clergyman 
he analyzed human beings in their relations to social 
situations as he found them in the urban centers. 
He was a student of normal human adult psychology 
in a day v1hen that valuable science was unlmm~n. 
We believe that he saw more that \'"JaS weak in 
city life than he saw strong points; 1.e. the organi-
zation which comprises those social elements which 
in combination make up the urban group does not com-
pare favorably with the rural structure of seventeenth 
century SpanisL·i society. This conclusion is based 
upon two assumptions: first that Tirso de I~!ol1na 
saw Spanish life· in a true perspective; second that 
the desirability or undesirability of a phase of 
society is determined by the degree in v1hich it molds 
itrong character traits in the individual living 
within it. or course, we mean that the env&ronment 
can only determine which inherent traito of the indi-
vidual will be developed and to what extent. In short, 
Tirso ev~dently believed that city life tended to 
stamp out truth and sincerity in individuals while 
rural life tended to encourage the development and 
maintene.nce of those qualities. To one who has read 
Tirso thorouehly it becomes a point of conviction 
that the playwright v1as convinced that the tone of 
rural life was propitious to the growth of moral and 
spiritual qualities v1hich became corroded and de-
teriorated in the atmosphere of the city. we are 
v:ell aware that this was a theme of lyric poetry at 
the time, but we must not confine our sean~h to a 
scanning of the surface of 1'irso• s worlc, which is 
covered by the ornateness of the lyric style. 
We are not to conclude that Tirso would have 
favored the gt:beral exodus from the city and a "back 
to the country" movement. On the contrary, he was 
charmed by the activity of cities and fully appre-
ciated the advantages which become possible whenever 
there is a concentration of humanity, wealth, and 
co6perative effort. 
Tirso•s plays show that city life fosters 
shrewdness, selfishness, falsehood, distrust of 
otb.ers, and a cynical outlook on life. It does 
/Jt! 
also foster sophistication, respect for good · 
manners. a 1-ceen judgment of .. material values, and 
an appreciationaof cultural heritage and a ~pir1t 
of feverish and often purposeful activity. all or 
which are also brought out in Tirso•s plays. 
court life, which was buflded on the : false. 
assUrr1pt1on of divinity of Ring~. is almost entirely 
artificial. However, this artificiality permeated 
all urban society because the position of the king 
was regarded as the height of earthly perfection. 
COI-:CLUS!ON 
Tirso de Molina was above all else a dramatist. 
Fray Gabriel Tellez was ab<>Ve. all else a clrnrchman. 
The influence of tbe churchman on the dramatj.st is al·-
most negligible. While much observation and collect-
ing of material r;as no d,:>ub.t done as Fray Gabrie.~· \"Jent 
about· Spain, yet, as the pla.:1writ;~:t \·Ji th the rustic 
pseudonym, Tirso, he dealt with secular rather than re-
liglous themes, for the most part. \:e do not mean to 
say that \";e should discount the excellence of the autos 
sacrementales. nor of the biographical study in drama 
fonn of Banta Juana de la Cruz, nor of the t10rlcs of de-
finite clerical theme, such as El Condenado por Descon-
fiado. All of these are highly valuable. Yet the rrajo-
ri ty of his works is secular in natur.e. Thus it is 
that vie may s.ay that as a dramatist his interest vias 
primarily in the characters which he created and in 
the situations of plot into \'lhich those characters \1ere 
placed. 
Descriptions of settings, we have found, are done 
in the conventional, embellished style of lyric poetry 
and serve only as a background for the action, except 
in those few descriptions of country scenes and the 
slightly more num·erous descriptions of city settings 
in \"Illich the playwright seems to try to impart to the 
people some of the interest and charm r1hicl1 he· has 
found in those places. 
Descriptions of the personal appearance of his 
characters are almoBt entirely lacking in regard to 
physiognomy and stature. As for dresa, we have found 
several good references describing the wearing apparel 
of v1.llanos and villanao and an equal or greater amount 
·of descriptive material relative to hidalgo dress. These 
classes of description were only of secondary importance 
·to·Tirso. 
In the drama we are dealing with the reactions of 
; 
characters as they come in contact with concrete situa-
tions. Description of character traits was of prime 
importance and interest to Tirso, for the human attri-
butes of his characters constitute the life blood of 
his plays. we find, then·, that the excellence of his 
~7ork lies in his character portrayal. 
Both coun'Lry anu city characters were well under-
stood by him. The factors of human motivation, in T.ir-
. . 
so, as in life, originate in inherited instincts and 
tendencies common to man. 
The country charaf1;ers exhibit the same behavior 
''l1hen confronted by a situation as the city characters 
exhibit when confronted by a lilrn situation, with the 
amendment that the two general classes of characters 
reveal, in the more particulur aspects of their res-
ponses, inf lt1encee of ·their own 1,eculiar bnclq.~rounds. 
The city character.• a response t>Jill be a ·11 ttle more 
polished; a little mote sophisticated, a little more 
artificial, perhaps, than \"Jill be the villano•s, whooe 
reaction tends to be expressed in a relatively narve 
manner. The dramatist• o attitude to\"Jard both classes 
of characters is impartial and unbiased. He makes· them 
human and, accordingly, they are all basically the same 
under thd skin. Their differences are more apparent 
than real. The bed-roclc of human nature in all of them 
is reached only after the layers of environmental and 
social products have been removed. 
Tirso lmew a great deal ab::R1t feminine psychology. 
In approacning his plot complicdtions, one can almost 
always quote ·the r¥ell-known admonition, "Cherchez la 
femme 0 • 
With an understanding of character traits well 
developed in.his mind, Tirso correlates, conventionally, 
it: is true, the effects of the two contrasting environ-
ments of country and city \71 th the temperaments and 
attitudes of their respective residents. Lyric poetr.1. 
with 1ts usual emphasis on the confusion, unrest and 
deceit of the residents of the city, as contrasted with 
the peace of mind and soul of the country people, finds 
a continuation of its conventionality in l'irso de Moli-
na's plays. 
\~~e have found that Tirso is impartial in his at-
titude t0i.1i'ard the country and city characters. While 
he used his men andiwomen as he wished in the·plays. 
he played no favorites and showed no ·bias• This study 
has revealed ~he Good and weak characteristics of both 
the hidalgos and the villanos. as Tirao"presents them. 
we do not, find that there is any difference in degree 
of g~odn~ss or.weakness between the ~wo classes of 
characters who figure in T5,rso•s plays. The only pos-
sible difference is merely an apparent one, as we con-
sider the effects of environment ... 
To one who has followed the'present investigation 
to this point, the conclusions as to-- ;whether or not 
Tirso reveals any difference in his tr~atment of country 
and ci,ty life in his plays are obvious. The dramatic 
and descriptive· t.reatmente of these two phases of se-
venteenth century lif.e are essentially alike. 
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Tirso ~de raol1na : .~ Teatro ---
ADVERSA FORTUN.~ DE DON J\LVARO DE LUNAl Cotar~lo y · · . · ··-·Mori. 
AMAR POR Rc'\ZON DE ESTADO; Idem.• 
Ai"EAR FOR SE:lJAS; 'Idem. 
I ' • .~ • 
LAS AfviAZON~S EN LAS DIDIAS; Co~ar.elo y Mori• ... 
EL AMOR M~DICO; Har~.~enbuach. 
Al\10R.Y CELOS HACEN DiscRETos; I~em. 
EL ~!ORY EL M!ISTAD; Idem •. 
ANTONA GARCtA; Cqtarelo Y' Mori. 
< • • 1 
EL A QUILES; Idem• 
' . ' 
EL JtRBoL DEL MEJOR FRUTO; Idem. 
:AVERIGUELO VARGAS; Hartzenbusch. 
LOS BAICO~ES DE t'IADRID; Idem. 
' ' 
BELLACO SOISf$,. GOfIBZ; Cotarelo y Mori• 
EL BURLADOR DE SEVILLA; Hartzenbuach and Cotarelo. 
EL CABAlLERO DE GRACIA; Cotarelo y Mori. 
' ' 
EL CASTIGO DELPEN~~UE; Hartzenbusch. 
CAUTELA CONTRA. CAUTELA; Idem. 
Lf\ CEI.OSA DE.S1 MISMA; Id~. 
CELOS CON CELOS SE CURAN; Idem. 
EL CELOSO PRUDENTE; Idem. 
EL COBARDE r~s VALIENTE; Cotarelo y liori • 
EL COlliENERO DIVINO; (Auto Sacramental). 
COMO HAN DE SER LOS AL1IG0Sl · Cotarelo y Mori. 
EL CONDENADO POR DESCONFIADO; Hartzenbusch. 
LA CONDESA BANDOLERA 0 LA NINFA .·D~ CIELO; Cotarelo 
y 11or1. 
LA DAMA DEL OLIVAR; Idem~ 
.; .·.: 
DE!6 EMEMIGO EL PR1MER CONSEJO; Hartzenbttseh. 
DESDE TOLEDO A MADRID; Idem. 
DON GIL DE LAS CAT .... ZAS VE;~Es; Idem •. 
DO't!A BEATRIZ DE SILVA;. Cotar~lo y marl. 
. ,. 
Lt\ E.LECCI0!'7 POR Ll\ VIRTUD; Idem• 
EN f!lADHID y EN UNA CASA; ttartzenbusch. 
ESCAR\UENTOS E4RA El. CtrERr:O; .Cot are lo y Mori• 
. . •': 
ESTO s:t QUE ES NEGOCIAR; Hartzenbuseh. 
IA FINGIDA ARCADI.A; Cotarelo y Mori• 
LA Fil~i1EZA EN LA H~l1T!10SURA; Idem• 
LA GALLEGA MARI ... HEl1M~NDEZ; Hartze11bu~oh. 
HABLAD~1E EN ENTHANDO; Cctarelo y Mori• 
• i:; 
IDS HSR&ANOS PARECI~s; (Au·to Sacrari.tental) t Cotarelo 
y Mor1. 
EL HONROSO ATREVIifiIENTO; Idem. 
LA HUERTA DE JUAN FERi\fltNDEZ .. ; Hartzenbusch. 
LA JOYA DE LAS MOl.JTAllAS :; SANTA ... OROSIA; Cotarelo y 
llori. 
EL LABE.t:"1!NT~. D~ C~A; .(Aut.o sa,cramental),. Idem. 
LOS LAGOS DE SAN VI_CENTE; Idem. 
LA LE.ALT.AD CONTHA LA ENVIDIA; Id.em. 
MARTA I.J\ PIADOSl1; Hartzenbt?tsoh. 
El MAYO• DDSD~; qotarelo y Mori• 
~ MEJOR ESPIG.ADEBA' Cote.re lo y Mori. 
EL UELANC6:2.ICO; '.·Idem• 
LA MUJl!:R f'OR FUERZA;. Idem • 
. L.~ MUJER QUE fi't-'\!1IDA .EN CASA; Idem-. 
NO HAY PEOR SORDO; Hartzanbuach • 
.. 
NO LE ARRIENOO LA GANANCIA;(Auto Sacramental). 
NUESTRA SE~ORA DEL ROSi;.R!O, LA MADRINA DEL CIELO; 
"' 
(Auto sacra~ental). Cotarelo y Mori. 
EALABRAS Y . P1.atl1.AS ; !-Iartzonbusoh • 
LA PE1JA J:?T!! FRAN'CIA; Cota~elo y Eori • 
LA PEt?fA DE LOS EMAr.mRfJ)QS 
SOR EL OOT.ANO Y EL TOR..l\10; Hartzenbuach. 
EL PRETENDIBNTE AL ~~s; .Idem. 
PRIVAR CONTRA SU GUSTO; Iriem • 
. PR.1SPERl\ FORTUHA DE DON 1~LVARO DE LUNA; Cotaralo 
LA PRUDENCIA EN LA ?lft13ER; Hartzanbusch. 
QUIEN .CAILA OTORGA; Idem. 
y Mori. 
QUIEN DA LUEGO DA DOS VECE:fl; Cotarelo y r~iori. 
QUIEH PJ!BL6 PAC-d; Idem•:. 
tlUIEN NO CAE NO: SE LlWANTA; Idem. 
LAS QUil~\S DE PORTUGAL; Idem• 
LA REINA DE LOS REYES;. Idem. 
LA REF'OJBLICA AL REV~S; Idem• 
EL REY DON. PEDRO El\! :MADRID; HartzenbUsch. 
LA ROMERA DE SANTIAGO; Cotarelo y.Mori. 
LA SANTA JUANA; (Tres partes), Idem. 
SANTO Y SASTRE·; Idem. 
SIEMPRE AYUDA LA VERDAD; Idem. 
TANTo Es Lq?E .. r~u~s. coMo 10 DE 11E110s; !aein~· 
TOOO ES DAR EN UNA COSA ; Idem• 
LA VENGANZA DE T.Aif1AR; Idem. 
LA VEIIJTURA CON EL :NOMBHE; Hartzenbu~oh. 
VENTURA TE D~, DIOS,: HIJOi. Cotarelo y Mori• 
EL VERGON~OSO EN ?A~CIO; Hartzenbusob. 
. " ' . . 
LA VIDA. DE HERODES; Co~,arelo y Mori. 
,,-
LA VILLANA ·DE LA SAGRA; Ha~~zenbusch. 
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